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EDITORIAL

In March 2015, at the 3rd United Nations World Conference on Disaster
Risk Reduction WCDRR, in Sendai, Japan, the United Nations Member
States will discuss and hopefully adopt the successor arrangements to
the Hyogo Framework for Action 2005-2015 (HFA), referred to as the Post2015 Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (herein after referred to as
the Post-2015 FDRR). In preparing input for the preparatory process of this
Post-2015 FDRR, we have asked IDRC Davos 2014 conference participants
to submit a personal one page statement, highlighting gaps and needs
that should be addressed in a Post-2015 FDRR. In particular, we aimed to
gather personal views for next steps and further research on Disaster Risk
Reduction, on education and training, on practice and implementation,
and on policy improvement. The personal statements shall influence the
IDRC Davos 2014 conference outcome report and serve as a further source
for in-depth discussions at the IDRC Davos 2014 Post-Conference Expert
Workshop.

Walter J. Ammann
IDRC Davos 2014 Chairman

I would like to thank all the contributors for their valuable input and
concerns. I hope that the statements provide a lot of new and useful
insights in future needs to be addressed over the next decade to come.

Walter J. Ammann
Chairman IDRC Davos 2014

The IDRC Davos 2014 Personal Statements are sorted in alphabetical order by the author's
last name.
Please note that the statements have not undergone any editorial process.
The statements express the personal views of the contributors.
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Thomas Abeling
United Nations University/King’s College London
United Kingdom/Germany
abeling@ehs.unu.edu

Research:
There is scope for more comprehensive explorations of the role of informal institutions in disaster risk
management. So far, there seems to be little research on how informal networks and relationships shape
learning and change in existing risk management regimes. Current literature suggests that informality can
be associated with innovation, critical reflection, and learning. Emerging evidence suggests, however, that
this seems to over-simplify the complexities of learning in disaster risk management.

Education and training:
Education and training programmes have a role to play in fostering a balance between flexibility and regulation in disaster risk management. Training programmes can be important platforms for building social
networks and capital, and can help risk planners to develop and maintain both formal and informal networks. This role of training programmes in the dissemination of ideas and disaster risk knowledge could be
explored more systematically in research.

Implementation and training:
Implementation and training exercises could benefit from a stronger focus on lessons-learned that go beyond the formal structures and procedures of disaster risk management. Where informal networks proved
to be helpful in planning for, or responding to hazards, post-exercise evaluations could explore how these
informal links can be of benefit to formal risk planning.

Policy dialogue:
There seems to be a need for stronger responsiveness of both, science and policy communities to each
other. For this, it seems to be important to overcome stereotypes in science-policy dialogues, which often
re-enforce one-dimensional perceptions about the inability of science to communicate understandably
their findings, and about the predominant interest of policy in short-term solutions with little appreciation for complexity.
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Babagana Abubakar
Seabed International
Nigeria
babaganabubakar2002@yahoo.com

Research:
Africa is one of the most vulnerable continents to disasters which is characterised and associated with poverty and very high illiteracy rate. It has presently, very few research institutions/bodies conducting researches
in the field of Disaster and Risk Reduction which made its policy makers to have very limited actions when
it comes to handling disaster issues hence making it very difficult for people and properties to withstand
associated impacts originating from disasters when they happened. In view of the above relevant bodies
in the field of disaster reductions such as the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR),
policy makers, planners, academia, civil society and development experts as well as relevant educational
institutions and international bodies needs to do more in order to close or reduce the existing research gap
through increasing funding for relevant research institutions and researchers in this part of the World and
also organising frequent seminars, conferences, train the train-the-trainer’s workshops as well as UN conferences such as the UN World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction and its Preparatory Committee meetings with the inclusion of participants from the local/grassroots level and or the indigenous communities
who are the custodians of relevant traditional knowledge in the field of Disaster and Risks managements
in this part of the World or otherwise the existing research gaps will ever keep widening.

Education and training:
Many schools in the Sub-Saharan African countries do not include in their school curriculums courses related
to Disaster Risk Reduction. Therefore it will be not easy for many relevant institutions in this part of the
World to contribute on issues related to Disaster Risk Reduction even in the Post 2015 Framework for Disaster
Risk Reduction. Therefore the academia, civil society and development experts from Africa must be considered as stakeholders in the remaining processes leading to the Post2015 FDRR through given priority to their
participations in all or most of the upcoming related events including the post-conference expert workshop
and the UN World Conference WCDRR in Sendai, Japan in March 2015 among others.

Implementation and training:
The members of the civil society, development experts and governments play vital roles in this aspect,
therefore scientist and technologist representatives across the World from this three sectors mostly from the
developing countries must be invited and get involved in organised series of train-the-trainers workshops
on related issues which normally helps in the implementations of policies and continuous training of relevant experts and stakeholders at the local level.

Policy dialogue:
Due to colonisation many of the African peoples, citizens or inhabitants have been made to be indigenous
persons and communities on this continent which resulted in to the modern day very high illiteracy level
in this part of the World and yet coupled with lack of inclusion of this Africans in decision making processes of which they can influence and contribute positively. Therefore the inclusion of these indigenous
people in relevant policy dialogue and even meetings such as the UN World Conference on Disaster Risk
Reduction and its Preparatory Committee meetings will really help in shaping the Post2015 FDRR.
5
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Anu Adhikari
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
Nepal
Anu.adhikari@iucn.org

Research:
There are so many global initiatives of scientific research activities and projects related to DRR with the aim
to address the challenges brought by natural hazards events, mitigate their impacts, and improve policy
making mechanism. But doing research with some specific purpose and priorities, without coordination
with other sectoral research, without proper communication amongst research communities and with few
knowledge bases on DRR science is often limited. Therefore an integrated and transdisciplinary research is
necessary.

Education and training:
There are so many emerging knowledge and concepts on DRR. The current education and training for addressing DRR issue is not sufficient for building the scientific understanding on DRR. There is gap between
various research communities so necessary to build the bridge among them. The global scientific knowledge
base should transfer to regional and country level. Experts having scientific knowledge on DRR should be
mobilised for training to different parts of the worlds and generate knowledge with respect to particular
place or country.

Implementation and training:
The implementation mechanism should be differ with respect to place but the focus should be on sustainable development. The implementation should not limit to certain areas, sector and communities, it should
be done from ecosystem perspective and in multi-partnership, multi –disciplinary and coordinated way.

Policy dialogue:
There are lots of policies related to DRR but the implementation could not become effective. The global
policy could not function equally in all areas so there should be separate policy with respect to region,
country or areas. The policy should be linked with other sectors policy and build on the particular scientific base of the areas and shared among different actors from high to low levels.
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Dr. Wignyo Adiyoso
National Development Planning Agency (BAPPENAS)
Indonesia
wadiyoso@gmail.com

Research:
Past history of disaster events; Relationship between religious (traditional) believes and preparedness action

Education and training:
Integration community development and disaster issues into education & training; Increasing awareness
and knowledge of disaster for policy makers and parliaments (politicians)

Implementation and training:
Bigger budget allocation for disaster training; Increasing capacity for trainers from various background

Policy dialogue:
Mainstreaming disaster issues into development planning process, monitoring and evaluation process
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Shahzada Adnan
Pakistan Meteorological Department
Pakistan
shaz_adnan@yahoo.com

Research:
The world now is facing the extreme of weather in form of droughts, floods, Tropical cyclone, heat and
cold wave and tornadoes etc. it is unfortunate that in seventy percent of National Hydro-meteorological
(NHM) departments are not well equipped by modern instruments and techniques. Secondly, they do not
have long climate data archive to research. The Satellite data of high resolution is n to available to them
for research. Joint research project should be conducted in these countries as these areas are less explored
and we know that weather does not follow the political boundaries. The most important that most of the
research article could not published in peer-reviewed journal because of publication. It is proposed that
publication funding head for least developed countries should be established under a supervisory committee. This committee reviewed whether the work is important for publication in the context of that country
and acknowledgement should be made compulsory to the sponsoring organization. The data sharing is
a big problem among the countries as 192 countries are the member of WMO so by using that platform, it
should make compulsory to develop a data bank for researcher.

Education and training:
The capacity building project should be conducted in under-developed countries. These projects should be
more practical oriented. Secondly, the young scientist from National Hydro-meteorological (NHM) department should be encouraged to participate in international training and opportunity of graduation and
post-graduation should be introduced. The climate change and weather literature should be distributed/
shared free of cost along with the latest research articles to Research and development of NHM department.

Implementation and training:
The international training workshops and conferences should be conducted and young scientist should be
encouraged to participate from most of the countries preferred to under developed countries. It is better to
conduct these training to the underdeveloped countries so that most of the participant may take part and
attend the training. It will be cost effective.

Policy dialogue:
Unfortunately, most of the under development countries has no climate change policy and even they have
not developed the hazard mapping, preparedness and mitigation plans. NHM department should be more
active to develop the climate change policy for their country. The disaster prone areas should be highlighted and which disaster is most devastating. The awareness campaign and early warnings workshop
on climate and weather should conduct to bring awareness among the people. The schools, colleges and
university syllabus committee should be on board to include the climate change and weather phenomena
in their syllabus. The policy dialogue among the neighbouring countries regarding the sharing of information and joint project should be conducted under the umbrella of WMO. There should be a committee developed in each of the member country of WMO consist of scientists, administration and policy makers etc.
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Dr. Muhammad Afzal
PFD
PFRI
Pakistan
directorpfri@yahoo.com

Research:
In developing countries research has low priority. Needs to put on top priority to address the forthcoming
challenges.

Education and training:
Developing countries lack education and training regarding emerging threats. The developed world should
devise mechanism to update and sensitize the developing world on the current issues.

Implementation and training:
Unawareness on the issues attributes failure of implementation and training phase. Problem needs to be
fully explored before implementing its remedy.

Policy dialogue:
Dialogue gap between developing and developed world needs to be narrowed down to collectively cope
with emerging issues.
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Professor Samuel Agele
Federal University of Technology
Nigeria
ohiagele@yahoo.com

Research:
Base-line and ground truthing with respect to disaster risks evaluations and management practices; The
case of the developing countries in particular, the most susceptible and most un-prepared region

Education and training:
Short, medium and long term training programmes for scientists and policy makers including NGO, civil
society groups etc.

Implementation and training:
Communiqués, decision extracts, tool kits, manuals etc generated from studies, workshops and conferences/seminars should be translated to local and international languages and made more available, flyers,
social networks

Policy dialogue:
Policies, dialogues, governance and initiatives, agreements, protocols, and decisions (local, regional and
international) have to be enforced to save the world and mankind from the debilitating risks and disasters that are most times preventable.
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Dr. Sayyed Akbar Nillipoor Tabatabai
Director General of Research Institute of Shakhes Pajouh
Iran
akbarnilipour @yahoo.com

Research:
Passive defence refers to every unarmed attack (military) type that can reduce the effect of war. Threat is an
important concept in passive defences that is divided in to cold and military defence. In military defence
that basically focus on engineering operations and military options, whereas planning as well as system and
organizations preparation are too important factors during cold defence. Thus, passive defence is a comprehensive crisis management. A type of defences that is caused by the outbreak of war. Additionally marshal
traditional wars style have been changed in to the world. The new generation type of them has been convened, which is passive defence or unarmed attacks to countries. This type of war takes place via existing
cracks in the unity and authority of the people and government such as :Rumour’s economic crisis, media
wars. Another example is through media that can damage effects to have on communities and countries. As
countries culture is the goal of them, dealing with this type of war is more conflicting than the traditional
one. So much higher cognitive skills and expertise are needed to deal with.

Education and training:
Lack of training programs on the basis of futures studies as well as cultural attachments on the case of country causes scientific vacuum (Fig. 1). These countries have many cultural differences with invaded country.
Therefore the influence of invaded country would be less stronger. Short and long term training of people
and mangers about features studies and crisis management could guarantee these countries to deal with
these challenges.

Policy dialogue:
In this regard, three essential options play among cultural contexts as followings: 1. Appropriate policies,
strategies and effective management of projects on the basis of futures studies 2. The role of managers
and officials to true implementation of policies and strategies based on the cognitive skills 3. The targeting of people and community by culture of the nation
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Sano Akhteruzzaman
Chief Technical Advisor (DRR, CCA and CCM), Save the Earth Cambodia
Cambodia
sano.stec@gmail.com

Research:
Responsibility & Accountability: It is essential to ensure defined responsibility of stakes in the any DRR efforts. Without defined responsibility, there is no way to make any individual or institution accountable.
Partnership & Participation: It is connected with responsibility and accountability. Without defined responsibility, the accountability cannot be made visible, and the meaningful partnership will not established
so there will be no meaningful participation. As a result, resilience against multi-hazards cannot be made
visible. Gender mainstreaming: still gender issues look like only the paper work. There is no true application of gender considerations mainly in the developing countries. As for example - If we look at the events,
seminars etc., the facts can be reflecting. In order to make it happen, there is the need of Law to support
gender mainstreaming issues into DRR and climate change system, policy and guidelines to develop and
ensure proper implementation (where the key gap is visible), and also support them to build their capacity so that they can contribute significantly. Resilience: Resilience cannot be seen during the project life.
But the existing projects and its mechanisms do not have the access to justify resilience after the project
phases out. Exiting logical framework is an example of limitation. In order to make resilience, the project
and programmes should be designed endowed with proper resilience indicators (we have to share, in
need or request) mainly under the upcoming SDG. Please see the link below. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uWlJmTjURMM

Education and training:
It reflects in the research fields. It needs to be explored. Existing systems are with huge limitations.

Implementation and training:
The existing limited system is not in a position to enhance the effective DRR issues

Policy dialogue:
policies need to be developed reflecting from Law and also have to ensure the implementation. The dialogue should be an on-going mechanism to enhance the processes.
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Ali Al Dhameri
Ministry of agriculture, General directorate of forestry
Yemen
ALIALDAMRI@HOTMAIL.COM

Research:
Studying the damage of Rockslides and rockfalls of people and natural resources

Education and training:
The methods to control Rockslides and rockfalls

Implementation and training:
Rockslides and rockfalls also how to control water and soil erosion by using afforestation. And using
techniques Successful and effective techniques and untested through the generations in the mountainous regions of different slopes. This technique involves the establishment of terraces the bleachers and the
protection of the current methods, biological by using local species of seedling which adapting with local
environment and Climate.

Policy dialogue:
Prepare policy for control for Disaster Risk Reduction
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Mohammed Khamis Al Farsi
Director General , DGHS – South Sharqiya Governorate
Oman
mohmed112112@yahoo.com

Research:
a. Surveys to understand knowledge, attitude and skills of different sectors of community individuals to
prepare, react and tolerance towards emergencies and disasters. b. Finance and resource system at country
level : Testing Accessibility, Readiness and Efficacy at the different phases of disaster. c. Applicable means
for monitoring and interventional tools for new and emerging threats : Biological, Chemical & Nuclear. d.
How to measure and assess our national community capacity, resilience and vulnerability : providing the
tools and methodologies.

Education and training:
a. Incorporating risk awareness and risk Reduction concepts at school curricula and to be basic part of
all subjects taught, not only an extra-exercise that done occasionally. b. Constructing an obligatory short
courses as pre-employment requirement. Each course could be tailored to specific job ( or group of similar
jobs ). c. On job simulation trainings and exercises ( both virtual and actual ) and documentation of active
investigation methodologies applied in disaster management. d. Adopting best practices, prior experiences
and research in continuous professional development programs and accredited and community training
sessions and activities.

Implementation and training:
a. Using an official, free and mobile software as a mean of unified communication and as a tool for guiding and directing populations, especially in urban areas . This could include short messages , info , GPS,
reactive updated maps and routes. b. Inter-agency and inter-sectional means of communication : Need for
unified terms and language, thoroughly agreed & revised disaster plan and efficient and alternative system
of Voice/Text/Alarm devices . c. Setting the Basics: Alternative Sources of Water, Energy and Shelter made
available at hand : ( e.g. Simple tools for purifying or desalinating water )

Policy dialogue:
a. Adoption, execution and expansion of international health regulations for events of public health concern. To include emerging risks, threats and challenging events. b. Constructing Risk Maps that are : Valid,
Practical, Networked , updated and Interactive . c. Setting means of testing and monitoring progress in
disaster preparedness : Are we heading right on the ways ? d. Cost-Benefits of Disaster preparedness being
clearly, regularly and scientifically calculated and assessed for evidence based information and budgeting and resource mobilization. e. Decree and Authority Policies for reducing CO2, pollutions, emissions ,
increasing green space, adopting ( tree for each person ) and preserving marine and natural food resources. f. Logistics allocation : Best practice and Improvement Implementation upon answering queries: Why,
What, How, Who, Where, When
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Dr. Ebru Alarslan
Urban Risk Expert & Project Coordinator, the Ministry of Environment & Urbanization
Turkey
ebrua@csb.gov.tr

Research:
Especially in last 30 years, natural disasters with devastating effects on human settlements have proliferated. Many researchers and research groups try to find out best solutions to mitigate disasters. However,
those solutions mostly conform to standard methods and approaches without sufficient consideration of
local particularities and priorities. Tailor made solutions of challenges in the disaster mitigation process
should be encouraged more. Disaster-related studies use different languages and terminology; and conceptual approaches of disciplines involved in disaster mitigation vary. Such differences tend to weaken the
effectiveness of efforts towards disaster mitigation. A common international terminology and interdisciplinary methodology should be developed for disaster mitigation. To access to data is not a challenge but still
current problem for researchers. Researchers still face problems in accessing data on disasters in general
and risk coverage in particular. Disaster-related research topics might be classified into two groups, namely
(i) main themes with a focus on aspects of disaster management as such, preparedness, response, recovery,
resilience, risk, mitigation, vulnerability and (ii) cross-cutting issues where disaster management requires
attention in related activities, such as spatial planning, sustainable development, environmental impact
assessment, critical infrastructure, security, governance, innovation & technology, spatial data infrastructure, public health. Since disasters impact on various sectors and aspects of settlement, main themes and
cross-cutting issues should be co-ordinated with a view to generating more effective and efficient solutions.

Education and training:
Education and training play crucial roles in disaster mitigation, both in terms of capacity development and
awareness increasing of a society. Lectures at schools and curricula at universities should address disasterrelated topics in light of the vulnerabilities of the societies concerned. Notably universities should develop
multi-disciplinary curricula, involving such departments as geology, spatial planning, architecture, civil
engineering, social and economic sciences. Public training should target groups of experts, policy/decision
makers, technical staff in the implementation process, citizens and citizen groups, and the media members. Research programs on innovation and new technologies should be supported with a view to increasing the coping capacity of societies prone to proliferating natural disasters risks
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Implementation and training:
One of the lessons learnt from past global disaster incidents is the importance of public participation and
support of citizens. Thus, disaster management/mitigation projects should be developed with the involvement of citizens living in disaster risk areas. Instead of single topic/discipline projects, multi-disciplinary
projects and project implementation should be encouraged. While most research projects are multi-disciplinary, implementing project teams usually compose experts of similar disciplines only. To facilitate the
exchange of data, knowledge and experience, information centres are useful at local, national, regional and
international levels. Management and data collection of such centres should be based on state-of-the art
geographic information technology.

Policy dialogue:
Main indicators of disaster mitigation policies should be analyzed at three scales, namely macro, mezzo
and micro. At each level, actors, tools and approaches should be determined and updated in the shortmedium- and long-terms. Contacts among policy-makers should be encouraged via workshops, seminars,
e-platforms, and bilateral channels at local, national, regional, and international levels.

Abdulla Alhmoudi
PhD student in University of Salford Manchester, UK
United Arab Emirates
ab18205@hotmail.com

Research:
Over the past three decades, the frequency of natural disasters has increased globally but the sharpest increase has been in the Asian and Pacific region. This increase has been attributed partly to better reporting,
but also to increasing exposure and vulnerability (UNSCO, 2013). Also between 2002 and 2011, the Asian and
Pacific region had the largest number of people affected, as well as the largest number of people killed by
disasters (UNSCO, 2013). Within Asisa-pacific region, Arab countries are particularly vulnerable. Countries in
Arab region have suffered 276 disasters in the last 25 years, in which 100,000 people have died and 1.5 million have been left homeless (Aburawa, 2011). The financial impact of these disasters is also on the rise. For
instance, intense tropical cyclones like Gone over the Arabian Sea caused 50 deaths and about $4.2 billion
in damage in Oman (Vardiman, 2011). Gone dropped heavy rainfall near the Eastern coastline, which caused
flooding and significant damage. In Iran, the cyclone caused 28 deaths and $216 million in damage. This
research is focused on enhancing disaster response efforts within UAE. UAE is located within the Northern
part of the Arabian Plate, which is moving toward the North and will collide with the Corrugated Euro Asian
Plate in both Iran and Turkey (Dhanhani, 2010). This has the potential to generate earthquakes along the
mountain chains: Zagros of Iran and Taurus in Turkey. The UAE is undergoing a high level of financial investments and high densities of populations (Barakat et al. 2008). On 25th April, 2013, an 8.7 Richter scale
earthquake occurred 650 km from Ras al Kamiah Emirate, raising awareness of earthquakes in the region
(Hosani, 2013). The 25th April 2013 and several small earthquakes which have been recorded since, represent
sufficient evidence of the existence of considerable seismic activity within UAE (Abdulla, 2013). Also, UAE is
vulnerable to the possibility of tsunami activity (Kumar, 2009). Most UAE natural hazards have occurred in
Fujairah, such as the Al Qurayah flood of 1995, the Masafi earthquake of 2002, the Al Tawaian landslide of
2005, the Tropical Gonu storm of 2007 and the Sharm flood in 2009 (Dhanhani, 2010).
16
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Research:
Over the past three decades, the frequency of natural disasters has increased globally but the sharpest increase has been in the Asian and Pacific region. This increase has been attributed partly to better reporting,
but also to increasing exposure and vulnerability (UNSCO, 2013). Also between 2002 and 2011, the Asian and
Pacific region had the largest number of people affected, as well as the largest number of people killed by
disasters (UNSCO, 2013). Within Asisa-pacific region, Arab countries are particularly vulnerable. Countries in
Arab region have suffered 276 disasters in the last 25 years, in which 100,000 people have died and 1.5 million have been left homeless (Aburawa, 2011). The financial impact of these disasters is also on the rise. For
instance, intense tropical cyclones like Gone over the Arabian Sea caused 50 deaths and about $4.2 billion
in damage in Oman (Vardiman, 2011). Gone dropped heavy rainfall near the Eastern coastline, which caused
flooding and significant damage. In Iran, the cyclone caused 28 deaths and $216 million in damage. This
research is focused on enhancing disaster response efforts within UAE. UAE is located within the Northern
part of the Arabian Plate, which is moving toward the North and will collide with the Corrugated Euro Asian
Plate in both Iran and Turkey (Dhanhani, 2010). This has the potential to generate earthquakes along the
mountain chains: Zagros of Iran and Taurus in Turkey. The UAE is undergoing a high level of financial investments and high densities of populations (Barakat et al. 2008). On 25th April, 2013, an 8.7 Richter scale
earthquake occurred 650 km from Ras al Kamiah Emirate, raising awareness of earthquakes in the region
(Hosani, 2013). The 25th April 2013 and several small earthquakes which have been recorded since, represent
sufficient evidence of the existence of considerable seismic activity within UAE (Abdulla, 2013). Also, UAE is
vulnerable to the possibility of tsunami activity (Kumar, 2009). Most UAE natural hazards have occurred in
Fujairah, such as the Al Qurayah flood of 1995, the Masafi earthquake of 2002, the Al Tawaian landslide of
2005, the Tropical Gonu storm of 2007 and the Sharm flood in 2009 (Dhanhani, 2010).

Education and training:
In recent years, many deaths in disasters have been attributed to a lack of an effective Early Warning System (EWS) and lack of an integrated approach to disaster response, particularly within developing countries
(Raimondi, 2010). Momani et al. (2011) investigated the response efforts to flood disaster that happened in
Jeddah city in 2009 and highlighted the lack of early warning systems in place to inform the population in
a timely manner. These disasters left the population without water, electricity, food, and telecommunications, resulting in key challenges in the task for reconstruction, and rehabilitation of the community and
people (Albreiki, 2013). In Sri Lanka over 34,000 people lost their lives in the 2004 tsunami. Research has
identified that this is, at least in part, due to the lack of a tsunami early warning system (Bogardi et al.,
2006). Furthermore, the disaster caused by Hurricane Katrina in 2005 serves as one of the best examples
that information available for preventing and limiting damage from hazards is useless if the information is
not correctly applied and broadly shared. This disaster was not caused merely by natural hazards, but also
by institutional failure, lack of coordination between authorities and ineffective communication among all
stakeholders, including the people exposed (De Marchi et al. 2007). People-Centred or Community Based
Early Warning Systems (CB-EWS) are recognized by institutions such as the UN as an effective and important strategy for disaster risk reduction (Londoño, 2011). According to UN/ISDR, the Asian Ocean tsunami in
December 2004 was probably the loudest wake up call, in recent history, indicating the urgent need to
have effective CB-EWS in place, in all countries and regions, and for all types of hazards. Despite the broad
destruction caused by the tsunami, local community-based initiatives, developed since before the event,
proved to be successful (Subramanian, 2005). According to the UN (2006), the objective of CB-EWS is to empower individuals and communities threatened by hazards to act in sufficient time and in an appropriate
manner so as to reduce the possibility of personal injury, loss of life, damage to property and the environment and loss of livelihoods. CB-EWSs do not only aim to increase the level of preparedness of the community and decrease its vulnerability, but also to strengthen institutional collaboration, in particular local
institutions, in order to ensure a continuity of the efforts (Londoño, 2011).
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Implementation and training:
EWS within the UAE faces various socio-technical challenges. The Federal Plan to face disasters in the UAE
is the prerogative of the civil defence and managed by the Ministry of Interior (Federal Plan for Natural
Disasters, 2003). However, the role of communities within EWS is not clearly defined. Also, members of the
community are uninformed and unaware of Federal plan, and as results do not know the procedures carried
out in the event of the arrival of early warning signals. Also, there are shortcomings in the training process
and scenarios with individuals and institutions of civil society (Altamimi, 2013). Also, there are deficiencies
in the use of technology in the exchange of information and reliance on the National Centre for Meteorology and Seismology monitoring and Warning (Altamimi, 2013).On the other hand, key challenges to effective disaster response in the UAE also relate to lack of organization, an integrated approach and inability
to integrate emerging technological development in a local context. Also, the early warning system failed
and do not cover the requirements of the government, institutions and society (Dhanhani, 2010). A number
of additional factors have contributed to lack of the effectiveness of disaster response efforts within UAE.
Dhanhani (2010) has highlighted how lack of an end to end and people-centred approach on EWS, coupled
with weakness in terms of governance and institutional arrangements affect the response efforts. Also, the
UAE has a huge expatriate population who do not speak Arabic. The presence of other languages such as
English, Persian, Hindi, and Urdu create significant communication challenges. As identified by Al Ameri
(2012), there are significant weaknesses in the transfer of understandable warning and preparedness information to those at risk. All of the above mentioned factors highlight the need to address and minimize the
risk from natural disasters and investigate key challenges of early warning within UAE. There is a need for
investigation into the role of government, stake-holders and communities within EWS, to enhance disasters
resilience within UAE.

Policy dialogue:
EWS are well recognized as a critical, life-saving tool for floods, droughts, storms, bushfires and other
hazards (Ahmed, 2013). The existence of an early warning system, containing such data, will reduce the
loss of life and economic losses by allowing alerts to be made and preparations to take place (WMO, 2013).
At the World Conference on Disaster Reduction (UNISDR, 2005), a total of 168 governments supported by
numerous organizations adopted the Hyogo Framework for Action 2005-2015 (Hyogo Framework for Action,
2005). Hyogo framework sets out strategic goals, priority areas of action and institutional responsibilities
for substantially reducing disaster risks. It identifies the need for Within UAE context; Dhanhani (2010) has
identified weaknesses in the early warning and response systems. This research focuses on developing a
framework to enhance early warning response capabilities to aid disaster resilience in the UAE using the
emirates of Fujairah and Abu Dhabi as case studies. A complete and effective early warning system comprises four inter-related elements: risk knowledge, monitoring and warning service, dissemination and
communication and response capability. A weakness or failure in any one part could result in failure of
the whole system (ISDR Platform, 2006). The aim of this study is to ensure the effectiveness and availability of these four elements of the existing system in the UAE through the study of a scenario for natural
disasters which occurred in the Emirate of Fujairah, such as the storm Gone in 2007. Also in Abu Dhabi
emirates the institutional Coordination and Cooperation between civil defence, stockholders and Local
community will be studied. Moreover the study of countries that have succeeded in the application of
effective early warning systems and the examination of the reasons for their success, challenges successful implementation and how the system is applied. After the completion of this study, we will be able to
develop a framework focused on enhancing early warning responses against the risk of natural disasters in
the United Arab Emirates.
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Seyed Ali Badri
Associate Prof., University of Tehran
Iran
sabadri@ut.ac.ir

Research:
Community involvement in risk reduction process, especially in rural areas; Rural-urban linkage in disaster
management

Education and training:
To strengthen the spirit of cooperation on inter- organization collaboration

Implementation and training:
Formulation of the standard educational pamphlets; To Educate and train specialized personnel for EMOs
and EMCs; Specialized software and hardware for risk and disaster management

Policy dialogue:
Strategic plan on natural/unnatural disaster management in national and province levels

Dr. Christoph Aubrecht
AIT Austrian Institute of Technology & The World Bank
Austria/USA/Turkey
christoph.aubrecht@ait.ac.at

Research:
The spatial component of analyses at any scale, from local to global, must neither be neglected nor misinterpreted. Scale-aware implementation of spatial data is crucial. As available modelling input data has
become increasingly detailed in consistent form even for large areas, effort must be put in big data analysis
and interpretation. Accounting more for dynamic aspects as well in all phases of DRM, from risk analysis to
mitigation and finally response, should become an increasingly important topic on any research agenda.
Disaster risks are not static and assessments should not be either. Technology provides the means to integrate temporal dynamics in complex system analysis and it will be the challenge for the scientific community to process and consequently communicate properly to decision makers.
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Hatice Avci
International Media Relations Responsible, Kimse Yok Mu
Turkey
hatice.avci@kimseyokmu.org.tr

Research:
Research on regional disaster risks and whether the competencies of aid teams in the regions are sufficient
remains the most important topic. Prior to disasters occurring, new technologies should be developed and
be made accessible to all accredited international rescue teams for obtaining better, faster and more accurate information regarding disasters. Contribution shall be made to speed up aid teams to enable them
respond more effectively by accelerating information flow after disasters.

Education and training:
It is important for aid teams (SAR) to take regular trainings in order to be prepared for response at all times.
Besides aid teams in the countries, security personnel (military, police force and gendarme) to be assigned
after disasters should at a minimum take search and rescue trainings, including the use of new related
technologies. It is also important for such teams to take disaster psychology training and to increase the
number of psychosocial support teams and prepare them for disasters psychologically. It may be crucial in
minimizing threats to life to give periodical awareness raising trainings, using technology such as an earthquake simulator, to the public.

Implementation and training:
Introducing international aid teams to each other prior to disasters, organizing common training programs,
sharing technology and organizing exchange programs (increasing their numbers) are critical in conveying
fast and high-grade relief to the persons in need, by making better decisions in disaster response. Development of a better coordination system for dialogue, unity and task sharing between teams in the area for
disaster management.

Policy dialogue:
It is necessary to support international NGO’s that are active in disaster risk management and disaster
response to increase their numbers and increase the number of volunteers. The scope of a subject such
as Disaster Risk Management is greater than what a government can handle by itself. Therefore encouraging volunteers from the public, supporting them with technology and making them ready for responding
actively in an organized way is a must.
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Prof. Andrew Banasiewicz
Boston University, Boston, MA
United States
abanas@bu.edu

Research:
To-date, risk-related research has been opportunistically-spotty, with some areas, such as credit risk having
received a considerable amount of conceptual and measurement attention, while other areas, such as casualty risk having been largely overlooked. The introduction of enterprise risk management (ERM) frameworks,
most notably COSO and ISO 31000 promised more all-inclusive risk research efforts, but those efforts have
been hampered by the fact that while the said ERM frameworks offer compelling approaches to conceptualizing enterprise-wide risk management, they provide comparatively little risk measurement guidance.
Hence, in my view, the major research gap that needs to be addressed is that of meaningful risk type specific
measurement, one that enables organizations to reach the compelling vision of ERM.

Education and training:
The ubiquity of risk, coupled with the growing realization of its impact on modern society means that the
elementary notions of risk identification, assessment and risk response ought to be imbedded into basic
private and public management education. Managers from private and public sectors alike need to have at
least a basic understanding of the core risk-related principles in order to be able to risk-adjust their planning and decisioning processes, in the manner that reflects subjectively-derived risk estimates (as opposed
to the often biased subjective perceptions of risk). Furthermore, risk management, as a specialized area of
responsibility, needs to more rapidly incorporate cutting-edge risk assessment and measurement developments to make sure that risk management practitioners’ capabilities are reflective of the current state of
knowledge.

Implementation and training:
Intelligent use of the readily available data and related informational resources, along with heavy use of
what-if scenario planning approaches and tools should be, in my view, among the core implementation
and training priorities. In other words, while it is important to be familiar with the emerging, cutting-edge
thinking in the area of risk assessment, analysis and response (see #2 above), risk practitioners ultimately
have to be comfortable and proficient in using data/information-intensive risk decision support tools, as
only then will objective empirical evidence begin to replace the subjective (and thus often biased) perceptions of risk impact or severity.

Policy dialogue:
I believe that both public and private policy considerations need to expressly address the impact of different risk-related scenarios, in order to offer a more realistic, or sober, views of expected outcomes. It is
important, however, to also acknowledge cross-risk type differences in knowability – in other words, the
variability in the degree to which individual risk types can be estimated using historical data and other
credible inputs, which may mean expressly differentiating among unknowable uncertainty, probabilistic
(i.e., somewhat knowable, or estimable) risk and defined liabilities. Lastly, as it regards the “contribution” of risk research to the policy dialogue, it also appears to be beneficial to expressly distinguish between downside and upside threats.
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Andrea Bartolucci
PhD candidate, Department of Life and Environmental
Sciences (DiSVA), Polytechnic University of Marche
Italy
andrea.bartolucci@univpm.it

Research:
improve the use of a a-disciplinary approach in order to reach solutions based on a new understanding of
complex situations

Education and training:
teenagers training at school, very specific educational programs

Implementation and training:
‘‘planning should take into consideration how people and organizations are likely to act, rather than expecting them to change their behavior to conform to the plan” (cit.)

Policy dialogue:
why do we keep working on “fashion” topics rather than useful ones?
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Christian Baumgarten
Institute of Rescue Engineering and Civil Protection, Cologne University of Applied
Sciences
Germany
christian.baumgarten@fh-koeln.de

Research:
In times of natural and anthropogenic hazards, the impact of these hazards for the population can have
extensive consequences. So, the resilience and capacities of critical infrastructure should be investigated in
further detail to detect appropriate counter-measures to protect life and health.

Education and training:
Education and training are very important parts of our civil protection system. In terms of volunteerism,
educational concepts should be adapted according to present challenges such as demographic change.
Furthermore, human resources development also has to be investigated for implementation in disaster
management.

Implementation and training:
Ensuring user-friendly applications and their implementation with respect to scientific results and concepts
should always be required nowadays. Therefore, end-users for disaster management have to more strongly
factor into discussions and definitions of goals in disaster management, hazard control and civil protection.

Policy dialogue:
Policy dialogues provide the basis for a professional and working disaster management. Different topics
according to the conference should be discussed further for a continuing, positive development.
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Prof. Djillali Benouar
Academia, University of Science & Technology Houari Boumediene (USTHB)
Algeria
dbenouar@usthb.dz

Research:
The main gaps to be addressed in science are the reduction of uncertainties in the stochastic models used
today in the assessment of all natural hazards. The data which constitute the pillar of any reliable hazard
evaluation is not complete, heterogeneous deficient in many respects. Research should redefine vulnerability and improve vulnerability evaluation. Foster research on behaviour of structures and materials particularly in seismic environment. Promote research for DRR/DRM project oriented.

Education and training:
Only education and training can influence the DRR culture which is fortunately human made. DRR education and training should be for all and lifelong. Education and training should be oriented towards future
DRR/DRM managers at all levels of the society (Civil society, local, regional and national authorities). Education and training should have a goal in post 2015 to shifting from being an information centric society to a
knowledge centric society for a sound DRR.

Implementation and training:
Implementation should have a goal to shift of being an information centric society to a knowledge centric
society for post 2015. Promote science for non scientists and engineering for non engineers for Post 2015.
Implementation of DRR should be based on science and avoid political decisions. Need of surge in implementation and training in all levels for post 2015. Need a surge to promote universally science and technology for DRR

Policy dialogue:
Need a real and equitable policy and scientists dialogue in Post 2015. Policy should incorporate accountability in all its facets. Policy should be based on science findings.
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Christian Bentler
Institute of Rescue Engineering and Civil Protection, Cologne University of Applied
Sciences
Germany
Christian.bentler@fh-koeln.de

Research:
There are several important points in research that need to be explored in the next decade. In my opinion,
there needs to be a better connection between researchers and end-users. Developed solutions have to
solve end-user problems and fit into their systems. Furthermore, it is necessary to link different scientific
disciplines to increase the benefit of research results.

Education and training:
The main important aspect in education and training is to increase the awareness of risk management for
all kinds of dangers. Depending on structural requirements, end-users do not have to reduce all risks, but
need to identify them and determine the relevant ones. Therefore, new holistic assessment approaches are
needed. It is necessary to create new training programmes that include all needs of specific target groups.

Implementation and training:
A continuous practice of implemented systems has to be planned, prepared, conducted and evaluated.
Developed management systems need to be flexible and adaptable to new challenges. In addition, it is
very important to create solutions that are applicable to already existing management tools and just change
processes where needed.

Policy dialogue:
Policy establishes the basis for the users of any risk management system as well as for the development
of new possibilities to deal with risks by researchers. As a result, a close cooperation between politicians,
researchers and end-users is mandatory. To improve risk and crisis management continuously, all stakeholders need to responsibly participate and effectively contribute to this process.
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Romana Berariu
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Institute of Production and Logistics
Austria
romana.berariu@boku.ac.at

Research:
Identification of the whole complexity that occurs in case of disasters is one major gap. Cascades and consequences that may take place have to be widely understood for acting appropriately in case of an event.

Education and training:
Multidisciplinary is a major point to consider. I think the different disciplines itself are well educated but
the connectivity of different disciplines may gain from improvements.

Implementation and training:
For implementation of different research results as well as technological aspects it is essential to keep in
mind that practitioners have to be included and well-informed in order to achieve practical results of the
research done in this field.

Policy dialogue:
For implementation of different research results as well as technological aspects it is essential to keep in
mind that practitioners have to be included and well-informed in order to achieve practical results of the
research done in this field.
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Florian Brauner
Institute of Rescue Engineering and Civil Protection,
Cologne University of Applied Sciences
Germany
florian.brauner@fh-koeln.de

Research:
The IDRC 2014 topic “Integrative Risk Management” is an interdisciplinary topic. In addition to extensive
research, end-users’ knowledge is required to overcome the gap between theoretical approaches and successful applications. Science has to expand the dialogue with end-users and consider such applications
in their research. Iterative evaluation through an end-user advisory board should be ensured in research
projects.

Education and training:
Education and training are essential for successful preparation and mitigation of unwanted events. They
play a major role in crisis management. This comprehension has been accepted and is now leading to increasing numbers of training exercises all over the world. Currently, exercise evaluation is based on answering certain questions. There are no scientific evaluation methodologies to capture and provide feedback for
such exercises – even a comparison of different concepts and scenarios based on scientific values is yet not
possible. Therefore, training and education of rescue staff needs to be evaluated with scientific standards
and methods. Guidelines and scientific methodologies are needed to evaluate exercises in independently
trained scenarios and concepts to ensure comparability.

Implementation and training:
The implementation and practice of research results have to be a major objective of sciences and be considered right from the start. Especially integrative risk management solutions need to be user-friendly,
understandable and applicable. Therefore, user requirement studies should be executed and the results
implemented.

Policy dialogue:
Policy has a major influence on risk and disaster management. Therefore, policy can support and also
inhibit certain developments and guide research strategies. In a society with more and more interlinked
structures such as critical infrastructure, a common strategy is essential. In dialogue with all stakeholders,
strategies should be discussed to improve risk and disaster management to face the challenges from today
and tomorrow. Policy might take the moderating role of this dialogue.
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Dr. Graham Brewer
Director, Centre for Interdisciplinary Built Environment Research, University of
Newcastle
Australia
graham.brewer@newcastle.edu.au

Research:
“Resilience” is the new “sustainability”. Resilience-thinking must become embodied in the research agenda and public discourse associated with it. The notion of sustainability as an eclectic, fringe interest has
long been dispelled (although regrettably still contested in some areas of politics and society), and this is as
much to do with the marketing undertaken by the research community of its activities as it is to do with the
application of its work. The challenge is to move resilience (in social, business, and environmental terms)
centre stage, where sustainability is rightfully seen as a subset of a resilient future. In the context of disaster
risk reduction more needs to be done to harness the increasing availability of powerful built environment
modelling tools to assess the impact of disasters (including slow onset disasters) on a variety of existing and
proposed environments. In parallel (and possibly more challenging) the interaction between “things” and
“people” (nonhuman and human actants) must be investigated and wherever possible modelled so that
unintended consequences can be foreshadowed and avoided.

Education and training:
To some extent resilience is being reflected in the titles (if not so much by the content) of tertiary education
programs and courses. This trend must continue and extend down from the University sector into vocational
and community education to reflect and reinforce the first paragraph in section 1 (above).

Implementation and training:
Following on from section 2 (above) and embracing the tenets of paragraph 2 (section 1 above): it is not only
desirable, but essential that the need for resilience thinking should be diffused throughout communities
and societies liable to be impacted by disasters. Increasingly this population includes large parts of the developed world, where faith in anthropocentric agents to solve climate related issues has declined.

Policy dialogue:
The capacity for policy to fail to deliver intended outcomes remains limitless. Well intentioned, but poorly
conceived policies can be shown to have counterintuitive consequences when deployed in the white heat
of post-disaster recovery and reconstruction. The power of science and research to model the outcomes
of policy implementation prior to their implementation in the real world is considerable and should be
routinely employed by governments and non-government organisations globally.
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Daniela Caldeira
Albert-Ludwigs-University of Freiburg
Germany
danielabcaldeira@gmail.com

Research:
Long-term and sustainable risk reductions require multi-disciplinary research. New technologies must be
tested in different geographic, climate and socio-economic conditions.

Education and training:
In many developed/industrialized countries as well as in transition and developing countries there is a lack
of specific courses concerning climate change adaptation and disaster risk management. New professional
courses and graduation with technical approach are likely to expand the knowledge of regional and local
environments as well as particular issues. Regarding social sciences, there are some challenges to be overcome.

Implementation and training:
In local level, non-state actors must be aware of geographic and climate conditions to suggest and require
adaptation to local authorities. General knowledge of alternative ways to face the local problem could also
be provided to all stakeholder in order to decide together the best options.

Policy dialogue:
The choice and arrangement of measures from policy makers in national level is crucial to reach satisfactory results. A success Integrative Risk Policy must comprise coordination between different levels of government, balance of their competence and embracement of participatory process. This cooperation across
administrative borders could be boosted by a dialogue between developed countries and emerging and
developing/transition countries. The effects of climate change and their consequences in the environment
are international concern. Therefore, negotiations should involve risk management and climate change
adaptation policies. Sharing data and providing funds for implementing new technologies, for example,
could fill gaps in the current risk policies from developing and transition countries.
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Dr. Prof. Robert Chandler
University of Central Florida
United States
robert.chandler@ucf.edu

Research:
Stress experienced by crisis-impacted individuals causes key changes in physiological, psychological and
emotional response, negatively impacting their cognitive functioning and behavioural compliance with
emergency messaging during crisis. It is widely observed that cognitive impairment affects vocabulary
comprehension levels. It is also potentially changes language-specific functioning, as commonly reported
among crisis response professionals with regard to multilingual audiences during disasters. Crisis often introduces hyper-stress, involving fear, anxiety, uncertainty, and physiological stress caused by lack of sleep,
worry, and hyper-vigilance. Such states can alter audiences’ ability to perceive situational dangers and to
interpret and comply with recommended action. It is essential that crisis messages be devised accordingly,
and further detailed research into this area is warranted. It is misguided to withhold immediate public notification of sudden crises due to fear of widespread panic. Sending the correct message at the right times,
to the correct audiences and with the proper terminology is essential. Reducing vocabulary sophistication
and volume of words is one aspect. Yet, this objective is no simple matter to achieve; it entails creating
many separate, strategized messages, prepared differently for the type of crisis, audience and phase of the
crisis. Certain crisis stages call for short, direct instruction. Others require more detailed messages. Much
of the existing advice in this area is derived from knowledge gained by the overlap of investigated cognitive science research findings in concert with what is discussed among crisis communication professionals.
However, additional empirical research is needed. Opportunities may be emerging which should be recognized and funded. As we gain increasing technological sophistication in digitally automated emergency
messaging, options to strategize messages increase. It is recommended to further research simultaneously
capturing data which may be useful in accurately analysing effectiveness of messaging strategies.

Education and training:
More elaborate, sophisticated training is required as to several facets of emergency communication during
disaster, including lessons learned and best practices as they pertain to various disaster contexts, phases
and audiences. In addition to education regarding issues of cognitive functioning during crisis, it is important to know which communication channels are available and effective in various areas and which are
changing. Within the social media channel, for example, options vary depending on demographics. Moreover, there should be training as to uses of channel redundancy during various phases of crisis.

Implementation and training:
Communication needs to be a featured focal area of crisis preparation – not merely a peripheral sidelight.
While logistics of crisis response are often complex, the importance of a core understanding of foundations
of effective communication cannot be understated. The fact that radios are working does not necessarily
mean there is successful communication. Speaking the same language as the audience does not inherently
mean that anyone is “speaking the same language.”

Policy dialogue:
Involvement of social science communication research findings and expert researchers in the development
and stipulation of policies, regulations, requirements and minimum standards of compliance/performance
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Prof. Hem Chandra
Sanjay Gandhi Post Graduate Institute of Medical Sciences
India
hchandra555@gmail.com

Research:
According to geological, topographical and climatic conditions of the area and human factors such as deforestation, unscientific road construction, constructions of dams or reservoirs, housing schemes, roads,
terracing and water intensive agricultural practices on steep slopes etc., implemented without proper environmental impact assessments have increased the intensity and frequency of landslides. Major needs to
be addressed in research are in the field of: • Regular monitoring of disaster prone sites through the modern
instrument and manually. • Effects of allocation of specific responsibilities to the various agencies involved.
• Listing out proper sequence of action to be taken during such an emergency and preplanning or pre determining of response actions. • Effect of medical management of the available resources. • Developing
the standard operating procedure for perfect co-ordination among various department and relief agencies
including medical, involved.

Education and training:
All hospitals must meet the most stringent and modern safety requirements which are feasible and costeffective . Some of the shortfalls that should be addressed are: 1) insufficient coordination between hospitals and civil/governmental response agencies; 2) insufficient on-site critical care capability; 3) a lack of
“portability” of acute care processes ; 4) education shortfalls; and 5) the inability of hospitals to align disaster medical requirements with other competing priorities.

Implementation and training:
First of all, special task force units under the supervision of armed forces to be developed and located for
prehospital evacuation from the place of occurrence in vulnerable areas. Some establishment like First Referral Units (FRU) under Armed Forces medical Corps to be established in different locations of hilly terrain.
. The geographical terrain of the area is such that only the army personnel have the required training and
capacity to overcome such natural adversity. The FRU should also help the upgradation of CHCs and PHCs
in that area for disaster preparedness and development of disaster plan. The district level hospitals to be
upgraded into tertiary level treatment centre and level one trauma centre. Finally evacuation plan of victims
from FRU/ PHC, CHC to the nearest military/ district hospital to be coordinated with surface and air transport.
Adequate number of helipad may be made for air evacuation of victims and this will also help in transportation of food, medicine, clothes etc near the place of disaster. Regular mocking exercise of relief operation
to be carried out on interval.

Policy dialogue:
Pan-Himalayan strategy for states can evolve common policies based on the region’s natural resources—
forests, water, biodiversity, organic and specialty foods, nature tourism – but without adverse effect to the
environment.. The policy should include- Preparedness and Mitigation is bound to yield more effective
returns than distributing relief after a disaster; Creating a Culture of Preparedness and Prevention; A code
of conduct for all stake-holders
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Dr. Yung-Fang Chen
Coventry University
United Kingdom
yung-fang.chen@coventry.ac.uk

Research:
Training exercises is one of the important methods to facilitate learning and experience sharing in the
emergency service. In additional to traditional paper based, table top exercises, there are many new types
of applications for delivery, including Serious Games, virtual world environment and mobile applications. It
is crucial to embed the methodology for delivery and evaluation in the training exercise. It requires research
on a standardised and holistic framework for evaluation for exercises. This can also be the guidelines for the
operations in different countries.

Education and training:
widening the risk awareness in schools and communities Universities, in particular those with subjects in
disaster management should play a key role on widening the risk awareness in the primary schools and
communities. This could be done by using university students to facilitate training at schools and communities level.
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Chizoba Chinweze
Chemtek Associates
Nigeria
ud2001ng@yahoo.com

Research:
There is need for data sharing and to provide support for technology/instrument use for disaster risk reduction/management research especially in the developing countries.

Education and training:
There is a major need for training and education to enhance capacities and capabilities and for building
resilience.

Implementation and training:
UNISDR is to improve on providing support for disaster risk reduction monitoring and implementation.
There is also need to integrate traditional knowledge in implementing disaster risk reduction. Enhance
community-based networks on building resilient communities. Women could be a force in resilience building as they are custodians of natural resources

Policy dialogue:
There is an urgent need to encourage and reinforce a science-policy interface, which should be futuristic.
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Ksenia Chmutina
School of Civil and Building Engineering, Loughborough University
United Kingdom
k.chmutina@lboro.ac.uk

Research:
Lack of understanding on how and when stakeholders implement DRR measures; Lack of knowledge on how
stakeholders navigate the simultaneous implementation of resilience and sustainability

Education and training:
Lack of awareness of DRR agenda among construction stakeholders; Lack of training and awareness about
sustainability issues among those involved in DRR, and other way around

Implementation and training:
Lack of stakeholders engagement with resilience agenda; Lack of simultaneous enforcement of resilience
and sustainability

Policy dialogue:
Lack of clear policy on the integration of DRR in construction of the built environment; Lack of clear guidance on the definitions of resilience and sustainability, and how DRR could fit into both
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Dr. Tina Comes
Centre for Integrated Emergency Management / Dept. for ICT, University of Agder
Norway
tina.comes@uia.no

Research:
Field research bridging the gap between theory and practice and methods for field conditions; Disaster response and the transition from response to recovery; Real-time decision support systems; Transdisciplinarity

Education and training:
Training for ‘embedded’ researchers and practitioners that apply research methods in practice; Problemcentred and transdisciplinarity education

Implementation and training:
Combination of virtual elements and collaboration; Combined impact evaluation and training / learning

Policy dialogue:
Coordination between policy-makers’, practitioners and researchers from various countries enabling
smooth transition between preparedness and response phases; Globally coordinated effort to integrate
the efforts of researchers as a V&TC into the disaster response; Target research funding
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Jorge Cordero
Center for Advanced Aerospace Technologies (CATEC)
Spain
jcordero@catec.aero

Research:
The research and development on autonomous systems, especially UAVs and UGVs, and cooperation and
decision making technologies as potential solutions in disaster and crisis management.

Education and training:
To make the most of new technologies (virtual/augmented reality, simulation) to train people involved
in disaster management. See for example this simulator for forest firefighting management: http://www.
seilaf.com/

Implementation and training:
R&D lifecycle should be economically supported by the governments, from applied research to technology
transfer to the industries/companies involved in disaster management. Joint needs for disaster management must be clearly identified. Why not to create a Joint Undertaking among the companies willing to
develop products/services devoted for disaster management? There are some examples of these associations
in Europe: SESAR, Cleansky, Shift2Rail,…

Policy dialogue:
In order to raise awareness of Post-2015 framework for disaster risk reduction and to ensure the contribution of science and technology in this field, the specific development/implementation needs for such
field should be clearly specified. Then this needs/requirements should be aligned with R&D investments
programmes, for instance in Europe with HORIZON 2020 Work Programme for Secure societies – Protecting
freedom and security of Europe and its citizens.
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Wendy Cue
Chief, United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) / UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) Joint Environment Unit
Switzerland
cue@un.org

Research:
While the Hyogo Framework for Action (HFA) focuses on both natural and technological hazards, HFA-related
risk assessments and capacity building efforts have mostly focused on natural hazards. As the Gulf of Mexico
oil spill and the Fukushima triple disaster had shown, technological disasters also can have significant
consequences, potentially impacting multiple countries. We should ensure not only that the post-2015 DRR
framework gives equal priority to technological and natural hazards but also that the tools and methods
for assessing multi-hazard risk are analysed, further refined and put into practice. Only by taking a multihazard approach and involving all actors into risk management can we develop adequate risk reduction
strategies.

Education and training:
Education, tools and trainings for disaster risk reduction can be shared widely through the use of online
platforms and social media. Such mechanisms must bring together the various stakeholders having a role
in reducing disaster risk - national authorities, academia, private sector and international stakeholders. An
example of such a platform is the Environmental Emergencies Centre (EEC – www.eecentre.org), an online
knowledge hub designed primarily to provide national responders with a one-stop shop of all information
relevant to the preparedness, response and recovery stages of an environmental emergency. The EEC contributes to awareness-raising and capacity development and enables expertise in the field of environmental emergency response to become more widely available.

Implementation and training:
As the benefits of preparing outweigh the costs of response and disaster losses, significant additional resources are needed to finance disaster risk reduction, including emergency preparedness. Policy makers and
member states’ authorities need to deepen their collaboration in order to ensure that long-term financing
for disaster risk reduction, preparedness and risk management is prioritized. Making such changes to international as well as national development funding will require strong leadership. Better alignment between
policies and joint programming should focus on the most vulnerable people to crises. Risk-sensitive programming for short-, medium- and longer term will help people build resilience to prepare for, cope with
and recover from crises and shocks.

Policy dialogue:
Climate change and DRR are linked: yet these two domains continue to develop in silos with different
stakeholders, expert groups, funding mechanisms and processes. It is evident that a significant component of adaptation to climate change will relate to management of extreme events; and finding ways to
deal with the inevitable disaster losses and damages from climate change. For this work to be effective,
DRR and Climate Change Adaptation activities must be institutionally-linked at global and national policy
levels. Existing DRR institutions, structures and financial mechanisms should be recognized as effective
vehicles for addressing and adapting to climate change-related risks, and conversely climate change adaptation mechanisms should be harnessed to reduce climate-related extreme events.
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Eileen Culleton
Emergency 2.0 Wiki
Australia
eileenculleton@gmail.com

Research:
Research into the effective use of social media for disaster resilience needs to have a greater emphasis on
providing practical recommendations that can be implemented by emergency response agencies and governments. There needs to be a stronger focus on sharing lessons learned from each disaster with the international community. Due to the rapid pace of change to social media platforms, there needs to be shorter
timeframes for research projects to ensure the findings will be relevant when the report is released.

Education and training:
There needs to be a stronger focus on capacity building communities by providing education and information on the role each sector of the community: emergency response agencies, government, NGOs, schools,
hospitals, community groups, business, media and citizens, can play in using social media for disaster resilience to help themselves and each other. National guidelines and training resources for emergency response
agencies need to incorporate using social media to effectively engage with the community as partners,
including with volunteer technical communities providing information aid. NGOs, community groups, faith
based groups, volunteer groups and service clubs need to be trained on how they can use social media to
build disaster resilience in their communities. Public education campaigns and materials need to have
social media integrated into them with simple, action oriented information. Campaigns need to encourage
citizens to help each other by sharing disaster information via their social networks and providing guidance
on how to effectively do that. Disaster preparation information for businesses needs to incorporate the use
of social media both for business resilience to ensure they continue providing services soon after a disaster
and to also highlight the role they can play in community recovery.

Implementation and training:
There needs to be a greater emphasis on providing the social media tools and platforms such as mobile
apps and crowdmaps to empower communities to help themselves, each other and emergency response
agencies. Equally important is providing guidance to communities on how to effectively use these tools
and platforms to help themselves and their communities and provide situational information to emergency
response agencies.

Policy dialogue:
The policy dialogue needs to recognise the transformative role that social media can play in making disaster resilience a social norm. Social media offers the potential to create a level of resilience that ensures
communities don’t just ‘bounce back’ after a disaster, but ‘bounce forward’, becoming stronger with
increased social networks, social cohesion and social capital. This requires a ‘whole of community’ approach to disaster resilience in which the community become partners, using social media to help themselves and their communities. This involves recognising that along with emergency response agencies,
the government, schools, hospitals, NGOs, community groups, private sector, media and citizens all have a
role to play in using social media to help the community prepare for, respond to and recover from disasters. This requires capacity building the community by providing education for using social media in the
disaster context and empowering them by providing the tools and platforms to help themselves and their
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Alex Dali
President at the Global Institute for Risk Management Standards – G31000
France
Alex.Dali@G31000.org

Research:
Risks affecting organizations can have consequences in terms of economic performance and professional
reputation, as well as environmental, safety and societal outcomes. Therefore, managing risk effectively
helps organizations to perform well in an environment full of uncertainty. The International Standard ISO
31000 provides principles and generic guidelines on risk management as a tool for better decision-making

Education and training:
Currently, each specialization in risk management is still looking to their own guideline and standards. It
is now important to recognize that there is ONE international standard for the management of risks, called
ISO 31000. This International Standard harmonises vocabulary, principles, framework and processes each
time they refer to the management of risk including disaster events. It can be used by any public, private or
community enterprise or association. Therefore, this International Standard is not specific to any industry or
sector. We are proposing training and certification for individuals.

Implementation and training:
Currently, the Global Institute has a network of 90 approved ISO 31000 Lead Trainers, worldwide. There is a
strict procedure for certification and validation of trainers which guarantee the quality of our training and
certification.

Policy dialogue:
The Global Institute for Risk Management Standards labelled G31000 is a non-for-profit international association dedicated to raising awareness about the ISO 31000 risk management standards. We have helped
more than 40 countries in their adoption as national risk management standard and the translation in 23
languages. The community has over 30,000 members and growing by 100 new members per week. We are
open for collaboration and partnership at the national and international levels.
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Ni Masjitoh Tri Siswandewi Darwis
Ministry Of Social Affairs of Republic of Indonesia
Indonesia
tetrie@gmail.com

Research:
Government of the Republic of Indonesia cq. Ministry of Social Affairs and the other Ministry / Agency has
held a variety of studies related to disaster risk reduction, so it can be used as an assumption in the preparation of Specific Disaster Management Plans on the pre-disaster stages in the next five years using the form
of Disaster Management Plan for the year 2015-2019

Education and training:
Disaster education is necessary to prepare the next generation who have a strong foundation of values for
disaster risk reduction in their work for the future development of the nation.
Indonesia has been
published in the Circular Letter No.: 70a / MPN / SE / 2010 regarding on Mainstreaming Disaster Risk Reduction in the school, addressed to the Govenor Regional Head, Department of Education, the Regional Disaster
Management Agency, and related agencies. Understanding Preparedness in Law 24 of 2007 on Disaster
Management is “a series of activities undertaken by the organization to anticipate disasters and through
appropriate measures effectively and efficiently” From the above definition, in the sense of formal education related to disaster risk reduction in Indonesia has become a national policy and has begun to be
applied in schools gradually. And this requires a long stage and would require considerable time. In the
concept of education and training in ministries / agencies, the awareness of disaster risk reduction to the
public has been performed with a variety of activities through planning tailored to the needs of each region

Implementation and training:
Implementation is carried out by the Ministry of Social Affairs is associated Reduction of Disaster Preparedness is a “Kampung Siaga Bencana” / Village Disaster Alert. Which has been set in the Minister of Social
Republic of Indonesia Regulation No: 128 of 2011. The training is done in the implementation of the Village
Disaster Preparedness is to provide knowledge and skills to TAGANA as social protection officer

Policy dialogue:
There are about 36 ministries and non-ministerial government agencies that have a duty agencies in disaster management in Indonesia and already built networks in the context of disaster risk reduction in the
country of Indonesia.
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MSc, FInstAM, FIET, I.Eng, MBCI Terry Dawes
BRaC-2020
Switzerland
terry.dawes@BusinessResiliencyandChange-2020.com

Research:
There are serious gaps appearing within all organisations of being able to change direction from “knowing”
to “doing” [i.e. many organisations know the problem and what to do but do not translate this to actually
doing something about it]. My own research shows that within any given business sector only 45% of the
organisations are making this positive step to “doing” whilst 40% have not made the transition. The rest
don’t know! – This needs to be tested. My own research shows that with the increasing speed of change,
complexity and technology, organisations and communities are not increasing their own awareness of
what this means to them and are not “tracking” the growth curves, thus they are falling behind at an ever
increasing rate. Research needs to be undertaken to see if this is correct and identify the impact and the
solution.

Education and training:
With the financial and economic crisis most organisations (NGO’s etc) have reduced their education and
training programmes and budgets. Organisations in all sectors seem to have a mindset that “education”
and “training” is an overhead and when times get tough then that is the first to go. Just consider the budgets in most companies. Of course there are farsighted organisations and leaders that recognise that with
education and training comes knowledge and then wisdom (an old philosophy but true). Leaders (now and
of the future) must recognise the absolute importance of education and training but the question is in what
subjects? and what do people, communities businesses and governments need to focus on. This is the key
question to change “why not” to what!
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Implementation and training:
Implementation and training is about obtaining and building up skills and using experience gained to
ensure that any implementation of any project or activity is undertaken in a cost effective and professional
way and is successful. Just look at the record of IT projects which is now vital in any organisation and in
any disaster response and recovery process. Yet it is generally known that about 40% [at least] fail. Maybe
companies can absorb this high failure rate but if this was for a critical system of process for a deprived
community such failure would be devastating to the whole community. A gap is increasing between people
that have and need experience and being able to translate experience and training into successful implementation. When I review implementation plans for organisations of all types I see that there is now an
increased gap in understanding the fundamental principles of an implementation programme that includes
understanding the potential “seeds of future disasters”. This is due to lack of training in risk management,
threat analysis and understanding even the general principle of resilience. Until this is corrected I believe
that organisations across all sectors will be subjected to threats that can manifest into a crisis or disaster.
Research needs to be undertaken to identify if this trend exists and the solution.

Policy dialogue:
Irrespective of what people on the ground try to do they and all organisations can and are impacted by
policies of every description. Of course these policies are needed to ensure that any organisation functions correctly, BUT my research shows that many companies are now using policies that are becoming out
of date at an increasing speed. Typically, standards (which can be interpreted as policies) are vital to the
design and implementation of any infrastructure, organisations, food and distribution, business continuity etc.... but these are way behind the “curve of expectation” and thus many policies and processes are
out of date = problems! This gap that is appearing and getting wide between the construct of policies and
their meaningful uses needs to be address in real time and real time = communication. This means that
a continuous dialogue is needed between all parties to; a) recognise the gap, b) have can organisations
ensure that policies are up to date and c) What can be undertaken if this gap is not narrowed.
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Nico de Gouw
Consultancy Crisis Communication
The Netherlands
degouw.nico@gmail.com

Research:
More studies focusing on enhancement community resilience and citizen response.

Education and training:
Public preparedness can be enhanced by preparedness education. Citizens can be involved in crisis planning
and exercises, and schools included in preparedness activities. The communication policy should include
multiple communication channels.

Implementation and training:
Crisis management apps should be integrated to be part of citizen’s daily life.

Policy dialogue:
More attention for public preparedness and resilience in crisis situations: the collaboration with civil society actors and community groups needs to be strengthened. Postscript: these statements are part of the
discussion in the Public Empowerment Policies.
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Dr. Angela De Santis
GICHD
Switzerland
a.desantis@gichd.org

Research:
The use of remote sensing (from satellite to Unmanned Vehicles) and communication means (mobile phones,
internet) has spread enormously all over the world. This may provide opportunities and challenges for DRR.
For instance, it may help to gather information about the situation after disasters or vulnerabilities even in
remote areas. The broader and faster gathering of information may be helpful for building an assessment
of the situation and designing solutions. However, the increase of information availability can also create
a challenge because it requires the capacities to manage an increased information flow and to process it
in order to transform information into knowledge. Therefore, research is required in order to assess the use
of communication technologies in regions at risk and their potential impact on DRR. In particular, research
may analyse the problem of overload of information as an obstacle and look into possible ways for selection
and prioritization. Another topic that may deserve research is about DRR in urban areas. As urban population is increasing, specific challenges for DRR raises about dealing with emergencies in such environments
and how the current ways to manage risks and intervene requires to be adapted. In particular, research may
look at specific local resources that urban areas have and may be used in order to build resilience and so
reduce the involvement of external resources.

Education and training:
Training on data fusion and geospatial analysis

Implementation and training:
Implementation of multisource online platform for data management
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Dr. KJ Devasia
Asst General Manager & Head – Emergency & Business Continuity Management
Bangalore International Airport Ltd
India
Devasia.kj@bialairport.com

Research:
One of the critical areas of research in the Post2015 FDRR should be the real-time alert triggering mechanism
by natural disasters of all kinds, and human induced disasters like explosion etc to the mass. There are
alert systems, but none of them are automatically triggered by an actual disaster on real-time basis and
capable of delivering alert message to diverse devises. Further there is a human intervention to trigger any
alert today and the same is delivered only to a limited number of people. The proposed requirement is to
auto-generate disaster alerts sensing the signals of each kind of disasters like Cyclone, Earth Quake, Cloud
burst, etc and deliver such alert on real-time basis to a host of devices like mobiles, phones, VHF, TMRS,
Satphones, Ipads, etc.

Education and training:
The Post2015 FDRR should focus on education and training in a larger way. Larger financial help to the
developing countries that are frequently exposed to disasters and underprivileged to tacked with might
and strength shall be assisted by Global Funds or by financially rich countries for implementing disaster
response. Right from Kinder Garden to College this is required. Early learning to tackle disasters from individual perspective is the best way to inculcate a culture of disaster management across the humanity.
Disaster Management should be part of all academic curriculum across sections.

Implementation and training:
Civil Defence: Implementation of disaster management is best done through Civil defence Organizations that
are present in most countries. Incorporating Civil Defence in to the main stream with disaster management
mandate can better execute the first responder system. The approach and culture of disaster management
should include Business Continuity Approach where preparedness, mitigation and redundancy is very critical. Any and every project or welfare measure should in any part of the world should be completely keeping this matters in to serious consideration and a strong monitoring mechanism with stringent enforcing
mechanism is very critical.

Policy dialogue:
Today across the Globe, an integrated response system to any kind of disaster is missing. Special policy
frame work required to ensure that each agency/department/responding organization is responding without duplicating the resources, and without generating gaps by making conflict of interests. The centralized
system (for instance, the ICS) should be so effective and efficient to take over the over-all coordination
and execution of rapid response and its stabilization. Another Challenge that needs to be addressed is
the cross border cooperation in disaster management/response in real time cases irrespective of political interest, political pressure, and cross boarder animosity. Best example is the MH 17 crash, Landslide in
Pakistan etc where other countries are never allowed to do support in containing the disasters. Strong
international Policy required to tackle this kind of issues.
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Sanjaya Devkota
Tribhuvan University
Nepal
devkotasanjaya@gmail.com

Research:
Focus has to be given in Least Developed Countries for the research work – as many of the models (e.g.
landslide and debris flow, climate change, flood etc) are developed and tested in/and for developed world
Climate variables are not often available in developing world which leads support for database preparation
especially in developing world

Education and training:
Both Academic and private institution needs extensive training in order to have research environment
within the developing countries.

Implementation and training:
There should be some strong and effective monitoring mechanism to monitor the research work in developing world. I don’t see any good model and publication that suit for developing world (meaning that the
model are mostly made for developed world)

Policy dialogue:
Government in developing world has less priority in any research so some obligation should be made only
voluntary or signatory of any international convention does not help to bring them into mainstream.
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Dr. Mateugue Diack
Faculty Member, Université Gaston Berger, Saint-Louis
Senegal
mateugue.diack@ugb.edu.sn

Research:
Africa is a dynamic continent in a period of rapid transformation characterized by changes in economy,
society and the environment. These changes will be aggravated by climate change. While rapid economic
growth can augment resources, it can also aggravate vulnerability. Ensuring sustainable approaches to development can have a profound impact on equity and poverty. Integrating DRR and resilience as part of sustainable development strategies is an opportunity to both address root causes of exposure and vulnerability
and protect development gains though resilient development approaches. As Africa continues to transform
itself, there is increasing commitment to reduce risk at all levels not least in relation to conflict. It is recognized that risk is dynamic and that risk affects different segments of the community in different ways.
Communities, in particular women and children, stand at the frontline of disaster risk and play an increasingly influential role in building resilience. To act in partnership with communities entails a commitment to
eliminate illiteracy, promote education, support public health, food security and livelihoods (through formal and informal mechanisms) as these are central to resilient risk reduction and MDGs. New partnerships
with media and the private sector can be instrumental in moving the risk resilience agenda forward. All
stakeholders and social sectors should be involved in building a resilient future. The engagement of youth
and the inclusion of physically-challenged persons bring new energy to disaster reduction at the local level.
Strongly supported efforts to strengthen and engage local social institutions, in particular, hold the promise
of renewed public commitment to building resilience. Community education and awareness call for coordination across sectors between national and local level, governments and civil society. Safe and equitable
development outcomes in Africa are achievable. In Africa, poverty eradication, including through access
to markets and services, provision of infrastructure, eradication of malnutrition, particularly in the face of
recurrent drought, is more likely to be achieved when disaster risk drivers are appropriately addressed. The
development sector, including sectorial ministries, private sector and bilateral and multilateral aid institutions are called on to integrate disaster risk reduction and climate change adaptation into their plans, programmes and actions are called on to be more accountable for their decisions. National efforts to plan for
and implement the post 2015 development agenda, HFA2 can be advanced through integrated approaches
by regional sub-regional, national and local governments in dialogue with civil society actors. Most urgently, humanitarian response and development actors should share responsibility by aligning their policies
and coordinating their efforts. These are some critical issues for which a research programme on DRR could
be developed. The Periperi U Programme is receiving increasing institutional recognition, evident from the
increasing number of projects submitted recently after a call was made for research proposals on DRR and
Food Security. The proposals received, that have drawn interest, came from across all eight schools within
the University and from students both within and external to the University. Ten such research projects have
already been approved and are scheduled to be launched in the near future, partially funded by Periperi U.
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Education and training:
Gaston-Berger has developed a new short course entitled “Managing flood risk related to food production”
in partnership with the newly-formed Senegalese Ministry responsible for Floods together with the National
Civil Protection. This course was delayed until mid-2014 due to the above-mentioned funding constraints.
The University of Gaston-Berger’s Master program, “Risk Prevention and Management for Food Security in
Africa”, after a long institutional validation process, proceeding from the University Senate to the National
Ministry of Higher Education, has been validated as an academic programme.

Implementation and training:
We envision to have on a regular basis short courses on identified themes for professional in DRR.

Policy dialogue:
The University of Gaston-Berger, supported by Mr Abdou Sané, a UNISDR Champion, has developed contacts with a foundation established by the Senegalese First lady called “Servir le Senegal’ which will address flooding in the country. In addition, Gaston-Berger has approached several Asian universities for the
provision of additional resources and equipment to expand their disaster risk research and teaching capacity, which, guided by the growing interest in research opportunities at Gaston-Berger even in advance
of their new Master’s programme, is anticipated to expand rapidly in the near future.
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Dr. József Dober
National University Of Public Service, Institute For Disaster Management Department Of Industrial Safety
Hungary
dobor.jozsef@uni-nke.hu

Research:
drinking water quality (analytical method); waste reduction (technology method) Together with scientists
from the different countries will be able to find a solution to problems

Education and training:
the most important subjects are: chemistry; biology; environmental protection One of the most important
subjects is the chemistry, but, unfortunately, the students do not like it. Therefore, the teachers waited
patiently, interesting and high standard must be trained in the chemistry discipline at colleges, and universities.

Implementation and training:
lots of training; Intensive training of all the necessary specialists, from technicians to engineers and scientists, is needed.

Policy dialogue:
volunteer; dialogue with the inhabitants; cooperation; training for professionals
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Dr. Shinichi Egawa
Professor, International Research Institute of Disaster Science (IRIDeS), Tohoku University
Japan
egawas@irides.tohoku.ac.jp

Research:
Health statistics and analysis that is related to the resilience of the community to disaster is urgently needed. IRIDeS is the unique international research institute that combines natural science with medical and
social science. I organized the International Symposium on Disaster Medical and Public Health Management:
Review of Hyogo Framework for Action in Washington D.C. May 21-22, 2014. Experts of disaster medicine,
public health, political science, UN organizations (UN-ISDR STAG, WHO, PAHO, OCHA/INSARAG) and Ministry
of Health, Labour and Welfare of Japan made a declaration that health is imperative in disaster risk reduction (Position paper is available on PreventionWeb at http://www.preventionweb.net/english/professional/
publications/v.php?id=38336). After reducing the risk by strengthening the infrastructure and buildings and
early warning, the people’s need for the health changes from the live or dead to the quality of the health.
Major health responders to Great East Japan Earthquake and Typhoon Haiyan faced to the increased needs
of public health problems including hygiene, nutrition, infectious disease and mental stress for substantial
period. Thus the health oriented risk reduction is necessary.

Education and training:
In large scale disaster, the local health professions are required to respond immediately though they are also
the victims. Hospitals can be damaged and need assistance from outer world, but if they are not prepared to
receive help, the help itself will create another chaos. Education of every health professionals to know the
common language that is used at disaster response is still missing. It is prerequisite to establish, coordinate
and promote “accountability, transparency, oversight, professionalism and registry” among health service
providers who respond to disasters. Establishment of nation-wide education, status and financial basis of
disaster medical responders are needed.

Implementation and training:
To increase the mental health resilience, individual, family and community support, ethno-cultural and
socio-demographic considerations, connectedness and communication are fundamental. Mental health
support team should be implemented and the training of general health responders should follow this
concept. Safe hospital should be implemented structurally, non-structurally and functionally. Medical and
public health coordinators and sector approach should be implemented and trained.

Policy dialogue:
Establish community health resilience and well-being as an explicit outcome of HFA2. By improving the
baseline of health status, accessibility and quality of health service, the impact of disaster is mitigated.
To do so, public health and medical experts must be engaged in the disaster risk reduction process at all
levels with a mind that current emerging crises demand a paradigm shift within the global community
geared toward prevention and preparedness. The voice from health professionals and people who need
special assistance is still very weak in disaster risk reduction Prioritize funding strategies by enhancing
the health component of other UN initiatives such as Climate Change Adaptation, Millennium Development Goals, Sustainable Development Goals, Poverty, Human Security as the disaster risk reduction and
risk management. Investment for health preparedness significantly reduces the vulnerabilities and cost for
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Richard Ashu Ekema Agbaw
Copenhagen School of Global Health
Pan African Institute for Development – West Africa (PAID-WA)
Cameroon
rekemaagbaw@yahoo.com

Research:
Better Integration of Science and Technology into Indigenous Knowledge of DRR; Community Based Disaster
Risk Management; Strengthen Multi-sectoral approach to DRR at various levels

Education and training:
Strengthen partnership and encourage capacity building and training on Disaster Risk Reduction at levels
of country’s development framework; Support Initiatives and efforts tailored towards Prevention and Resilience especially in developing countries

Implementation and training:
Follow-up using bilateral and Multi-lateral stakeholder implementation committees with DRR experts at
country level; Establishment of a National STAC for each country(NSTACDRR)**; Promote networking and
advocacy with DRR experts and National Platform Representatives through meetings, proposals, seminars,
workshops, consultancy, networking, and partnership with relevant stakeholders engaged in DRR; Improve
on the dissemination of findings to match up with development priorities at country or local levels

Policy dialogue:
Strengthen dialogue with administrative structures as to make findings relevant to country level; Improve
policy dialogue at the national and local levels by mainstreaming DRR; Encourage Policy Makers to coerce
with the National STAC for each country(NSTACDRR)**
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Dr. Wolf Engelbach
Fraunhofer IAO
Germany
wolf.engelbach@iao.fraunhofer.de

Research:
How to improve and acknowledge information quality in cooperation between organisations? How to design the link between crisis managers, civil institutions and the population?

Education and training:
How to design exercises to use empirical results of exercises for planning with support of simulations? How
to design exercises to train the link between first responders and spontaneous volunteers?

Implementation and training:
How to create graphical user interfaces of IT devices so that they are integrated in everyday activities and
useful in crisis situations as well? How to create awareness in companies about crisis management and related improvisation skills?

Policy dialogue:
How to encourage crisis managers to take decisions without being afraid of prosecution? How to involve
politician in crisis management exercises to take decisions in dilemma situations?
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Mohammad Fandi Naser
Head of Earthquakes and Natural Hazards Committee, Jordan Engineers Association
Jordan
mfandi27@gmail.com

Research:
Each country should identify natural hazards that may occur without warning. Researchers should be oriented towards identifying areas vulnerable for future natural hazards and document exceptions at the level
of each country. Accordingly, the international organization (UNISDR) should allocate a budget to support
research projects for disaster risk reduction in developing countries.

Education and training:
Include disaster preparedness, management and recovery course curriculum in schools and university level.
In addition, inform and educate the public through various means of communication tools, as well as organizing an annual series of workshops.

Implementation and training:
There are many positives to build upon that are achieved in the context of disaster risk reduction and dissemination of conducted studies in these areas. Such as, the need to impose a state of emergency in the
response phase of the disaster, withdraw partially on the stage of recovery as necessary. Also, the need to
give all daily community centres, such as executive governmental departments, ministries, educational, religious, tourism and health centres all the attention, especially with regard to the need to comply with the
standards of earthquake-resistant building code. For example, the adoption of shear wall instead of frame
wall construction. Lastly, to abide the determination of constructing site geophysical characteristics with the
site dynamic characteristics in particular.

Policy dialogue:
Each country should give the early preparedness and recovery phases an equal amount of attention as the
response phase. There is a need to speed up work on the inclusion of disaster risk within the sustainable
development plans and to raise the capacity to cope with disasters in all its forms. There are also needs to
establish the principles of prevention and preparedness, as well as creating the necessary conditions for
the continuation of economic life and the continuation of the work during the response phase to avoid
additional economic losses. Updating contingency plans in hospitals and health centres so that they fit
with the response phase. Lastly, there is great need to update contingency plans for the water reservoirs
(Dams) to fit with climatic changes, earthquakes, landslides through the development of strategy plans.
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Dr. Mohammad Reza Farzad Behtash
PhD, Faculty Member, Islamic Art University of Tabriz, Head of Studying & Planning
Management of Architectural, Urbanism and Disaster Affairs-Tehran Municipality
Iran
farzad.behtash@gmail.com

Research:
goes towards practical and fundamental researches in community resilience

Education and training:
training and use of successful experience in resilient cities and field training

Implementation and training:
using field training and international successful implemented research beside related drills.

Policy dialogue:
highlighting social factors in disaster and emergency management issues; necessity of comprehensive
social issues in resilient cities
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Dr. Lakhdari Fattoum
CRSTRA, Ministère de l’Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche Scientifique
Algeria
crstra_biskra@yahoo.fr

Research:
Monitoring/evaluation of climate change impact on the feeding cultures (phenological cycle, water needs,
productions, emerging diseases...) according to the region; Impact of climate change on the dynamics of
the ecosystems (forests, wetlands, steppes, oasis, coast...); Energy efficiency improvement of renewable
resources according to territorial specificity (for example solar energy for regions with high sunlight), optimization of storage and transport; Valuation and optimization of ancestral knowledge regarding prevention
and adaptation with regard to risks (urban and hydro-agricultural planning, and eco-friendly energy efficient buildings. More generally: Knowledge Development about emergent risks (on both man as well as his
environment) towards the human activities in particular industrial (shale gas for example); Improvement of
the techniques of waste treatment with a potential risk for human health and the ecosystems.

Education and training:
Systematic introduction of practical teaching concerning risks, at all level including universities by providing
risk training, with applications specific to the risks with which the learners are confronted; Development
of alert and educational tools adapted to the vulnerable people (handicapped persons) specific to such or
such risks and to such or such handicap (i.e. adapted to the Braille, to the sign language, the consideration
to local dialects...); Suggestion: a think tank could be set up during this conference to determine these two
types of intervention; Provide training, and updating of knowledge and practices toward local authorities and the actors on the ground; Continuous preparation for the potential risks through all the channels
(radio, television, social networks, press) for a wide broadcasting and a reminder of the omnipresent risk.

Implementation and training:
Facilitation of the dialogue between scientists and risk managers (local authorities, actors on the ground) by
the implementation of official and efficient periodical communication channels, for the popularization of
the scientific and technical experiences translated in the form of decision-making tools easily usable, and
in return taking into account the managers’ concerns; Affectation rescue means (qualified human resources
and equipments) by taking into account distances and accessibility to the stricken populations and not only
the criterion of population density; Exchange of inter regional good practices when they are confronted with
the same risks, while ensuring the adoption of the same language (glossary of risks); Before any introduction of new technology make sure of the harmlessness of the latter on the human health and the environment via environmental impact studies.

Policy dialogue:
On a national scale: Consider knowledge regarding risks as a tool of country planning policy (cartography
by risk type, building standards, reference tables of hydro-agricultural planning); Ensure the legislation
implementation (already existing) relative to the technological or natural risks. On an international scale:
Certainly an international solidarity exists during the crises, but it is recommended to develop more the
latter for the promotion of the prevention (through the training and the technological transfer) especially
toward developing countries.
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Prof. Pablo Fernández de Arróyabe Hernáez
Vice-president of the International Society of Biometeorology; University of Cantabria
Spain
fernandhp@unican.es

Research:
Climate change and its associated extreme events are confirming an ancestral relationship between nature
and living organisms based on ecological and homeostatic rules. In this sense, the development and implementation of new climate services from international and local organisms is a must such as the Global
Framework for Climate Services (GFCS), http://www.wmo.int/gfcs/ at the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) has mentioned In this field, an extra effort should be carried out considering deeper studies on
exposure and vulnerability to biometeorological risks to better understand the level of endangerment associated to atmospheric variability and change. There two potential research lines I would like to suggest:
Spatial definition of biometeorological potential risks based on Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) such as Smartphones. The definition of customized biometeorological profiles linked to individual
vulnerability to meteorological risks. The definition and implementation of weather-related Customized
Early Warning Systems (CEWS) at an individual level is possible based on the ecological explanation of human diseases and the definition of biometeorological profiles. Apart from climate change, a more accurate
meteorological and seasonal forecasting is needed in order to offer these new services. These personalized
warning systems can easily be spread all over the world based on ICTs technologies such as WEB Services,
GIS or APPs.

Education and training:
Education and training are key issues in the management of exposure and management of potential risks.
We have to provide to new generations a better understanding of climate and weather-related human
health risks. This new understanding must not be based on fear but on knowledge. It is better avoiding
the risk than mitigating it. In the field of education and training messages should be realistic and objective
more than impressive. Mass media play an important role in this field.

Implementation and training:
The implementation of biometeorological early warning systems should have clear protocols at different
administration levels. The biometeorological forecasting is just the starting point of a real-time full warning
system. These coordination tasks require a high level of training for human resources in the system. Implementation and training are also needed for citizens in order to counteract digital divide in future so digital
services can be access by users without problems. Access to technology is not enough to avoid digital divide.
It is also compulsory knowing how to use it. Training is the unique answer to avoid digital divide in relation
to the success of customized climate services.

Policy dialogue:
The development of climate services for human health is a niche of opportunities for economic growth.
The area of climate and weather-related services for health should be promoted and supported by policies at all levels, not only attending to climate change extreme effects but also to a group of more quiet
biometeorological impacts that are not extreme but affects human beings health even more frequently
than others.
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Dr. Roberto Filippini
EBG, MedAustron
Austria
Roberto.filippini@medaustron.at

Research:
A considerable research effort must be spent in finding suitable modelling frameworks and decision making
tools by which 1) to understand accident scenarios at a larger scale,2) to reproduce and analyse the failure
pathologies of complex interdependent networks and 3) to assess the effectiveness of the resilience features
in preventing, responding and learning from experiences. Design for resilience of networked interdependent infrastructures is another emerging field of research.

Education and training:
In the view of more and more interconnected societies, economies and services, the teaching of the fundaments of Integrated Risk Management for resilient infrastructures is going to be one of the future priorities
in education.

Implementation and training:
Understanding of potential risks in modern infrastructures may be improved by learning from near misses
(and misbehaviours), during operation (at every operator and service provider), instead than from accidents.
This will represent valuable information to be shared for the design of next generation resilient infrastructures. Emergency management should better know the behaviour of interdependent infrastructures when
critical services have collapsed, as well as their recovery post-accidents, so to rationalize interventions.
Forecasting tools, based on models and the best knowledge of the evolving situation, should be available
to support decisions in real time.

Policy dialogue:
It is necessary to foster the awareness of risks and related mutual responsibilities among every stakeholder with respect to the integration of technological platforms at large scale, especially in order to avoid that
these processes may turn to be out of control and finally result into new hazards and vulnerabilities for
societies and economies. Resilience should be promoted (and shared) as the overall attribute for managing these processes, in coordination and cooperation.
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Dr. Royston Flude
CSPOC
Switzerland
royston@cmdc-spoc.org

Research:
Some disasters may be anticipated and resources placed in strategic localities to minimise impact and
maximise recovery. Other disasters are unexpected of a magnitude to exceed all reasonable expectations of
resource allocation. It is necessary to establish better modelling systems. Complexity Science now provides
an opportunity to understand better how interventions may be optimised to provide immediate Response,
Relief, Rebuilding and Resilience using Agent Based Modelling. A new Disaster Management Protocol (AVRAR)
should be introduced that considers Awareness, Vision, Responsibility, Action and Review to optimise interventions. The Use of Super-grid Cloud based computing technology provides an opportunity for the training
of responders the exchange of ideas and the consolidation of ‘learning’ in best practice guidelines. The
challenge of developing a better understanding of Human interaction and response to trauma to deliver
self-sustaining solutions through Health, Education and Enterprise has to be addressed and include the
development of an innovative socio-economic model for change that values both GDP and Well-Being.

Education and training:
There is a need for diversified training in Disaster Preparedness, which may be provided using a combination of one-to-one, distance learning and peer groups focused on developing certified First Responders that
may come from Civil Society. In many disaster scenarios there are extended periods where limited education
will be available that requires the development of new approaches in interactive SMART Learning. Where
there are no teachers, content must be prepared in advance into ‘manageable sets’ with connectors to the
previous and following modules. This will require the following steps: converting the curriculum into learning modules and strategies that students can self-manage; introducing learning methods that students can
use to master the curriculum, and including “enhancements” to consolidate also their practical mastery of
the content and the cultivation of their personal, or ‘non-cognitive’ skills and behaviours; the establishment and operation of a system of external monitoring and guidance of the teacher-free classes to ensure
that successful learning is occurring, and which will include an ICT component; and the organization (and
training) of students to operate successfully as independent learning units, which would include the triad
aspect as well as the means by which the triads interact to confirm, complete and correct each others’
learning and learning methods. There will be a need for multiple types of Assessment with the focus on
self-managed analysis and recording levels of achievement.
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Implementation and training:
There are a number of innovative technologies that can be considered including nanomedicines to reduce
the impact of pandemics but by far the most important is a better understanding of the People Dimension,
particularly survival mechanisms where there are no perceived rescuers. Training provision can significantly
reduce PTSD and facilitate resilience. The People Dimension may represent up to 80% of the self-sustaining
outcomes.

Policy dialogue:
There are many alternative viewpoints in Integrative Risk Management but what is urgently required is a
multi-discipline global Thought Leadership Group that is able to operate ‘above politics and with an ethos
of finding solutions that ensure ‘harmonious living’ goals. The European Joint Research Centre could be
one such platform.
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Dr. Tomoyuki Furutani
Keio University, Faculty of Policy Management
Japan
maunz@sfc.keio.ac.jp

Research:
International interdisciplinary research organisation on (1) emerging and complex risks and (2) data and
information management; Gaps exist between state-of-the-art statistics and risk researches; Applied researches by using Bayesian statistics or spatio-temporal statistics are necessary.

Education and training:
Needs of international core curriculum on emerging risks at the level of graduate and undergraduate school.
Needs of training civil scientist who can understand risks and uncertainty, especially in case of complex
disaster.

Implementation and training:
Needs of core curriculum or training on geo-information officers.

Policy dialogue:
Political support to train and deploy Geo-Information Officers in risk management field. Needs to organize a framework on data trading among multi-local administrations.
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Timothy Gablehouse
President, Colorado Emergency Preparedness Partnership, Inc.
United States
tgablehouse@att.net

Research:
It would be useful to have research on the approaches available to measure success in preparedness efforts. Lagging indicators of success have limited value when working to convince the business community,
especially small business, that preparedness is a reasonable investment. Academic research to assist in
making the business case would be useful. Likewise, research on personal preparedness and communication techniques designed to create some sense of responsibility for personal preparedness would be useful.

Education and training:
There is a great need for enhancing education and training of local communities to be better aware of the
risks and multiple hazards (technological, natural or “Na-tech” that are present in their lives and the need
to be prepared to act in an appropriate way should a disaster strike. This enhanced awareness is the key to
reducing vulnerability of communities that are subject to hazards – individuals rarely are vested in personal
preparedness efforts if they do not perceive a vulnerability. Having a community that is aware of the risks
that they may face and trained to act in case needed, forms the basis of empowered and prepared communities and can mitigate and reduce the impacts of disasters.

Implementation and training:
The responsibility for implementing preparedness programs, including the training of community members,
must fall to some degree on those with the authority to mitigate the hazard. There must be a clear movement away from blind reliance on emergency services by creating an expectation of preparedness efforts in
the private sector and among the public.

Policy dialogue:
There are many places in the world where industrial growth is taking place at a substantial magnitude.
Industry is making investments and as a result industrial facilities and ancillary operations are being
established. While this development contributes to the sustainable development of countries and communities, it is important that countries take the appropriate precautions to establish policies that address
the risks that come in parallel to this industrial development. There is a need for countries- industrialised
and developing alike- to strengthen policy dialogue on disaster risk reduction that takes into account the
technological risks that are emerging with the growth of industrial development. This is a shared responsibility between the industrial entities and communities. Compliance with safety or environmental standards is not enough. Accident prevention and broad preparedness for possible consequences is required.
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Prof. Iran Ghazi
Research Institute of Shakhes Pajouh in Natural Disaster Engineering
Iran
iranghazi20@gmail.com

Research:
Data acquisition and processing on the issues such as meteorology, water resources, pollution, resources
conservation and protection and atmospheric and oceanic interactions, prediction of earthquake, prediction of climate change and droughts, intelligent warning systems, practical mechanisms for the application
of scientific and research findings in the management of disaster risk reduction and crisis management.
Design of efficient organizational and managerial structure for disaster risk reduction and crisis management at the national, regional, provincial and local levels Interactions of disaster risk and crisis (tsunamis,
explosions and firing, etc) (floods, destruction, spread of epidemics, etc) Secondary disaster risk and crisis
(earthquake’s firing, nuclear winter, nuclear summer, and etc) Social impacts of crises (crime, poverty, unemployment, orphan women, orphan children, homelessness, depression and madness, etc) Crisis management of infectious diseases (the Case of Ebola Virus, etc) Modern soft-wares and technological disaster
risk reduction and crisis management. Design of relief robots Multi-variable scenario planning in urban
disaster risk reduction and crisis management. Intelligent management of crisis management. Development
of social culture and it’s impact on disaster risk reduction and crisis management. Water crisis management
and sustainable development Cultural development and management of water crisis Biological disaster
risk reduction and crisis management Disaster risk reduction and crisis management in high-rise buildings
Technological crises (global warming, climate change, nuclear reactors explosion nuclear waste, etc) Management of international aids in disaster risk reduction and crisis management Organizational coordination
at national regional and local levels in disaster risk reduction and crisis management. Insurance, economy
and disaster risk reduction and crisis management

Education and training:
The role of media in disaster risk and crisis management for communities Planning for the principles of the
application of NGO’s potentials relevant to regional and local culture in the advent of crisis Self-assistance
based on relevant local and regional facilities The role of the private sector in disaster risk reduction and
crisis management Education for children and dissemination of disaster risk reduction and crisis management science within families by the educated children. Education of local volunteers to participate in the
activities during crisis and post crisis assistances.
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Implementation and training:
Implementation of international manoeuvres and the design of a multi-national and regional model for
disaster risk reduction and crisis management. Design, construction and training of crisis simulators and
testing Application of local community potentials for manoeuvre implementation to educate the people and
enhance their preparedness and resilience.

Policy dialogue:
Preparation of comprehensive urban disaster risk reduction and crisis management projects and creation
of a sense of obligation and responsibility in managers to carry out the projects. Using the private sector potentials for policy making of disaster risk reduction and crisis management, and elimination of the
role of public sector. Establishment of regional organizations such as ECO, Shanghai, etc organizations with
specific role in crisis management. Creation of more IDRC committees in specific regions of the world such
as in the Middle-East, Central Asia and North Africa as a region to be directed by Iran.
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Emre Gök
Assistant Specialist , AFAD
Turkey
emre.gok@afad.gov.tr

Research:
Post-2015 DRR framework should emphasize the following research gaps that exist in respect to use of science and technology: development of people-cantered early warning systems; development of real time
impact forecasting systems; flood guidance systems; famine early warning systems; risk assessment systems
for disaster reduction and recovery; development of exposure databases, hazard and risk models

Education and training:
As HFA emphasizes profoundly, the impacts and effects of disasters can be substantially reduced if people
are well informed and motivated towards a culture of disaster prevention and resilience, which in turn requires the collection, compilation and dissemination of relevant knowledge and information on hazards,
vulnerabilities and capacities. engage children in discovering and recognizing the myriad local hazards that
they face, and then often jump from hazard awareness to some very important engagement in response
skills and response-preparedness. dissemination of written materials; development of creative educational
materials; projects that bring students into contact with local community and local government; development of activities involving parents and local community through

Implementation and training:
The implementation of effective DRR policies and strategies needs to: increase political commitment to disaster risk reduction; improve identification and assessment of disaster risks; enhance knowledge management for disaster risk reduction; increase public awareness of disaster risk reduction; improve governance of
disaster risk reduction institutions; integrate disaster risk reduction into emergency response management.

Policy dialogue:
Particular areas include: coordination and cooperation within and among all countries also need to be
improved; humanitarian aid needs and donor promotion policies needs to promoted; progress needs to
be made on climate change adaptation; adaptation of low-carbon development policies
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Dr. Raúl González-Herrera
Professor, Universidad de Ciencias y Artes de Chiapas
Mexico
raul.gonzalez@unicach.mx

Research:
Mathematical models for risk assessment in less developed countries are generated at little or no fieldwork
and even trying to play the methodologies used in developed countries, many of these models introduced
lack context. Research should be strengthened from techniques produced locally. The scientific journals
should assess these developments applied in local contexts.

Education and training:
Recognize practices that promote local farmers, indigenous knowledge, among others, to strengthen local
capacity in all education levels.

Implementation and training:
Strengthening capacity of the population in various centers that function as shelters after disaster and crafts
training centers, languages, risks, etc., As well as integration and exchange of population experiences.

Policy dialogue:
Promote development models according to the potential of each region. Communication between sectors
which accepted the decisions and indecisions historical promoted the current state of risk; and from this a
new stage of communication.
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Trevor Gould
Integrity & Performance Group, Ethical Standards Command
Australia
Gould.TrevorR@police.qld.gov.au

Research:
Disaster management is underpinned by a risk management approach. Managing disasters requires a collaborative approach across all levels of government, business and industry, down to local communities.
Enhancements to science and technology can greatly assist in disaster management, understanding associated risks and mitigation, and responding and recovering from disasters. Science and technology can be
applied, within a disaster and risk management framework, through the following: Identification of potential and emerging disasters and/or risks; For communicating disasters (and likelihood / degree of impact);
To reduce the consequence of a disaster; To reduce the probability of a disaster occurrence; To treat a risk;
To monitor a risk; and Can, in itself, be a source of risk. Within the disaster management environment, the
use of science and technologies in the prevention/mitigation, response and recovery phases are critical. This
includes its application in effective disaster management planning, warning systems, timely communication and accurate information, and effective resources to respond to disasters.

Education and training:
The application of science and technology in disaster and risk management planning can be undertaken
through community education and awareness programmes. Training and disaster exercises to ‘disaster
response’ agencies (such as police, emergency services, local government agencies, fire services, health
departments, etc.) are essential.

Implementation and training:
Policing operates in a landscape that is shifting ever more rapidly. There are many critical emerging risks
within the policing environment, which also impacts many other areas of government, business and community. Climate change continues to rank in the top 10 global risks, encompassing associated risks of extreme weather conditions, such as increase severity and likelihood of flooding, cyclones/hurricanes, severe
storms, droughts, heat waves, and bush fires. Threats from new and/or emerging technologies have greatly
increased, particularly its interconnections with terrorism and organised crime in the areas of online information security, critical information infrastructure breakdown risks, and cyber-crime. Further, the rise in
nuclear capabilities of some countries could endanger global political stability and physical security. The
growth of social media, through improved technologies, is also likely to have an increasing impact on organisations.

Policy dialogue:
The development of policy and procedures for managing disasters rests with the relevant national government. Governments should set and develop a disaster management framework, which ensures all
members of its community are informed and their duties. International agencies and forums may provide
guidelines and standards to ensure consistency and processes for collaborative efforts where multiple
countries may be impacted by a disaster.
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Nikos Goulopoulos
Avert Volcanic Winters - Magnetic Pole Reversal
Greece
irinipeace1@yahoo.gr

Research:
DOUBLE world Damocles sword to be repelled! The magnetic pole has wandered roughly 36? from its original
mark in Canada and has now drifted or wander into Siberia. When holding a small magnet between our
index finger and thumb next to a compass as we gently turn the magnet to the right, the magnetic needle
on a compass will flip every time at roughly the 40?+ mark. 7 desperate billion people will roughly escape
Maya-Aztec-Inca-like cannibal self-destruction if we don’t AVERT (as scientific data show) the soonest possible a sudden, expected volcanic winter [1] that could be produced [2] by the ONGOING magnetic pole reversal [3], that may be completed in a FEW DECADES [4]… We should check as soon as possible whether big
electric asteroids [5] and the change of galactic center Magnetar [6] electricity angle on Equator, causes the
magnetic pole reversal, as it happens in spheric conductors and compasses.

Education and training:
All humans should learn & get trained to the brilliant capabilities of our species to avert electric extinction
events!

Implementation and training:
Equatorial electric mesh that diverts excessive celestial electricity from changing magma-core magnetic
orientation. In addition, ALL LAND AFFORESTING is feasible and necessary to help any climate implications!

Policy dialogue:
Immediate UN-Academies talks and world rescuing orientation-preparations, with centenarian clarity!
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Fanny Guay
Danish Institute of Fire and Security Technology
Denmark
fgu@dbi-net.dk

Research:
We need to start looking more into how technologies can support the work of the actors in the field, in order
to increase resilience, better respond to disasters and crisis, and finally to support the reconstruction/stabilization phase. We also need to do more research on “human factors” which does influence how people
affected by a disaster will react during and after the disaster.

Education and training:
We need to look into training of current first responders. We find that they do not have many opportunities
to train on specific issues such as disaster management, crowd safety. They also need to do collaborative
training with different national organizations and between countries. First responders need to learn to
work better together, no matter if their language, culture, training and technologies used are different.

Implementation and training:
Shared practices, public policies, solid institutions, proper training are all important elements in order to be
able to implement a disaster risk reduction strategy. As for the gaps in science, we observe that technological change has an impact on several of theses elements. Information exchange, social media, early warning
technologies are only a few examples of technologies or means we have today in order to assure a better
implementation and practice on disaster risk reduction.

Policy dialogue:
We need to engage local authorities, NGO’s, private companies, experts, universities and all other relevant
actors in the policy dialogue toward disaster risk reduction, We need to assure that polic makers and the
people on the field implementing these policies are linked so that we assure that the policies are relevant, realistic and effective.
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Nooshin Hadidian Moghaddam
Expert of Crisis Management
Iran
noushin_rose_20@hotmail.com

Research:
New capabilities of aviation industry in Prevention Process- New designs for analysing centres in Crisis Management – Creation of local Crisis Management in Sustainable cities – Designing of Intelligent cities.

Education and training:
Training of crisis management Pilots and Engineers, Practical Psychologist in Crisis or Critical conditions,
Designing of Emergency Accommodation course for civil engineering

Implementation and training:
Designing and defining of several aerial manoeuvres in Crisis managements, rescue and relief and providing food and facilities for several situations and conditions

Policy dialogue:
Make discussion about reduction of military, scientific activity and etc. lead to creating natural disasters
and other critical conditions in the nature and establishing permanent regenerative activities throughout
the world.
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Timothy Haithcoat
University of Missouri, Geographic Resources Center
United States
HaithcoatT@missouri.edu

Research:
A major gap in Disaster Risk Management that needs to be addressed concerns the need for ongoing monitoring of areas of concern and the development of an understanding of the context of the risk both in terms
of the geophysical but also the geopolitical. A major gap in Disaster Risk Reduction that needs to be addressed concerns the development, integration, and use of geospatial models and geostatistics to support
decision making. In developing this understanding it is critical to gain perspective and insight on model
interactions through sensitivity analysis and the understanding of error and its possible cascading effects.

Education and training:
Implementation and training:
It is critically important to integrate the modelling and visualization within the training and exercises performed to develop the skills and understanding of the data and its proper use to support decisions. This
includes the visualization of confidence in the resulting decision based on the inputs used.

Policy dialogue:
Through a more complete understanding of physical and socio-cultural context a policy dialogue can occur and a statement can be developed to ensure that this context and its associated cascading ramifications are incorporated into the initial disaster response, mitigation, and rebuilding so that resiliency can
be achieved and maintained.
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Dr. Guoyi Han
Stockholm Environment institute
Sweden
guoyi.han@sei-international.org

Research:
The science community needs collectively provide a much better answer and understanding to the question
of “why the scientific knowledge and its advance have not nearly been matched by its practical influence on
reducing disaster risk losses?” While there always will be gaps and needs for new knowledge generation,
what we rather desperately need to improve is the use and application of the existing knowledge, and to
scaling-up and scaling-out of the pocket-successes. Since long, when of the major obstacles of doing so for
the DRR science community is the mind-set that this is not a “scientific problem” but one of implementation. Thus, we also need some rethinking as for what is the “science” in DRR. In other words, I argue that
the “implementation science” ought really to be the focus in DRR science within the next decade.

Education and training:
School, school and school, that is where the DRR education needs to happen and that is where it has not
been nearly emphasized enough in both developed and developing countries alike. The far-reaching potential for innovative training in DRR brought about by the information technology revolution needs to be
explored much more and urgently. Given the speed of how such revolution is reshaping the way we live,
it offers tremendous potential for embedding the “DRR cultural building” during this on-going massive
“behavioural change”.

Implementation and training:
First of all, among all the gaps, I believe the implantation gap is the most prevalent and urgent. Within the
implementation, there is a strong need to balance the efforts of addressing the “scarcity” type of question
versus the “coordination” type. Anything that essentially involves resource use and allocation is a “scarcity
type” problem, whereas a “coordination” problem concerns about mechanisms such as driving on the right
or the left side of the street. With the DRR implementation, the problem in the past has been by a large
defined as a “scarcity” type of question, thus the solution has been much focused on structural solutions
as well as investment. While those certainly are important and require continued attention and efforts, we
also need to see the challenge of DRR and management increasingly as a coordination/cooperation problem
that requires enabling institutions (rules and norms) as well as cultural building.

Policy dialogue:
The dialogue needs to happen in every stage of the DRR/management process, from problem framing, to
appraisal and assessment, to identification of management policy options, and eventually, to the policy
making and implementation. The danger nowadays often is that policy dialogue being used rather “symbolically” as a form of justification for the “policy-relevance and impact” of the research result that we
produce, without making it a critical part of a genuine process leading to “co-design” and “co-production” of the knowledge that is needed to support policy making and implementation.
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Mohamed Hannan
Disabled Peoples’ International –Europe (DPI-Europe)
France
hannan@dpi-europe.org

Research:
We, persons with disabilities are often overlooked throughout the disaster management cycle and especially
in communication and warning information is critical for us. Now every day is growing digital means, but
we, PWDs are not in disaster preparedness information technology Chanel system. It is not so clear, how we
will communicate using science and technologies facilities in the future. In this context, there is need to
improve the security of persons with disabilities in emergency and post disaster. It is also need to accessible
technologies and infrastructure for emergency services organizations and persons with disabilities and their
organizations.

Education and training:
Volunteers with disabilities capable to share their knowledge as trainers and experts. It is need to elaborate
training sessions to include disability issue in the education processes of professionals for incident, crisis
and disaster management and response. Train people with disabilities as trainers on risk management on
updated technologies means. It is important to understand the needs of people with disabilities during the
exceptional circumstances created by incidents and disasters. For increasing public awareness ( demand
side and service providers side), electronic and digital means would be useful at all levels. Education campaigns should be strengthened and people with disabilities included in the campaigns.

Implementation and training:
It is need to identify the main requirements emergency services for persons with disabilities and to identify
PWDs those are ready to share their experiences of disaster preparedness and/ or being victim of a disaster.
The involvement of Disabled Peoples’ Organisation and the community in disaster risk reduction implementation strategy and training. The involvement of all sectors (Science and Technology Group,Emergency
services providers organisations, is required so that a holistic understanding of the needs of persons with
disabilities in any emergency situation. The development of more users-responsive services for ensuring
accessibility and availability of new technologies.

Policy dialogue:
The post-2015 framework for Disaster Risk Reduction need, the full recognition of persons with disabilities
and their emergency requirements in all further development initiatives. The reconstruction processes to
be inclusive and accessible with references to the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(CRPD). Disability –focused will be included at all levels and advocating for inclusion approach policies.
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Rezaul Haq A H M
Ashoka Fellow, Organisation,Wetland Resource Development Society
Bangladesh
wetlandbd@gmail.com

Research:
In mid-1993, 1680 scientists from 49 countries signed and published a “World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity.” Of these, 104 were Nobel Prize winners. Below, “Human beings and the natural world are on a
collision course. Human activities inflict harsh and often irreversible damage on the environment and on
critical resources. If not checked, many of our current practices put at serious risk the future that we wish for
human society and the plant and animal kingdoms, and may so alter the living world that it will be unable
to sustain life in the manner that we know. Fundamental changes are urgent if we are to avoid the collision our present course will bring about.” Nine distinct planetary boundaries- have been suggested, each
of these boundaries attempts have been made to estimate the tipping points, beyond which abrupt and
irreversible environmental changes might occur. we do not have enough data and we lack a comprehensive
understanding of the complex feedback mechanisms that maintain resilience and stability in biophysical
systems. In 1950, only 29% of people lived in cities. Today more than half do, and that proportion is expected to reach 70% by 2050. In 2008, the global urban population exceeded the number of people dwelling in the country for the first time in history. By 2025, there will be about 600 cities of a million people
or more. Neither climatic nor biogeochemical stability is likely to continue in the Anthropocene, and the
Earth systems we rely on to provide a liveable environment for human society are likely to become much
less predictable. The stability of our infrastructure, the reliability of our production systems and the liveability of our cities will all be much less certain in the future. More research on the diverse aspects of global
change will certainly help to improve predictions on the timing and extent of changes, but will not alter the
basic conclusion that global change is upon us. Conceptualizing the challenges that face humanity under
the umbrella of the Anthropocene should allow different disciplines to collaborate and develop strategies
for dealing with global change.Researchers in diverse fields must work together with primary producers,
politicians, business interests, policy makers and the public to formulate strategies to minimise or mitigate
the risks. What are the new knowledge and perspectives developed over the last decade with respect to the
global state of water resources and water governance? 1. What are the key new ideas and insights and how
are these different than at the turn of the century? 2. How did the global water community contribute to
this new thinking? 3. How well does the new thinking prepare us for future studies on water and its role in
society and the Earth system? 4. There is uncertainty about many of these planetary boundaries, because
we do not have enough data and we lack a comprehensive understanding of the complex feedback mechanisms that maintain resilience and stability in biophysical systems
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Education and training:
1) It was noted that persons with disabilities are at higher risk of death, injury and secondary impairments, as a result of exclusion from disaster risk reduction policies, plans and programmes. Whereas very
often, public service announcements are in formats and language that are not accessible to persons with
disabilities, and emergency exits, shelters and facilities tend not to be barrier-free. Thus, physical and information infrastructure that incorporates universal design principles was noted as potentially improving
the chances of safety and survival. The need for strengthened cooperation and building of partnerships for
work on programs and policies related to persons with disabilities was emphasized. Global cooperation
and partnership is especially important for the enactment, and reinforcement of compliance to standards
and regulations in sectors such as disaster risk reduction, ICT, transportation, whose operation is normally
across borders and from which credible data, could aid in the assessment of the situation of persons with
disabilities and their inclusion in society as a whole 2) This is one of the issues that should focus in the
post-HFA. Once the ‘resilience’ issues is clear, then to see the possible arenas where the resilience should be
appeared. The attention need to be paid to link between disaster resilience, climate resilience, eco-systems
resilience, the importance of taking a broader social-ecological system-wide perspective and the centrality
of local risk governance. If the policy-strategy does not support the resilience approaches significantly, the
world shall have to wait for another 10 years. It is a good sign that the engagement of CSOs are increasing
in the UN and UN supported systems/interventions. it should be made more vigorous as a strong vehicle
to assist the government initiatives and local communities. 3) Natural hazards-geological, hydrological,
climatic event, political turmoil, when destroying lives, homes and livelihoods, can lead to suddenly large
scale movements of people to nearest safe haven. Environmentally induced displacement International
organization for Migration (IOM) considers that most environmental migration is and will increasingly be,
taking place in the context of slow onset process (as water-logging).all in all, forecasts of the number of
having to move due to climate change and backlash of projects intervention degradation by 2050 vary by a
factor of 40(up to 1billion) will be materialize in different parts of world.
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Implementation and training:
For implementation and training needs will be differ region to regions based on Natural hazards geological,
hydrological, climatic event and apart from manmade shock will be multiply by the crossing the limit of
flowing “Nine distinct planetary boundaries” exposes in the ground (country). Out of three level of capacity
building my emphasis goes to enabling environment is essential for translating capacity into performance.
1- Climate change Climate change issue have been widely used but ignore tampering nature with development project interventions. Climate Change impact on human- social order = Backlash for development
intervention from nature X climate change. Based on above context adaptation and mitigations plane (Reduction, Reuse, Recycle) would be developed. 2- Ocean acidification Nearly one third of the carbon dioxide
released by anthropogenic activity is absorbed by the oceans lead acidification. 2. Atmospheric aerosol
loading There is considerable evidence that aerosols alter the way precipitation forms from clouds, and
hence human emissions of aerosols have the potential to significantly change rainfall and weather patterns.
Simulations suggest that aerosol loading of the atmosphere will change the timing, intensity and extent of
the South Asian monsoon, affecting rainfall over East Asia 4- Ozone depletion Ozone layer depletion layer
in the future may lead to a drying and significant increase in rainfall of many region of Earth, with consequent adverse effects on human health, agriculture, and marine life. 5-Phosphorus and Nitrogen cycles The
planetary boundary for the Phosphorus and nitrogen cycle has already been passed. 6- Global freshwater
use Human use of freshwater and our control of river flows have fundamentally altered the water cycle
at both local and regional scales. Extraction of water by humans results in 25% of rivers running dry. In
contrast,full-fledged global assessments presented at the May 2013 GWSP-organized Bonn Conference on
Water in the Anthropocene: Challenges for Science and Practice shows a high level of comfort within the water sciences community for presenting a broad-scale frame of reference. 7- Land system change Land use
change complicates global climate predictions, but its inclusion may improve modelling at more regional
levels Some 12% of the land surface is now under cultivation and the suggested planetary boundary of 15%
is likely to be surpassed in the near future make further complication. Promotion of Vertical Agriculture
(Hydroponics, Aquaponics) is the only solution. 8- Loss of biodiversity Transitions between major geological eras are often characterized by loss of species. When more than 75% of species are lost in a geologically
short time period, this is known as a mass extinction, would push us into a state of mass extinction similar
in magnitude to the ‘big five’(last 540 million years) 9- Chemical pollution Humans synthesize and distribute an enormous variety of xenobiotic compounds, with some 80,000 chemicals available in the marketplace. We also mine and disseminate various toxic compounds. Even more alarming: Approximately 10
million tons of toxic chemicals are released into our environment by various industries each year. Of these,
over two million tons per year are recognized carcinogens
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Policy dialogue:
Policy dialogue needs to strengthen ecosystem services and environmental management reduce risk,
decrease poverty and achieve more sustainable development. Ecosystems are affected by disasters visà-vis ecosystems’ backlash as disasters, but also contribute to saving lives and protecting livelihoods.
The following should be noted: 1. Healthy ecosystems provide natural defences, wetland ecosystems for
example function as natural sponges that trap and slowly release surface water, while mangroves, dunes
and reefs create physical barriers between communities and coastal hazards. 2. Policy dialogue should be
focus on “Ecological governance” the need for institutional reforms that enable and embed ecologically
sustainable solutions (instate short-term engineering solution) striking the balance “what we govern and
what governs us” 3. Conversely, degraded ecosystems reduce coping capacities of communities and social
systems. There is a strong causal relationship between poverty, a degraded environment and higher disaster risk. Environmental management, including community based resource management, help to increase
community resilience. 4. Disaster recovery processes need to take the state of ecosystems and ecosystem
services into account to avoid re-creation or exacerbations of pre-existing vulnerabilities, rather transform “crisis into opportunity” 5. In some cases, human activities directly affect the nature of the hazard,
in particular through climate change, water withdrawal and Human settlements in critical eco-sensitive
vulnerable areas. 6. Recently, urban growth has shifted from Europe and South America to Asia and Africa.
Asia’s urban population is growing faster than that anywhere else. It passed the billion marks in 1990,
and is expected to reach 3.4 billion by 2025. In the next couple of decades, more than 275 million people
are projected to move into India’s enormous city centres. In Africa, meanwhile, only 40% live in cities, but
this is changing fast. Historically, cities had to be sited near water and fertile land. Today, global distribution networks mean they can spring up all over the world, even where there are few natural resources.
This frenetic urban growth is a big cause of environmental change. It drives loss of agricultural land,
changes in temperature and the loss of biodiversity. Cities consume two-thirds of the world’s total energy
and account for more than 70% of all energy-related carbon dioxide emissions. But people living in cities
often have low carbon emissions because of efficient public transport systems and the fact that people
often live closer to their work. As an alternative horizontal and policy label advocacy for recycling wastewater, propagation of Hydroponics, Aquaponics would mitigate some extend.
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Masoud Hasannajad Amjadi
Disaster Management Organization of Tabriz Municipality
Iran
m.hasnnajad@gmail.com

Research:
1-research: In this conference scientific paper have been presented. But, it is better to create good conditions to increase the number of students and youth participants from all countries. Also, good researcher
has been elected. So, they are attending the conference will be provide for free. 2- Education and training: It is proposed the courses of specialized software and other topics will be held. 3- implementation:
It is proposed executive topics have been mostly implemented and Experiences of other events and crises
mostly study.

Policy dialogue:
It is proposed policy conference develop for supporting of the the countries most vulnerable to disasters.
Also, it is better to introduce new policies about disaster and crisis Management. However, it is recommended delegation of vulnerable countries partnership with polices committee of 2015 conference.
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Dr. Walter Hays
Global Alliance for Disaster Reduction
United States
walter_hays@msn.com

Research:
After 24 years of formal international programmes (e.g., IDNDR and ISDR), there is still an urgent need for
paradigm shifts in current research to concentrate intellectual resources on closing the persistent gaps in
knowledge on the “Global Disaster Laboratory.” A new and improved GDL will facilitate global cooperation,
collaboration, and coordination on preparedness, protection, early warning, emergency response, recovery,
and reconstruction with an expected global benefit to cost ratio that is >> 1, and the first ever global disaster reduction dividends within the next decade.

Education and training:
The current gap in education and training is an urgent need for providing the state-of-knowledge and the
state-of-practice knowledge quickly and cost-efficiently on a global scale to new and emerging professionals on an ongoing basis. A new and improved GDL will produce new global experts armed with new
curriculum who will have the capacity to focus on closing this gap.

Implementation and training:
Implementation and training has many gaps related to lack of relevant knowledge.. A new and improved
GDL with corresponding paradigm shifts in the state-of-knowledge and the state-of-practice, will energize
new, emerging, and existing professionals to engage in closely coupled, long-term programmes to close
these gaps.

Policy dialogue:
Disasters reflect policy flaws, which are related to global gaps in policy dialogue. All are closely related to
tactical and strategic planning. A new and improved GDL with corresponding paradigm shifts in the stateof-knowledge and the state-of-practice, will provide a new knowledge and experience base for improving strategic and tactical dialogue that is designed either to revise and improve existing policies or to
devise new, more relevant policies.
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Dr. Sarah Henly-Shepard
Director, Disaster Resilience L.L.C. & Program Manager, Disaster Preparedness,
AmeriCares
United States
shenlyshepard@americares.org

Research:
Critical to preventing, mitigating and adapting to crises, are the upholding of basic human rights as set forth
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, including the right to life, liberty and security of person (Article 3) the right to a standard of living adequate for health and well-being (Article 25), the right to education
(Article 26), with local empowerment and dignity-building involvement as the basis for all activities (Articles
1, 22, 23) (UN 1948). International human rights law can serve as an ethical foundation for risk-reduction
strategies, promoting equity and offering protection and fulfilment of basic rights. Despite improvements in
interdisciplinary collaboration, challenges continue with the integration of ecological, social, economic and
physical sciences, in both the theoretical and practical sense. Practitioners often do not base their fieldwork
on scientifically-founded evidence, and researchers often poorly connect their results with real-world applications (UNISDR and WMO 2012).

Education and training:
A significant gap is the failure of international institutions and policies to adequately recognize and address these linkages. Thus, it is essential to leverage research, education and policy to address this gap
and engage in a more equitable and effective approach to reduce underlying vulnerabilities and improve
justice. To address the identified gaps in science, education, practice and policy-making, an integrative
Rights-inclusive Resilience Conceptual Model is proposed, with suggested indicators for operationalization
of the model. Through iterative benchmarks for evaluation of community resilience via locally-validated
qualitative and quantitative indicators, as well as construction of a composite index for an overall resilience
score, the purpose of the model is to enable accountability and transparency of policies and programs at
achieving resilience and human rights.
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Implementation and training:
The baseline principles of disaster resilience must be to protect, respect and fulfill the universal human
rights owed to all human beings. Beyond the fulfilment of basic human rights, however, the ultimate goal
of research and development should be to enhance the resilience and well-being of the physical, governance, economic, ecological and human systems by targeting and alleviating rights abuses, injustices and
inequity. Construction of a Rights-inclusive Resilience Conceptual Model (Henly-Shepard 2013) provides a
framework for collaborative, integrative resilience research and planning in support of the post-2015 HFA,
that better identifies, prioritizes and addresses root causes of risk related to human rights, justice and equity.

Policy dialogue:
A review of historical disaster situations, humanitarian crises and environmental degradation reveals
that at the core of human and environmental insecurity are underlying vulnerabilities due to insufficient
respect, protection and fulfillment of human rights, justice and equity. Although disaster relief agencies
employ human rights frameworks for meeting minimum standards in humanitarian assistance (SPHERE
2011), regrettably current international platforms and frameworks pursuing resilience, risk reduction and
development fail to adequately recognize and address human rights, justice and equity as root causes of
vulnerability (UNISDR 2011). Intersections of disasters and climate change provide a logical transition for a
rights-inclusive approach to adaptation, development, risk reduction and resilience-building. However,
the HFA included no mention of human rights, justice or equity. The HFA Midterm Review 2011 recognized
this, noting that global consensus of disaster risk reduction is unlikely unless it is based in universally accepted principles of justice and equity (UNISDR 2011; UNISDR and WMO 2012). In addition, the HFA Suggestions for Post-2015 HFA propose the Plan of Action Guiding Principle D.17(f) “Preventing new, and reducing
the existing, risk of disasters constitute an international legal duty aimed at protecting persons, their livelihoods and property while respecting their human rights “ (UN 2014, pp. 4). As such, this Rights-inclusive
Resilience Conceptual Model is a mechanism for policy and programmatic transparency and accountability,
offering five core recommendations to constructively integrate the human rights agenda within the post2015 HFA priorities. The findings and proposed conceptual model reinforce that resilience-building (be
it through research, fieldwork or policy) must embrace a moral compass, in order to meet human rights
minimum standards, facilitate human security, and motivate stakeholders toward progressive norms of
human well-being. In this light, the following recommendations are offered for consideration in the
post-2015 HFA construction: 1) Re-assert the legal commitment of governments to human rights, justice
and equity; 2) Improve collaboration between science, practice and policy realms; 3) Mainstream rights,
justice and equity as baseline standards for resilience; 4) Advance transparent qualitative and quantitative measures of resilience; and, 5) Create adaptable community-based strategies which are informed by,
and feed back best practices into, regional, national and international frameworks and policies, in particular the post-2015 HFA, the Sustainable Development Goals, among other relevant platforms. Construction of a Rights-inclusive Resilience Conceptual Model provides a framework for collaborative, integrative
resilience research and planning in support of the post-2015 HFA, that better identifies, prioritizes and
addresses root causes of risk related to human rights, justice and equity. In addition, the Post-2015 HFA
Priorities could be improved by including additional public health priorities around the following: preventive health; health education; environmental health; reproductive health; nutrition; livelihood security;
psycho-social health; injury and loss of life prevention through first aid and CPR training, and early warning and evacuation systems and infrastructure; and, improved medical and public health service capacity
extending outside of the traditional health facility (i.e. public health outreach workers and rural health
programs, disaster triage and medical treatment trainings for remote communities, etc.).
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Prof. Anton Imeson
Open,Foundation 3D –EC
Netherlands
anton.imeson@gmail.com

Research:
Ways of enhancing the socio-environmental functions of the land so that disasters are reduced can be
developed, and this policy underpinned by research at strategic global sites . Ongoing and formal programmes from international organisation that have records of climate and environmental change impacts
form a reference for explaining change.. Since processes are generic, knowledge about them can be transferred between areas that are physically and culturally similar. For example between China, Europe, Chile
and the USA , How the land can be transformed to benefit the economy and Nature harmoniously is the
objective.

Education and training:
Publications could be commissioned that update and integrate concepts from different sciences. Systems
concepts link the economy, land natural capital and its use to impacts and disasters. Instead Enhanced
transformed environments, rather than sustainability is the curriculum topic. Natural and man-made disasters avoidance with guidelines and information system provide teaching materials.

Implementation and training:
Platform approach in all biomes for dissemination programme. Demonstration post graduate and graduate
training and internships.. Generic process based methods for things such as landslides, forest fires, earthquakes, tsunamis and support also from organisations. The transformations bring great benefits and will
be self funding.

Policy dialogue:
A policy dialogue requires governance and include the stakeholders that are also other life and nature
and the people who suffer in disasters. The land and its ecosystems and there natural resources could be
managed at the level of the planet. Independent UN authority with power over land the goal.
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Dr. Yuji Ishiyama
Professor Emeritus, Hokkaido University
Japan
to-yuji@nifty.com

Research:
Research on safer buildings and houses against natural disaster, e.g. earthquakes, tsunami, typhoon, not
only for large scale construction but also for small scale non-engineered construction

Education and training:
Education and training not only for researchers and engineers but also for workmen and ordinary people
how to survive and minimize damage caused by natural hazard

Implementation and training:
Publication of handbooks that are easily understood by ordinary people, students, etc. Seminars and workshops with ordinary people, students, etc.

Policy dialogue:
Encourage researchers, engineers, students, etc. to investigate more about small scale non-engineered
construction
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Rabiul Islam
PhD Candidate, Macquarie University
Australia
rislamsw@gmail.com

Research:
Though many climate research works (both academic and practitioner) are going on, still we need to focus
on DRR, climate change adaptation (CCA) processes in the country specific context considering the local
knowledge. Livelihood security through identifying alternative income options, and identify the gaps of
strengthening community resilience. Corruption in post-disaster recovery activities, transparency of local
organizations and local government and climate change fund, capacity building of local government, and
CBOs, strengthening community occupational groups are also crucial research sectors. Social capital links to
DRR and CCA, and how we can strengthen the bonding and bridging social capital to face upcoming extreme
climate stresses.

Education and training:
Massive DRR and CCA awareness campaign and training is needed for the developing and least developed
countries. Climate change, DRR should include in the education curricula. National NGOs and government
would provide training for building capacity of local CBOs for handle the upcoming climate change challenges.

Implementation and training:
Inter-ministerial, inter-departmental, and inter-agency coordination should be strengthened. Institutional capacity building for policy implementation, ensuring right persons to the right place for policy implementation-which is a common scenario in the developing countries, key policy message should effectively
disseminate to local people. Need to promote community volunteerism that would work as self-help group.
For better implementation, there is need an integration among all the policy documents.

Policy dialogue:
Mainstreaming the DRR and climate change issues to the development policies e.g. food, housing, education, agriculture, industry, environment, water, etc. Due to the massive intervention of NGOs, social
capital is ignored (or sometimes destroyed), therefore, relief dependency or attitude to get more relief is
increasing among the local people. There is need to explore these issues in the policy dialogue. Uneven
distribution of post-disaster recovery support that foster conflict and competition among the community
members. This issue should also be focused and identified the ways of ensuring the equal distribution of
recovery support through effective community participation. Providing strong housing for the poor coastal
people in the developing countries of South Asia and Africa, as most of the housing in that region are not
resilient to face climate extreme events e.g. cyclones and storm-surges. Alternative livelihood options and
food security for the poor coastal people of developing countries should consider as an agenda for policy
dialogue.
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Jack Jacometti
Jacometti Associates
United Kingdom
jack.jacometti@gmail.com

Implementation and training:
‘Thinking the Impossible’ EU workshop at JRC in Ispra last May has a particularly strong fit with recommendations for the Post-2015 Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction. The workshop confirmed an urgent need
to enhance global resilience in a systemic way through a step-change in trilateral collaboration, between
governments, the corporate sector and international institutions/civil society. The IDRC’s Special Session
will build on this by providing an overview of the complex and interrelated challenges the world is facing
and address promising leads, such as: Transition Network and their Four Stories of the Future. These stories
are Business as Usual, Collapse, Green Stability and Energy Descent. How are we living these four stories and
how do they affect us? Proto-typing trilateral collaboration initiatives, which is now also emphasized in the
DNV GL report “A safe and sustainable future: enabling the transition”. The current predicament that we are
in, demands that all sectors work professionally together to tackle problems in a systemic and holistic way.
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Ousman Jarju
Department Of State for Agriculture
National Agricultural Research Institute
The Gambia
isatou86@ymail.com

Research:
Based on my point of view, one major gap being encountered in the developing countries of which the
Gambia is of no exception is lack of enough recourse to conduct research and it has also being prioritize.
Awareness is another issue that is lacking in third world countries as compared to the develop one. In my
own institute, which is the only Agricultural Research Institute, we did have good researcher, but due to
lack of resource, they are always dormant, and it end of the day, we have a staff turnover looking for other
greener job where they will be paid more money, thereby living their field of specialization. Research in
third world country mainly relies on out dated equipment, which all cantered into lack of enough resources.

Education and training:
On the side of education and training, I think for now it is dramatically reducing. Most people are educated
and the problem still lies on resources to really put into practical what they studied. There is still need for
training mainly short courses relating to on the job training of some of the researcher or scientist due to lack
of fund, as well as not being prioritize too. There are very competent people that are trainable, but due to
costs involve, it might take years for a technician or research scientist to be trained. Inviting more people
from third world countries at little or no cost to attend international event like workshops, seminars, symposia, short and long courses will really make a great impact.

Implementation and training:
Proper Implementation is another area that seem lacking too in these part of the world. In case of disaster, there is need for preparedness before the actual disaster expected to happen, happens. Like in case of
floods and fire out break both in rural and urban part of the countries. Aflatoxin in peanuts sold in market
mainly for consumption. Communities need to be trained and well informed so they know what to do.

Policy dialogue:
This is one of the key areas that we need focus on if we want to improve our research and other activities,
through involvement of the policy maker, either through advocacy or other mean. Some of these funds
are mostly accessed through this policy maker. They need to be well informed as to the benefits, both
long and short time that science can generate, so that they put it a priority. This is common in third world
countries in which Gambia is of no exception.
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Jeroen Jurriens
ICCO Cooperation
The Netherlands
Jeroen.jurriens@icco-cooperation.org

Research:
Make resilience more tangible as a concept: by doing more research towards local-level understanding/
definitions, indicators, and interventions that strengthen resilience; through participatory action-reflection
research involving civil society organisations and local communities working on concrete resilience programs
and activities. See for an inspiring example of participatory action-reflection research in which we were
actively involved the PhD thesis by Heijmans, A., 2012. Risky encounters: institutions and interventions in
response to recurrent disasters and conflicts. http://edepot.wur.nl/202163

Education and training:
Include disaster risk reduction and a focus on root causes and everyday disasters in education programs and
curricula from primary school to university level

Implementation and training:
Strengthen local governance capabilities to ensure clear regulations on DRR at national level have the
planned impact on the ground. Establish clear accountability and transparency mechanisms.

Policy dialogue:
Ensure resilience is used in its potential to bridge different fields by having meaning on the ground Involve Faith-Based Organisations, as unique stakeholders with the possibilities to help communities from
within to enhance their resilience, e.g. form suitable mechanisms such as interfaith councils. More flexible funding schemes that allow for tailor-made support and combinations of different funding streams to
support integrative resilient programs.
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Carlos Kaiser
GNDR, Inclusiva NGO
Chile
carlos.kaiser@onginclusiva.com

Research:
The relation among disabilities, environment barriers and morbidity/ mortality rate after disasters is a major
gap of an unaddressed topic being people with disabilities and DRR. People with disabilities, according to
the World Health Organization in their World Disabilities Report, correspond to 15% of the global population. There are neither statistical data about morbidity/ mortality rate of people with disabilities after disasters, nor data about negative effects of environment barriers and functioning of people with disabilities.
The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (IFC) of the World Health Organization
bring an epistemic base and a scientific framework for implementing the above mention phenomena. Both
quantity and quality studies must be carried on in order to provide hard data and comprehensive understanding about Inclusive DRR and related issues.

Education and training:
How to cope with disasters and disabilities make necessary that Decision makers, National Emergency Agencies (Federals and National ones), Disaster Relief Organizations, Local governments, local leaders, Organizations of/ for People with Disabilities, Rehabilitation Centres, among others, get education and training
in: a) Inclusive Disaster Risk Reduction Planning, b) Inclusive Disaster Relief, and c) Inclusive Rebuilding/
Rehabilitation

Implementation and training:
Implementation and training must be inclusive, that is to say, people with disabilities must be included as a
key variable in every component, activity, technology and methodology to be used. To make it possible the
before mentioned disability variable, has to be measured with indicators and transformed into Standards
for Inclusion. Curricular, Didactic and Evaluative Dimensions of DRR training must be universally designed,
so people with visual and auditory disabilities should be able to participate and make full use of training
materials. Everything related to DRR training must be thought for everyone to participate in equal conditions, so through Inclusive DRR training people with disabilities would learn valuable lessons that can save
lives.

Policy dialogue:
If 15% of the global population are not part of policy dialogue a great gap will be built. Policy dialogue
must follow participation and inclusion standards regarding to accessibility, to inclusive communication
(sign language, close captions, materials adapted for visual impaired, materials adapted for people with
physical disabilities). People with disabilities must participate policy dialogue because they are the most
vulnerable population and the rule of law is a must, not a matter of will. Systematization of dialogues
must be issued in full accessible formats and platforms. People with disabilities are important stakeholders and accountability is a principle to be followed through indicators.
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Bjørn Kalsnes
Civil Engineer, Norwegian Geotechnical Institute
Norway
bgk@ngi.no

Research:
Sound, efficient and transparent methodologies for providing reduction of natural hazards risks worldwide;
thus in a variety of technological, cultural, political and religious settings.

Education and training:
Build-up of local and stable know-how and competence in disaster prone areas.

Implementation and training:
The need for practical implementation of sound theoretical framework. What is efficient on the ground, how
can it be improved, what type of know-how is required? Plus the need for understanding of risk, including
vulnerability issues.

Policy dialogue:
Involving local, regional and national stakeholders that both have a true interest in the problem, and sufficient power for implementation of proposed activities.
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Giedrius Kaveckis
Research Associate, Institute of Geography, Center for Earth System Research and
Sustainability, University of Hamburg
Germany
giedrius.kaveckis@uni-hamburg.de

Research:
Instead of working together, many research teams are working in parallel on similar research projects. This
causes a waste of time and resources. The partly solution would be to establish and increase coordination
and cooperation between research teams in various levels.

Education and training:
Research centers in developed countries are dictating their “scientific truth”. There is a need to develop
research capacities and strengthen competence in developing countries.

Implementation and training:
A huge potential exists to apply a scientific knowledge locally, especially in business and industry. Increased
cooperation between them and science would deliver significant results.

Policy dialogue:
Policy should be a ramp and a bridge between science, education, industry and business. Great examples
of effective policy should be applied to international, regional, national and local levels.
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Hüseyin Alp Kaya
Expert at Strategy Development Department, AFAD
Turkey
halp.kaya@afad.gov.tr

Research:
Post-2015 DRR framework should emphasize the following research gaps that exist in respect to use of science and technology: development of people-cantered early warning systems; development of real time
impact forecasting systems; flood guidance systems; famine early warning systems; risk assessment systems
for disaster reduction and recovery; development of exposure databases, hazard and risk models

Education and training:
As HFA emphasizes profoundly, the impacts and effects of disasters can be substantially reduced if people
are well informed and motivated towards a culture of disaster prevention and resilience, which in turn requires the collection, compilation and dissemination of relevant knowledge and information on hazards,
vulnerabilities and capacities. Engage children in discovering and recognizing the myriad local hazards that
they face, and then often jump from hazard awareness to some very important engagement in response
skills and response-preparedness. dissemination of written materials; development of creative educational
materials; projects that bring students into contact with local community and local government; development of activities involving parents and local community through

Implementation and training:
The implementation of effective DRR policies and strategies needs to: increase political commitment to disaster risk reduction; improve identification and assessment of disaster risks; enhance knowledge management for disaster risk reduction; increase public awareness of disaster risk reduction; improve governance of
disaster risk reduction institutions; integrate disaster risk reduction into emergency response management.

Policy dialogue:
Particular areas include: coordination and cooperation within and among all countries also need to be
improved; humanitarian aid needs and donor promotion policies needs to promoted; progress needs to
be made on climate change adaptation; adaptation of low-carbon development policies; coordination
and cooperation has to be improved to prevent duplication of humanitarian aid.
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Rashid Khalikov
Director, United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA)
Switzerland
khalikov@un.org

Research:
All stakeholders to the post-2015 Framework for DRR through regional consultations recognize the continuing need for strengthening early warning systems, disaster preparedness and response capacities. The
recent study, “Saving Lives and Today and Tomorrow” focuses on crisis risk management based on analysis
of hazard, exposure and vulnerability for climate, conflict, geological, environmental, technological and
human induced risks. To this effect, we need to promote the use of science and technology in decisionmaking. The World Humanitarian Summit (WHS), to take place in May 2016 in Turkey, provides an inclusive
forum through one of its four themes, `Reducing Vulnerability and Managing Risk’. Its regional consultations
recommended the compilation of stronger evidence on future risks and the economic impact of these risks,
to build a better case for more investment in and prioritization of DRR, including preparedness and early
warning, at national, regional and international levels. Hence, more research is needed in gathering evidence for climate change risk (e.g. monitoring seasonal forecast/El Niño), disaster risk (e.g. early warning for
drought/cyclones), conflict risk (e.g. early warning and conflict analysis), and economic and financial shocks
(e.g. early warning and trend analysis). Another WHS recommendation was to ensure joint risk analysis,
planning, financing and advocacy by humanitarian, development and climate change adaptation actors
to break down the artificial silos created, and ensure greater alignment of approaches and action on DRR,
including preparedness and early warning.

Education and training:
Science, technology and academia also need to collaborate to build the capacity of decision-makers through
education at higher-levels for understanding risk and making financial, political and practical decisions, as
well as for planning and implementation of DRR. It is also important to develop comprehensive curriculums
for DRR, starting in primary schools, on risk and vulnerability information, early warning, simulations and
evacuation drills.

Implementation and training:
The use of new technologies in risk assessment activities such as risk modelling and space technologies
should be accessible and affordable to all decision-makers. Guidance needs to be given for research in
generating risk and vulnerability information and tools and methodologies to be shared, through open
source and open access platforms. The Index for Risk Management (InfoRM) is an open source that measures the risk of humanitarian crises and helps prevent, mitigate and prepare for them through a common
and shared way to help understand risks. It can be used for prioritisation, risk profiling, trend analysis and
strategic evaluation.

Policy dialogue:
A joint approach to risk management requires linking the global policy consultation processes (climate
change, sustainable development goals and WHS), and coordinating approaches to risk management. We
need to develop stronger partnerships, including with the private sector and the civil society. Policy dialogue encourages the humanitarian/development actors, the science and technology community, and the
International Financial Institutions to work together on risk management. Innovative types of financing
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Pashupati Nath Koirala
Department of Forests
Nepal
p.koirala@dof.gov.np

Research:
Exact prediction (early warning in flooding, snow avalanches, devastating forest fire, and earthquake) of the
disaster in the specific areas in the developing countries, the vulnerability assessment is very weak; therefore, it needs more focus on the very precise vulnerability assessment. Could the growing cities or urban
development in the developing countries cope the future disaster mitigation and risk reduction with present
trend and design? A major gap is in the developing countries like in Nepal is haphazard urbanization without strategic environmental assessment and risk analysis. Himalayan range of mountains are so much vulnerable including low foothill fragile mountains for earthquakes, natural and man-made erosion; in these
areas, a major population is residing in the Hindu Kush Himalaya from Afghanistan to Burma in mountain
areas. The major gap is there that very less or almost no information is disseminated among vulnerability
and risk zone due to climate change and disaster risk effect. Almost no risk maps have been prepared on
the mountain slope which causes unexpected fatalities during disaster in the rainy and other season. Risk
zoning maps and its dissemination in mass access is lacking. The natural alarm system identification should
be done in the research field.

Education and training:
Major gaps: • Still lacking mass awareness and communication on the real potential problems in disaster:
Future depends on the existing resources. Therefore, it needs to invest on the school students for making much aware on the issue of disaster and predictable disaster due to climate change impact and other
local effects should be incorporated in their environmental education. The disaster and resistance to the
immediate effect and impact should be a part of the education culture in the school to the university. •
Quick or inefficient response team mobilization through government • Very low number of volunteer rescue
groups during disaster management. • Experience sharing and learning from rich knowledge niches (from
experienced post disaster managed countries such as Japan, Indonesia, United States and other countries).
Needs to do: • Mainstreaming of the awareness in the National, sub-national and local communities. •
Equipped response team development in the every community. • Increase of number of volunteer for rescue
management.
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Implementation and training:
Major gaps: • Design of mountain development infrastructures such as road, irrigation, tunnel and so on
with adaptation to the climate change effect and slope maintenance. • Sub-national and national agenda
in infrastructure development is not being coordinated. • Capacities to cope the disaster are very limited in
the government and local governmental institutions and not being mainstreamed for quick response system
development during disaster shocked region and people. • Rapid response team is not being mainstreamed
in the developing countries in various fields for floods, mountain avalanches, snow avalanches, forest fire,
earthquakes and so on. • Early warning system is very less in the risk prone zone and people. • Rescue ware
houses are not sufficient to address the emergency disaster.
Needs to address: • Integrated master plan
development of disaster impact and adaptation linking up and downstream connection with respect to river
and watershed system. • Incorporation of the disaster risk reduction programme in the National priority
projects. • Build on the community and local people ownership for risk and disaster reduction such as forest
fire, flash flood damages, and mountain avalanches and so on. • Develop a strengthened rescue and post
disaster rehabilitation mechanism and agency for reliable emergency support through rapid response team.
• Ware houses should be developed and sufficient logistics are to be stored at easy access to distribute and
use.

Policy dialogue:
Major policy gap is government has no policy development institute or authority under Prime minister or
powered government. Most policies have been initiated as incremental development theory which has not
been able to address the present problems such as floods, forest fire and insect attack on the agricultural
crops. Environmental and catastrophic consequences are cross border issue therefore the regional policy
communities should make a continue access for solving common problems due to floods and other facilities sharing during disaster period and post disaster management. Other policy dialogue could be wise
use project between neighbouring countries such as hydro power projects for between Nepal and India
and China. Therefore, the dialogue is to be focused on build up long term co-beneficial arrangement development in the treaty to mitigate water induced disaster. Policy development forum could make some
initiation to include the policy development process through policy, problem and political streams for the
policy formulation. The dialogue should be focused on the adaptation plan’s project funding resource
pulling with other developed countries and the World Bank (may be other institutions too). Regional fund
source should be a major focus through policy framing among regional level country clusters. Emergency
fund is to be allocated for those countries facing disaster problem. This kind of arrangement may not affect the country economic system disturbance for development.
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Betül Kurada
AFAD Assistant Expert- Environmental Engineer, AFAD
Turkey
betul.kurada@afad.gov.tr

Research:
Post-2015 DRR framework should emphasize the following research gaps that exist in respect to use of science and technology: development of people-cantered early warning systems; development of real time
impact forecasting systems; flood guidance systems; famine early warning systems; risk assessment systems
for disaster reduction and recovery; development of exposure databases, hazard and risk models

Education and training:
As HFA emphasizes profoundly, the impacts and effects of disasters can be substantially reduced if people
are well informed and motivated towards a culture of disaster prevention and resilience, which in turn requires the collection, compilation and dissemination of relevant knowledge and information on hazards,
vulnerabilities and capacities. Engage children in discovering and recognizing the myriad local hazards that
they face, and then often jump from hazard awareness to some very important engagement in response
skills and response-preparedness. dissemination of written materials; development of creative educational
materials; projects that bring students into contact with local community and local government; development of activities involving parents and local community through

Implementation and training:
The implementation of effective DRR policies and strategies needs to: increase political commitment to disaster risk reduction; improve identification and assessment of disaster risks; enhance knowledge management for disaster risk reduction; increase public awareness of disaster risk reduction; improve governance of
disaster risk reduction institutions; integrate disaster risk reduction into emergency response management.

Policy dialogue:
Particular areas include: coordination and cooperation within and among all countries also need to be
improved; humanitarian aid needs and donor promotion policies needs to promoted; progress needs to
be made on climate change adaptation; adaptation of low-carbon development policies
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Daniel Lago Okomo
MAONI NETWORK[LBCSHG]
Kenya
maoni_scholar2002@yahoo.com

Research:
My view, in the interest of Kenya is that there ought to be cumulative research on Industrial,Operational
and academic , and more so subjective evaluation where the three approaches have been done while patterns or trends are not working per expectations. Comparatively, replications where industrial, operational
and academic results have had positive steps.

Education and training:
Natural and Biological subjects should be taught effectively at both basic and post high school levels, not
necessarily for academic, but for awareness purposes, and community implementations.

Implementation and training:
Fund raising campaigns for awareness should be stressed for developing countries, while least developed
countries need full support.

Policy dialogue:
Both lower governance and higher [Central levels] should have appropriate policies implantable by local
populations, but Developed countries must increase funding partnerships logically and reasonably.
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Dr. Efraim Laor
Homeland Security Academy
Israel
laor10@zahav.net.il

Research:
Fusion reality into myth: calibrating scientific paradigms for risk management by evidence-based knowledge from past large scale sudden disasters [LSSDs]; LSSDs force imperative revision in the Medical Discipline
– no more of more of the same; How to define a Combined Reference Scenario for every feasible compilation
of disaster-agents, including NATECHs; How to cope with the Evacuation Shadow Phenomenon, inversely
proportional to peoples’ trust in authorities.

Education and training:
Ignorance, illusion, negligence, intentional negligence is the most significant retarder for Disaster Reduction. Ignorance, should be eradicated by thorough academic, formal, research and education; Disaster Prediction and Civil Preparedness

Implementation and training:
To halt the bias of Homeland Security from Anti-Terror, the least lethal threat, towards an All-Hazard Approach, including: Natural Disasters, NaTech, War & HazMat, HoTech disasters; Elaborate policy, strategy and
concept of operations - based on all-hazard-concept - to confront large scale sudden disasters (LSSDs).

Policy dialogue:
Reducing casualties and damage from large scale sudden disasters should be based on the principle that
prevention is better than cure; Policies, strategies and concept of operations should be based on casualties and damage potential rather than probability to occur or flaw return period; The sharing of responsibility between regime and the citizens should be restructured: In responding to emergencies ordinary
people play the decisive role and institutions a secondary one; in preparedness and mitigation institutions play the decisive role.
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Dr. Márton László
inv. r. Ass. Univ. Prof, Scientific Researcher, ISSAC CAR HAS
Hungary
a13k45@aol.co.uk

Research:
Investigation of bio-crusts and their impact on surface properties, runoff generation, evaporation and nutrient cycling deploys its full relevance for desert restoration when seen in an eco-soil-hydrological context.

Education and training:
Better understanding of soil functioning, especially the role of carbon-water feedbacks for water storage
and hydrological processes, offers perspectives of developing and restoring desert soils.

Implementation and training:
Put solutions of developing and restoring desert soils to practice.

Policy dialogue:
New policy of developing and restoring desert soils.
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Prof. Seung Rae Lee
KAIST
South Korea
srlee@kaist.ac.kr

Research:
As an initiative for disaster risk reduction the Ministry of science, ICT and future planning in South Korea released the project titled “Core Technology Development of Real Time Prediction and Counterplan for Extreme
Rainfall Induced Landslide Disaster” undertaken by five participants with the principal institution being
KAIST. The five year project has a total budget of 6 billion won (1.17 million USD). As the title suggests, the
main goal of the project is to develop core technologies which would contribute towards development of
an integrated landslide management system (ILMS). The six core technologies identified for the project are:
1. Web based database system 2. Hazard model 3.Debris flow mobilization criteria 4. Risk model 5. Expert
training and education 6. Real time monitoring systems The project aims at minimizing the gaps in several
aspects related to landslide research. The prediction capability of landslide risk is still limited in terms of
accounting the spatial variability of triggering and pre disposing factors for which in the current research
we will be working on advanced probabilistic, statistical techniques and technique for SAR data acquisition
and processing with KOMSAT 5 having a payload of X band. The study also aims to develop several techniques
with regard to real time monitoring of geotechnical and meteorological parameters for risk reduction such
as x- MR Univariate statistical analysis and multivariate analysis to study the correlations between several
sensor outputs for forecasting and warning systems. The mechanisms and factors involved in mobilization
of destructive landslides like debris flow due to extreme rainfall which is a multiscale, multiphysics problem
is yet to be understood completely. Conventional finite element or finite difference method has several disadvantages in simulating large deformation problems as a solution to which three dimensional numerical
analysis using particle method will be conducted. In order to verify the developed models and real time
systems we will also build a large scale test bed, thus giving a deeper understanding to the mechanisms involved leading to tuning the risk reduction system for practical purpose. The developed disaster prevention
technology in the form of numerical models and early warning systems will be practical, marketable and
thus help in building an advanced national safety system. The project also aims at training experts, young
researchers in disaster control planning and creation of education material regarding the same.
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Mr. Pradeep Mahapatra
UDYAMA
India
udyama.pradeep@gmail.com

Research:
Research is good, that can provide better solution, findings and analysis towards better scooping and study,
but now days research findings are basically copy and paste, because things are available in web, There has
no or poor follow up action, few researcher are very much reluctant to go to field and collect best practices,
taking hardship to learn the issues, solutions additions Thus I propose for Action-Research- Action or adaptive action Research

Education and training:
Trainers should be taught before teaching, that relate the content, context, issue even taking the regional
issues, Training similarly ecosystem based approaches, especially DRR context with doable solutions, practical exposures are also required towards mitigation and adaptation too

Implementation and training:
There are like to be more mistakes in implementation, but it is not easy to act or start, especially DRM it is
very much cumbersome and needs patience,, but now it is observed that after any disaster strikes relief
is foremost , that may not be required at that time or not demanded, after distribution no follow up on
receptivity & effect, no hand holding , very poor approaches in filling the gap, poor analysis for what went
well, how to leverage multi-stakeholder strength and action-advocacy- research-action

Policy dialogue:
There should be coherence on policy-program-practice, sometimes it is grossly mismatching, there should
be in regional or ecosystem based not generic
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Saadia Majeed
PhD Student, Monash University
Australia
saadia.m.amrin@gmail.com

Research:
I believe that, it is important to have a holistic disaster risk management (DRM) research strategy that links
national level governance and development goals with international agenda on disaster risk reduction.
Based on my experience, on a developing country context, such research strategy is extremely vague. Development of this research strategy will link-up all previous and current research in the field. Also, it will create
imputes to link between scientific research and evidence-based policy and practice. Systemic monitoring
of the research output and policy dialogue among representative of all major stakeholders will continually
update the DRM research strategy.

Education and training:
On a developing country context, the opportunity and funding for academic DRM research is extremely limited. Moreover, often the research findings are not published, exchanged and applied locally, nationally
and internationally. I suggest to create a national platform, where such finding will be publicly available
with an option for improvisation of the findings based on public comments.

Implementation and training:
In many countries disaster risk management (DRM) training and educational material and courses have
been already developed for academic and practice purposes. Dissemination of these training and educational material can be done through vocational training programmes and learner-ships though school and
higher education curriculum. However, it is important to make sure these courses are designed for multiple
audiences, including local level disaster managers, as well as, public service cadre, who are involved in
DRM, but not participating any kind of formal education system.

Policy dialogue:
There is direct link between the political will and implementation of disaster risk management measures. For this reason, policy dialogue among relevant stakeholders should receive top priority. The policy
dialogue should link issues of effective DRM governance and legislation, also outline the arrangement of
financial and intuitional measures require to implement DRM legislations, acts and guidelines.
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Dr. Alan March
University of Melbourne
Australia
alanpm@unimelb.edu.au

Research:
The full integration of urban planning and related management processes with Disaster Risk Reduction
methods and governance.

Education and training:
Many related fields need to become aware of, and skilled in relevant aspects of DRR. For example, urban
and regional planners have significant roles to play, but are usually not able to act on many aspects of DRR
relevant to their jurisdiction, due to skills and support shortages.

Implementation and training:
A range of mechanisms need to be put into place. Urban planning systems need to and processes need to
more directly based on sound evidence for decision making. Subsequently urban planning systems need to
be empowered via a range of regulatory systems to act as early as possible to reduce disaster risk problems
and to remediate existing problems.

Policy dialogue:
Policies need to be fully integrated vertically. Even in Australia, a well funded and relatively advanced
country in terms of DRR, many policies established at National level are not carried through to the tiers of
governance and action at lower levels.
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Prof. Adolfo Mascarenhas
Links Trust/REPOA
Tanzania
mascar@udsm.ac.tz

Research:
The research gaps that exist in Africa, cannot be” quick-fixed” by just transplanting the generations of
research from the developed countries of Europe and North America. The arrogant assumption that that
the only science that matters is Eurocentric, is both erroneous and damaging. This is true of all sciences,
agriculture, health, climate science etc. Taking the latter ,the African Climate Policy Centre (ACPC) in its
inaugural 2011 research report, on “Climate Science, Information and Services in Africa as with subsequent
publications were comprehensive and relevant . Yet, the situation is dynamic that periodic update are essential. The new power houses China, India Brazil, etc now offer African countries a diversity of situations
and opportunities for learning about the value of research. Personally there is a realization, that research
gaps tend to multiply if the major criteria is to appease the leadership at all cost. After the exit of the Iddi
Amin type who use research to spread terror, the big question is whether they still exist in a renovated liberal form, isolated from people’s needs. If Marie Antoinette could naively tell bread starved people “to
eat cake” how much easier in this digital age and instantaneous communication to conveniently present
an idyllic future?

Education and training:
Fundamental gaps start with the basic needs of the young mothers. Rote learning of the 3Rs is an obstacle
to human creativity. The real gap in education and training is a qualitative one.

Implementation and training:
The demand for training has dramatically increased as has the cosmetic supply leading to a declined capacity. The solution is new approaches and periodic upgrading. Teaching is not just gobbling readymade
answers but more about listening and questioning about alternatives, costs etc .

Policy dialogue:
The conventional view of policy with a top down bureaucratic approach, partly influenced by the IFI’s, still
prevails in many African countries; while in some countries there is a plethora of policies, their impact is
questionable. A serious gap is to explore emerging initiatives. A unique South – South flexible collaboration emerged at the IBSA Forum. The time has come to emphasize dialogue rather than conditionality.
Dialogue means understanding the internal and external snags, bureaucratic hurdles and real rather than
contrived political will. In a polarized and divided world fueled by complicity, bombarded with imagery
and digital misinformation, the words of one of Africa’s great writer and a colleague seem so apt, Ng?g?
wa Thiong’o reminds us that there are “ those who aim to open our eyes, to make us see the light and
look to tomorrow and those who wish to lull us into closing our eyes. . Between the wretched of the
world, forced to destructively survive and the powerful elite, armed with the latest science and financial
instruments, there is a middle course that will create a planet for sustainable development. The IDRC Forum has become a necessity for open dialogue, a shift towards better understanding rather than violence
and which can offer a helping hand to the vulnerable of this world.
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Niina Meriläinen
PEP-Project, Agora Center, University of Jyväskylä
Finland
niina.j.merilainen@jyu.fi

Research:
A multidisciplinary approach that addressed causal relations and network thinking is needed in disaster
research that also links human rights as a central aspect.

Education and training:
Bottom-up approach is vital, as well as the understanding of social fabrics and unofficial networks in the
grassroot levels of societies.

Implementation and training:
Training should include the views of locals.

Policy dialogue:
Policy dialogue must include various actors from different networks in order for the debate and decisionmaking to have the views of less central non-gatekeeper actors included.
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Alan Mills
Volunteer and Trustee, MapAction
United Kingdom
amills@mapaction.org

Research:
MapAction’s role is to provide timely information for emergency response and crisis management in the immediate aftermath of a natural disaster or complex emergency. Key bottlenecks at present are the ability to
synthesise risk and hazard information, background and pre-disaster baseline information with situation
data (drivers of the disaster, extent, needs, response, logistics and gaps). Focusing just on our sector, I
foresee; Research into more flexible, robust and useful data collection techniques, as well as low band width
transfer methods. This should include the use of catastrophe modelling, risk and hazard assessment, insurance modelling and profiling of at risk communities and infrastructure. More widely, better understanding
of the risk and insurance impacts in complex and slow onset emergencies with the global consequences
mapped out more explicitly will be essential. And couple the risks being modelled related to climate change
more completely with other developmental challenges in the developing world related to biodiversity and
non-renewable resource loss, equity, social mobility and rights to property and livelihoods.

Education and training:
In country/agency training in better information management, and for decision makers to be taught how
to better use the tools and timely information given to them to reduce suffering and destruction. Understanding of the nuances of key terms such as “affected” that are both philosophically robust but practically
applicable in emergency situations.

Implementation and training:
Improve the data (and information) available for responding to the crisis, both having better baseline and
background data before the emergency and improving the information flows. Better understanding of end
user communities of how to use the models, theories, data and outputs from current science; and a better
social understanding of scientists of the impacts of the information and how it is understood and adopted
(and maybe resisted).

Policy dialogue:
Look for more charters for sharing data and expertise when crises are occurring. Look to develop more
consensus arguments and positive planning that will bring populous along with the evolving science as
opposed to the polarised, highly critical, almost adversarial conversations in many areas of our work.
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Dr. Swati & Dr. Mandeep Mitra & Bhandari (IAS)
Centre for Disaster Risk Resilience & Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine Board, Jammu &
Kashmir, Government of India
India
swati.g.mitra@gmail.com ceo@maavaishnodevi.net

Research:
On 8th October ,2005 there was a devastating earthquake measuring 7.2 on the Richter scale,which had its
epicentre in Pakistan and killed more than 80,000 people and left 60,000 injured with more than 400,000
house having collapsed. In India the number of lives lost in Jammu & Kashmir were 1,360 & more than
6000 people injured. The impact was severe and it served as a wake –up call for the Government of India
towards the need for building its own resilience through preparedness to deal with such situations in future. In Jammu and Kashmir is located, one of the India’s most revered and visited shrines viz. Shri Mata
Vaishno Devi Shrine at an altitude of 5,200 feet above Mean Sea Level in the Trikuta Mountain range. The
Shrine is headed by the Governor of Jammu & Kashmir who is assisted by the Chief Executive Officer and
a 4000 strong work force drawn from three agencies: Shrine Board, Central Reserve Police Force & Jammu
& Kashmir Police. In 2005, Government of India passed the Disaster Management Act and constituted the
National Disaster Management Authority under the chairmanship of the Prime Minister to percolate each of
the principles of the Act in letter and spirit throughout the country. Prone to earthquakes, landslides, cloud
burst, fires, high crowd density and terror attacks, the Holy Shrine attracts approximately 25-30,000 visitors
per day & on special days 50 to 60,000 visitors visit the Shrine (more than 10 million visitors a year), which
receives an annual revenue (including that from offerings and donations made by pilgrims) of around US $
50 million and has a corpus of around US $ 150 million. With the guiding principles of the HFA’s and the DM
Act, 2005, a two pronged approach was undertaken in structural & non-structural mitigation measures to
enable sustainable growth and reduce underlying risks. The “needs assessment” was undertaken on three
components: Communication, GIS & Capacity Building and the methodology adopted was: interaction, participant observation, use of GIS, physical verification of sites to understand the various requirements of the
place. The entire 22 km track has been built by cutting the mountain; in some places blasting the mountain
to make tracks, construct buildings and other facilities for the pilgrims. Many of these structures did not
comply with building codes, and blasting had made some of the areas highly prone to landslide, shooting
stones etc. The detailed study gave a realistic picture of the unique “vulnerabilities” of the places so as to
enable the management to accordingly plug the loopholes.
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Education and training:
In 2010, based on the “needs assessment” a practical hands-on course design was prepared to cover the
entire manpower for: Imparting hands-on Basic Life Skills; Creating a dedicated Disaster Management Task
Force; Building of Inventory as per hazards and impart training on their use and maintenance; Creating inhouse Master Trainers for sustainability of the awareness program

Implementation and training:
A few of the old buildings along the track were restructured and safety measures complied with. For example: fire safety measures were installed in older buildings, evacuation routes marked & the new buildings
abided by the Building codes in terms of quake-proof sdtructural designing, installation of fire alarms,
exit routes etc. A massive project for stabilizing the slopes is being executed which comprises netting,
nailing and other interventions to prevent people getting affected by land-slides or shooting stones etc.,
Afforestation as a conscious strategy was very actively undertaken to reduce landslide. Installation of new
security measures along-with personal verification were adopted. Joint Control Room was set up and new
systems installed. Emergency Numbers were prominently displayed along the entire track. The in-house
Master Trainers continued to train the new staff so as to continue building up the “culture of safety” and to
strengthen capacities to handle any type of emergency & disaster.

Policy dialogue:
The hands-on training: enhanced confidence that brought an attitudinal change when staff realised they
could also give basic first aid like cardio pulmonary resuscitation, checking the pulse, putting the victim in
recovery position, to reduce underlying risks and this in turn: made their Disaster Management Plan implementable; integrated the scheme with development projects; institutionalised and systematised Disaster Risk management with Standard Operating Procedures and well laid out Incident Response System
contingency plan. To conclude the existent HFA’s definitely provided a focused direction to practitioners/
governments/other agencies to carry out trainings and implement programs while tailoring them to the
local requirements and National DM Act.
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Prof. Wilmer Fabián Montién Tique
Santo Tomás University
Columbia
wilmermontien@usantotomas.edu.co

Research:
Strengthen the management resources destined to Risk Reduction projects, also found institutions focused
on raising funds to risk management actions as well as in research (for example National Fund for Disaster
Risk Management), which financial resources could be the ones from the government (Tax money). The goal
would be have more studies from several risk and environment institutes in emergency strategies and innovative actions against to risk knowledge, risk reduce, disaster and emergency management as well as crisis
response and improving future disaster preparedness. On the other hand, the performed of several studies
in risk management by several risk and environment institutes, using softwares like CAPRA GIS, @Risk and
ERN Vulnerability as well as Geographic Information Systems (SIG) like ARC- GIS and gvSIG softwares, would
give more support to policy formulation in risk reduction and disaster management.

Education and training:
The implementation of preventive actions like municipal plan for disaster risk management would help a
lot in education and training in risk reduction for the next years, because those prospective actions focused
in risk knowledge programs, so the people are going to know more about the risk scenario which they are
exposed, taking into account aspects like the definition of the historical background, threatening phenomenon description, its causes, vulnerable populations and a future analysis. With the implementation of
those kinds of measures, people will realize about the risk situation around the municipality, town or city,
acting on the risk causes, optimizing the environment and living conditions of the population, aims for a
culture of disaster prevention in society as well a sustainable development.
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Implementation and training:
The implementation of innovative structural and non-structural projects like containing soil and rocks
structures, reforestation programs, stuffed counterweight, cross works, gabion dikes, slopes stabilization,
adequacy building walls, updating of land use plans and risk management plans according with risk management research supported by risk and environmental institutes, are going to be the next step within the
implementation and practice in risk management during the next years, because the climate change around
the world, it´s one of the biggest challenges that it´s facing in the present century, so innovate and create
new solutions and measures to mitigate and prevent natural risk scenarios like droughts, fires, landslides
and floods would be the focus of many countries, as well as the joint actions aimed at institute strengthening in emergency preparation. Furthermore, it´s more feasible invest in those kinds of projects to continue
investing in actions to mitigate the risk, once the emergency occurs.

Policy dialogue:
The formulation of policies and laws about new emergency protocols, risk management project sources,
land of use plans and risk management plans in the cities or municipalities, are going to be the focus
or the pillar of risk management in the next years, since its application aims for a risk reduction, action
knowledge processes and disaster management, taking into account aspects like climate change, natural
hazards, risk scenarios, vulnerable people, severity losses and frequency events. Furthermore, arrangements and conventions between many countries to support recovery operations, emergency responds during disaster management and disaster preparedness must be a priorization to keep people´s safety as well
as physical and human vulnerability around the city or municipality.
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Meshack Ndiritu
Space Generation Advisory Council (SGAC)-Space Technology for Disaster Management Project
Regional Center for Mapping of Resources For Development (RCMRD)-SERVIR AFRICA
Kenya
meshackkinyuan@gmail.com

Research:
The Hyogo framework of Action highlighted key priority areas of action. Among these areas, were: Identifying, assessing and monitoring disaster risks and enhancing early warning; Using knowledge, innovation
and education to build a culture of safety and resilience at all levels; Reducing the underlying risk factors;
Strengthening disaster preparedness for effective response at all levels. There was a resolution made to
develop early warning systems that are people centred; whose information is easily understood in time by
those at risk. These areas prompted for extensive research and innovation to build disaster resilient systems
locally and internationally. Owing to the impromptu occurrence of disasters, there is hardly enough time to
process information and relay it to the relevant bodies for action to take place in real time. This has always
been a challenge; especially to have an early warning system that is easily interpretable by the community.
This gap needs to be filled so that signals can be sent and seen in real time long before disaster strikes.
Some of the tools used for analysis of possible hazards sometimes take long to process. Tools for analysis such as remote sensing and Geo-Information Systems need to be sophisticated and further developed
to take the minimum possible time to analyse hazards and disasters. Data availability has always been a
hindrance to researchers when they want to quickly respond to disasters or even produce an early warning
system. There needs to be clear guidelines on sharing and easy accessibilities of disaster-related data from
institutions and countries; without much protocol; so that the experts can analyse data in real time. Scientific researchers also need to involve those who are working on socio-economic methods of disaster reduction. There is need for cooperation between scientific researchers and those practising on socio-economic
ways of disaster management so that the findings can resonate with the ground facts.
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Education and training:
Education and training has improved for some countries; but the main gap is that such education and
capacity building has only targeted the experts working on disaster management projects; leaving out the
community. It must be understood that the community is the first to be affected by the disaster if it strikes;
and instead of always equipping the experts who deal remotely with the disaster; there is a need to equip
the community with necessary knowledge on disasters and how to mitigate them. Disseminating Information on disasters to; especially high-risk communities; and establishing disaster management groups on
the ground, can really reduce disasters. Building on indigenous ways of disaster resilience is a good way
of filling this gap on education and capacity building. There is also need to have technical teams and stations; or organizations especially in high-risk areas; that are equipped and trained on handling individual
cycles of disaster management; right from the hazard assessment to reconstruction. These teams should
then cooperate very well in exchanging information so that there is timely response. Strengthening the
use of space-based information among developing countries; must be a priority in disaster management.
Space science has emerged to be very vital in disaster management and hence there is need to strengthen
the adoption of this approach especially to high-risk developing countries; that are not space-faring yet.
Inclusion of disaster management and risk reduction in schools curriculum of highly struck areas need to
be stressed on; because this is a way of creating community knowledge of disaster management. Targeting
specific sectors; especially the most exposed; in capacity building processes can also help close this gap of
disaster reduction. Using all type of media platforms to educate and create awareness of hazards and disasters is a good approach to educate the communities.

Implementation and training:
Implementation of the above approaches mostly do not lie in the hands of the researchers; who mostly
handle the technical parts and hand over to the relevant disaster management units; that are mostly led by
the governments or delegated organizations. It is worth noting that some of the hazards are not detected
in time and they result to disasters; however, the analyses of such disasters are used as the prevention
measures for the next possible disaster hence reducing future losses. It is also worth noting that there has
been laxity in implementing some of the ideas brought up by the scientific community; and the experts are
not to blame on this; but the designated offices that are supposed to take up the recommendations and act
are the ones to blame. In the scientific community, there exist gaps that should be filled. Many workshops
and conferences come up with strategies and ways forward on how to reduce disasters; however, not all
experts in attendance implement these ideas on return to their countries. Attending delegates can be asked
to be producing regular reports after every workshop or training as a way to ensure the implementation of
outcomes of all trainings is a good way for follow up to ensure that the resources that were used to organize
such trainings and workshops are fully utilized. Governments must also make disaster management a priority and make sure that the designated ministries; who directly receive recommendations from the scientific
community; implement those particular recommendations in good time without laxity. In some cases there
needs to be regular intensive capacity building and hands-on trainings to some of the experts in these
designated ministries to make sure that they are always alert and quick to respond in order to reduce occurrence of disasters. Time is very vital in disaster reduction; and in this regard; if we are to commit ourselves
to reduce disasters significantly, then the time taken from reporting or recommendations by researchers to
the implementation, must be the minimum possible. Multi-stakeholders partnerships; including national
and regional; in disaster risk reduction is also vital and there needs to be a good cooperation between these
stakeholders working together in all stages of disaster management. There is a gap in these partnerships
that needs to be closed so that we strengthen ties of cooperation in response to hazards and risks.
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Policy dialogue:
First of all, I think in several developing countries there are no clear guidelines or frameworks for disaster management units. In case of disasters, emergency response teams do not clearly know the protocols
to follow in such cases. In low risk countries, there is laxity because natural disasters strike less. In such
cases, because of lack of clear policies and guidelines, various teams work independently resulting to
confusion. At the end we have contradicting reports, results, findings and data from the same disaster.
Having a central communication unit in national disaster management team is very key to avoid contradicting reports. Policy makers on the other hand are not showing a lot of commitment to disaster risk
reduction strategies; because most of them are politicians with little interests in disaster management.
Integrating risk management to the post-2015 development agenda was recommended and this should be
emphasized in all countries; whether of low or high risk; in order to also give way for regional strategies
to manage risk. There also needs to be synergy with all the stakeholders of disaster risk reduction at national level. The effort of this should start at the community level all the way to international. Policy makers needs to be equipped with the knowledge and importance of prioritizing on disaster risk reduction so
that it becomes a national responsibility; hence awareness creation and later building preparedness and
resilience to disasters amongst the communities.
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Dr. Niru Nirupama
York University
Canada
nirupama@yorku.ca

Research:
Disaster database and information that is reliable is the most important component for research in the field.
A standard format can be universally adopted for these disaster database for different types of hazards and
disasters. Hazard type, frequency, measurement units, intensity/magnitude scales, quantity, and quality
are some of the parameters and elements that can be included in the database. A universal format can be
proposed and adopted for the collection of Census data as well. This will help in a number of ways: i) providing efficient assessment of disaster risks and vulnerability; ii) making it possible to carry out reasonable
and meaningful comparisons between different states/communities; and iii) development of best practice
guidelines as well as examples of successful resilience and capacity building projects. Structural and nonstructural approaches for risk mitigation should be developed that are region-specific. For example, studies
to understand effects of landuse change on urban flooding would lead to better flood risk control measures.
In order to alleviate forest fire risk, traditional forest (dry) burning practices carried out by Native population
in North America should be re-examined, understood, and brought back into practice where applicable.
Alternative agricultural, horticultural, and livestock options in drought stricken regions, such as California,
Australia, and African nations must be given priority.

Education and training:
Incorporation of topics on the understanding of hazards and disasters, starting in elementary schools and
continuing up to high school level should be considered; Science lessons in school are not exactly sufficient
in that they do not exactly convey the message of disaster risk assessment and risk reduction to children;
Understanding of science of natural hazards in terms of their causes and physical dynamics should be pursued by all members of the society, not just the experts in the field; Recruitment and training of experts and
professionals on disaster risk reduction techniques, tools, and facilitation material is vital for communities

Implementation and training:
Educational tools and methods that are easy to follow should be developed and made available for use
world-wide. Workshops and training sessions may develop interest in disasters and coping strategies among
local population; Alternative agricultural and horticultural options in terms of a different and/or hybrid varieties of the crops that will withstand the type of hazard(s) common in the region must be studied and
outcome disseminated among population in the area; Advising and facilitating on alternative income opportunities in order to equip people with adequate capacity to cope with adverse impacts of disasters; Tax
incentives can be incorporated for communities, businesses, and others who would be willing to participate
in training and becoming active members of implementation task force.

Policy dialogue:
Recognising a renewed urgency for action in regards to the understanding of hazards, disasters and risks
posed by them is required. Public participation must be mandated on every policy dialogue that will have
direct or indirect impact on them. Steps should be taken to make these dialogues inclusive by incorporating measures to address language barriers.
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Ifeanyi Danieil Nnodu
Director of Weather Forecasting Services, National Weather Forecasting and Climate
Research Centre, Nigerian Meteorological Agency (NiMet)
Nigeria
idnnodu@yahoo.com

Research:
There is need to develop in-depth capacity in the forecast of tropical storms with enough lead time in the
sub-Saharan Africa where Flood occurrence is one of the major disasters affecting settlements and farming
communities. More than 70 per cent of the population in this region engage in subsistence agriculture and
this farming system is solely dependent on rainfall. The inability to predict the systems accurately leads to
disasters that wash away homes, farm lands and structures as well as cause deaths to animals and humans.
On the longer run more deaths result as a result of crop failures due to the floods leading to famine, malnutrition, diseases etc.

Education and training:
Scientists from this region should develop numerical weather prediction models that are adapted to the
regions environment and boundary conditions. Most imported models do not produce required results because of the rainfall pattern in the tropics and other environmental conditions. Research Grants and scholarship schemes for young scientists should be encouraged. Literacy level of citizens must be raised to enable
majority of the populace appreciate associated risks with disasters. Advocacy must be given adequate attention and simple graphical illustrations must be adopted always to drive home the risks associated with
floods to the vulnerable communities.

Implementation and training:
Training and project management must be made transparent and competitive. Highly skilled and talented
scientists and social scientists must work cooperatively to ensure that contemporary societal issues are addressed. Vulnerable communities must be part of programmes from the inception to implementation stage
to ensure ownership and sustainability of the projects.

Policy dialogue:
Policy makers should work closely with scientists and benefit from scientific results which will form the
basis of their policy formulations. Disaster Authorities should exchange staff with the academia to ensure
that research are geared towards solving contemporary problem affecting the society.
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Professor Inom Normatov
Institute of Water Problems, Hydropower and Ecology of the Academy of Sciences
of the Republic of Tajikistan
Tajikistan
inomnor@mail.ru

Research:
At present unfortunately did not set the relationship of cause and consequence of natural phenomena,
which include natural disasters. Humanity while tests only consequences of emergencies. To get closer to
solution of natural disasters and to take adequate measures to prevent and thereby reduce to a minimum
the risk of adverse effects and need a large-scale and multidisciplinary study of all aspects of the disasters
and emergencies with a broad range of disciplines and research areas. Thus, the present state of human
knowledge about natural disasters gain stimulates research in this direction.

Education and training:
This aspect too is important, but not so as scientific research. Usually in trainings and occupations cases of
natural disasters, their scales and the related economic damages are considered. However, the actual problem of the present and the near future is predicting of a place and time of emergence of natural disasters.

Implementation and training:
This section is very important. Introduction of the last achievements of science and technology on decrease in risk of natural disasters promotes rescue of human life and to essential decrease in the extent of
economic damage. Preparation of special divisions and local population for rules of behaviour at natural
disasters pledge of considerable reduction of degree of risk.

Policy dialogue:
Political dialogue starts playing a role when objects posing threat of natural disasters have cross-border
character (the large industrial enterprises, the chemical and biological companies, nuclear power plants,
storage with radioactive and chemical waste and others).
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Dr. Fuat Oktay
President, AFAD
Turkey
fuat.oktay@afad.gov.tr

Research:
Death and destruction are not the inevitable consequences of natural hazards. The application of science
and technology can substantially reduce losses of lives and property. Science already explains why disasters
happen, where many of the risks lie and sometimes when. Disaster risk reduction going forward needs to
be firmly rooted in high-quality science-based models so that the best decisions on what works can be
made. Post-2015 DRR framework should emphasize the following research gaps that exist in respect to use of
science and technology: development of people-cantered early warning systems; development of real time
impact forecasting systems; flood guidance systems; famine early warning systems; risk assessment systems
for disaster reduction and recovery; development of exposure databases, hazard and risk models; develop
systems that can link meteorological forecast to likely consequences, such as malaria incidence, crop yield,
river discharge, property damage; develop robust and improved methods and systems to validate risk models and mapping, including the integration of decision-making and information access systems; develop
vulnerability evaluation tools that can better describe local conditions that also interacts with regional and
global hazard modelling; develop approaches that apply scientific technology to help close the gaps in the
understanding of current vulnerability

Education and training:
As HFA emphasizes profoundly, the impacts and effects of disasters can be substantially reduced if people
are well informed and motivated towards a culture of disaster prevention and resilience, which in turn requires the collection, compilation and dissemination of relevant knowledge and information on hazards,
vulnerabilities and capacities. The general trend is now towards community empowerment through education and disaster risk awareness programmes which are community-driven. The research is vague on what
generic roles communities should play in disaster risk reduction. Research is also silent on how different
communities should respond to different calamitous phenomena such as armed conflict in different parts
of the world. Post-2015 framework should emphasize: engage children in discovering and recognizing the
myriad local hazards that they face, and then often jump from hazard awareness to some very important
engagement in response skills and response-preparedness; dissemination of written materials; development of creative educational materials; projects that bring students into contact with local community and
local government; development of activities involving parents and local community through; development
of a broad range of courses can be integrated or infused with disaster risk reduction; development of curriculum resource materials guidance and lesson plans to be used on a voluntary basis by teachers
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Implementation and training:
The implementation of effective DRR policies and strategies needs to: increase political commitment to disaster risk reduction; improve identification and assessment of disaster risks; enhance knowledge management for disaster risk reduction; increase public awareness of disaster risk reduction; improve governance of
disaster risk reduction institutions; integrate disaster risk reduction into emergency response management.

Policy dialogue:
DRR policies and institutional mechanisms do exist at various degrees of completeness in some countries,
and others lack these. Even though they exist in some countries, their effectiveness is limited. Hence a
strategic approach to improving and enhancing their effectiveness and efficiency by emphasizing disaster risk reduction is needed. Particular areas include: coordination and cooperation within and among
all countries also need to be improved; humanitarian aid needs and donor promotion policies needs to
promoted; progress needs to be made on climate change adaptation; adaptation of low-carbon development policies
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Dr. Laura Olariu
R&D Director, Biotehnos
Romania
lolariu@biotehnos.com

Research:
Dermato-cosmetic and pharmaceutical products based on active biological compounds from natural sources
as medicinal plants, marine and entomological organisms without having any negative impact on the environment. The compatibility and the interrelation between these specific structures and some particular
physiological mechanisms of the human body is very important to be taken into account.

Education and training:
A major need in education is learning the children since they are young how to live an ecological life based
on a correct alimentation, self-discipline interconnecting with other people and also with all the natural
structures.

Implementation and training:
The implementation of a healthy alimentation and training on the main causes of the most common diseases in the world.

Policy dialogue:
The implementation of more stringent legislation for the nutritive supplements and dermato-cosmetics
regarding the declared effect of them.
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Uwem Robert Otu
African Youth Movement (AYM)
Nigeria
aymnig@yahoo.com

Research:
Infrastructure to support application of ICT tools on research and development for DRR is lacking grossly in
developing countries. Capacity building for teachers to engage with relevant stakeholders also needs to be
addressed. Access, Intellectual property, and ethics are necessary perquisites to sustain research in different
contexts and societies.

Education and training:
Better education in ICTs and integration of technology in DRR for teachers, learners, content in curriculum
in the classroom.

Implementation and training:
Lack of mainstream support - youth-led ICT programs are rarely afforded the funding or recognition required
to implement or replicate in a substantial or sustained manner.

Policy dialogue:
Lack of participation in decision-making – youth and other stakeholders are rarely involved in national,
regional and international ICT policy development, meaning youth lack the framework, support and legitimacy required for sustained action, and policy implementation lacks buy-in from this key grassroots DRR
constituency. Policy must be grassroots oriented to achieve results.
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Joanna Pardoe
Institute for Environment and Human Security, United Nations University
Germany
pardoe@ehs.unu.edu

Research:
Cascading social vulnerability to more frequent and multiple hazards is widely neglected in research to
date but likely to become increasingly important as climate change exacerbates natural hazard risks. Understanding how social vulnerability may cascade from single to multiple and more frequent hazard events
is vital to the identification of appropriate disaster risk management strategies under a changing climate.

Education and training:
Education and training needs to increase its focus on the skills required to assess the social vulnerability
component in risk assessments. At present, focus seems to be on simply assessing the physical hazard risks
but these become important when those hazards involve people and livelihood systems which could result
in hazard events becoming disasters. At present, the emphasis on models and computing technology is
distracting from the need to address to the human and societal element of disasters. Without an effective
assessment of social vulnerability, disaster risk management can only address the physical risks and is likely
to miss opportunities for low cost coping and adaptation strategies that would be more appropriate for least
and less developed countries.

Implementation and training:
Emphasis on low cost risk management options is essential for increasing the implementation of disaster
risk management in least developed countries and particularly impoverished regions.

Policy dialogue:
Policy dialogues need to move away from a dependence on numerical figures and statistics to motivate
action as these figures are frequently fraught with limitations that are often overlooked in dialogues. Policy dialogues should rather be based on broader evidence rather than simply numbers. Policy dialogues
should also consider local level variations in disaster risk management and work on ways to better ensure
that disaster risk management policies developed at the global, regional or national levels are suitably
adaptable and can be moulded for effective implementation at the very local, community level.
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Dr. Helene Maria Paulinyi
University of Minas Gerais State
Brazil
hmpaulinyi@yahoo.com

Research:
Atomic wastes are the great hazards for human lives. It is urgent to reduce or limit for a minimum level or
to definitely eliminate the production of these wastes as to ensure a non contaminated world for humanity. It would be also necessary to seek information of how to face the presence of atomic wastes and how
to face in case of an atomic war.

Education and training:
It would be necessary to introduce moral and humanization in all the projects concerning education and
training in all fields.

Implementation and training:
Introducing the use of psychological aspects of humanization in the implementation and training would be
a must as to reach a humanitarian aspect of this issue.

Policy dialogue:
To avoid globalization, to treat each person individually that would be the aim of this century. To take
a special attention for each person, with his/her own identity. To approximate individually and make it
personal.
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Dr. Elisabetta Pistone
VCE Vienna Consulting Engineering ZT GmbH
Austria
pistone@vce.at

Research:
Climate change risk constitutes a local, national and global issue also caused by human decisions, and so
must be addressed through centralized actions from local to global levels. Because risk could imply future
losses, failure to make decisions about how to efficiently manage risks can result in the most significant loss
for our societies: systemic failure. While knowledge for predicting scenarios (of what hazards will look like)
and for analyzing future situations is under development, societies have still failed to make good decisions
based on this information. Research should investigate strategies to increase the resilience of our societies
to decrease the risk including these factors as well.

Education and training:
I think a valuable effort should be devoted to training and education activities to present the concept of risk
in a comprehensible manner and, at the same time, initiate a process of providing guidance and feedback
to future users/audience involved. This would be important also when we involve people that not directly
belong to this field. Risk is a concept which involves all of us and, as such, should be explained and made
accessible to a wider population. The training and education activities are very important because they constitute the tool to disseminate progress and knowledge under this philosophy. Skilled personal for deploying this knowledge should also be part of this plan and network. Resilience should become an integrating
part of the training, as a key factor in risk mitigation. As such, strategies and development in this direction
should be included and considered in the education process.

Implementation and training:
Preparation of printed and electronic information materials like brochures, leaflets, newsletters, even in
different languages to reach a wider audience and foster access to information. Preparation of even more
conference and peer-reviewed journal articles to disseminate the topics and most up-to-date developments. Organization of seminars and workshop both at European and international level on a regular basis
in conjunction with the major events to reach a wider audience. Workshop where skilled and educated
personnel meet a wider range of interested researchers in order to widen the community and outreach a
more extensive audience.

Policy dialogue:
The right policy would be the one that does not discriminate any gender. Equal opportunities between
women and men, and different races should always be guaranteed. The respect and understanding of minorities should be pursued as an enrichment of the dialogue and further development of the risk concept.
Similarly, underrepresented or threatened categories should be given attention.
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Michel Prieur
President International Center of Comparative Environmental Law
France
michel.prieur@unilim.fr

Research:
Environmental law at international and comparative level; research on human rights in disasters risk reduction; on nuclear disasters and post management with human rights; on environmentally displaced persons
after disasters and legal status

Education and training:
professor of environmental law; phd in Law; political sciences Paris

Implementation and training:
research on non regression principle in environmental matters and sustainable development; member of
compliance committees of Espoo convention on transboundary studies and of Barcelona convention on the
Mediterranean sea; Author of Council of Europe Ethical principles on disasters risk reduction and people’s
resilience

Policy dialogue:
I prepare side events in Sendai on human rights and disasters; on nuclear disasters and human rights ; on
environmentally displaced persons.
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Ivan Pupulidy
US Forest Service
United States
ipupulidy@fs.fed.us

Research:
Organizational Response to Incidents and Accidents, A human centric approach. Our approaches have been
technically based and have often neglected to understand actions and decisions in context. This makes our
responses to incidents more judgmental and diminishes our ability to learn from events.

Education and training:
Education and training should emphasize the importance of qualitative processes

Implementation and training:
I currently run a small division of the US Forest Service that is responsible for the development of resilience
and learning protocols and their application. As a result we have developed a number of new ways to approach organizational and individual learning. This kind of learning and approach to complex issues is key
to understanding our changing role in the creation of safety and making our work environments safer.

Policy dialogue:
We should engage in a deeper discussion regarding complexity – not in terms of how to control it, rather
in terms of understanding its potential and the capacity of organizations and individuals to adapt in response to the uncertainty inherent in complex systems.
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Devaprakash Ramakrishnan
CARE India
India
devaprakash@careindia.org

Research:
Demand study from risk profiling and needs analysis including paying capacity study, undertaking research
for simplification of claims for low income households to make insurance attractive, mapping attempts
which simplifies entry barriers, investing on cost effective distribution channels, exploration of models on
high conversion of literacy initiatives into insurance plans, investing in methodologies to overcome catastrophic risks, creative solutions for disaster financing by effective looking at insurance solutions, end to
end solution on the insurance supply chain to make poor more inclusive, market led mechanism for health
insurance for poor, non-traditional risk cover for health insurance, comparative analysis of cost and effectiveness of insurance distribution models, scoping study for integrating disaster products along with livelihoods and micro finance products

Education and training:
Tools for promoting insurance literacy amongst historically excluded community, sensitising the supply side
on understanding potential business at the bottom of the pyramid, developing the vision plan and strategies and road map to reach vision for the distributors and companies, developing processes for financing
insurance literacy initiative from Govt and companies, using community collectives for insurance literacy,
designing insurance literacy for next generation

Implementation and training:
Balancing profits with social equity through a level playing strategy for both insurer and community, community based outreach strategies to create more ownership and sustainable operations, Sensitising the cadres down the line on vision and strategies of the top management to take insurance down market through
market led approach, product, process and pricing review periodically through involving all stake holders,
developing vision for companies and distributors, undertaking training effectiveness in terms of how training translates into plans and policies

Policy dialogue:
Easing service tax norms for micro and disaster products, opening the doors of distribution to non-traditional channels through level playing enabling provisions, encouraging product innovation for health
insurance for poor for exclusions, encouraging community-company hybrid model, opening up nontraditional downscaling strategies for reach down market, encouraging inter-company collaboration for
investing insurance literacy, co-sharing on investment for insurance literacy between Govt and companies,
opening up of insurance sector to private players in many countries and easing entry capital norms for
insurance companies to encourage standalone insurance companies including health insurance, working
with regulator for removing entry barriers for insurance and making insurance inclusive and not exclusive,
as insurance is considered to be exclusive in nature, Integrating insurance as part of disaster management
and make it as livelihoods protection strategies, bunching insurance along with other financial services,
overcoming regulatory turf issues while dealing with multiple financial products for distribution
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Johannes Regenass
Member of Executive Staff, Kessler & CO AG
Switzerland
johannes.regenass@kessler.ch

Research:
The role of insurance and reinsurance should be analysed in more detail. Especially as in the developed
countries critical infrastructure provider are going private it becomes even more important thinking about
financing disaster recovery measures. Additionally the role of micro insurance in developing countries could
be crucial for the affected people to recover their business and limiting the economic long term consequences in the aftermath of a disaster.

Education and training:
In practice, we see a lack in crisis management training for the top management of critical infrastructure
provider. Even though this training is time consuming the crisis management capabilities of critical infrastructure provider are crucial in effectively managing a disaster.

Implementation and training:
An integrated risk management approach should be promoted. Not only preventive and reactive but also
risk transfer measures should be integrated to one holistic approach taking into account all relevant stakeholders, especially in the area of critical infrastructure provider.

Policy dialogue:
Policy dialogue should be directed to evolving risks such as cyber risks and climate change to anticipate
major changes in risk exposure and support dedicated risk mitigation measures.
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Dr. Irmak Renda-Tanali
Editor-in-Chief, Journal of Homeland Security and Emergency Management
United States
irmak.renda-tanali@umuc.edu

Research:
The drivers of disaster risk that were articulated in the Hyogo Framework for Action, namely climate change,
technological risks, poverty, weak governance, and the silent and very slow moving dramatic disasters such
as drought and water shortages, are perfect examples of the major gaps that need to be addressed in social,
natural and applied sciences within the next decade. There is also the dire need to study the long term
recovery of disasters ranging from 5 to 20+ years after disasters. There is a gap in research concerning comparing the pre-disaster state and a longer period of time following a disaster in terms of societal, mental
health, and economic issues. I have not seen many studies that cover the concept of resiliency and long
term disaster recovery that compare before and after states of the impacted communities. We need more
longitudinal studies that tackle those issues which would help local and national governments in their
planning efforts for sustainable urban development and mitigation of human and physical disaster losses.
There is rarely a case in large gatherings where disaster researchers and practitioners get together and not
mention the need for better prediction of disasters and early warning to citizens. I would like to resonate on
that issue and re-emphasize how much it matters to get the public out of harm’s way before it is too late.
In academic studies we see too many evacuation models using algorithmic approaches through computerized simulation models but those efforts merely go beyond intellectual and academic exercises. We really
need to spend time to test the validity of these tools by partnering with actual response organizations and
allocating funds to do so.

Education and training:
I believe disaster and risk management education should start from the Kindergarten level. If we raise the
awareness among school children that a disaster can hit anywhere, anytime almost indiscriminately, we can
awaken their curiosity early to have them learn -at the very least- how to prepare for disasters that potentially happen in the community they live in. If people at a much younger age today can acknowledge that
the government is there to help to rescue only after their own family and personal preparedness efforts fail,
we would cut disaster losses significantly. Climate adaptation should be made part of disaster preparedness education as well. Another significant improvement would be to have minimum common accreditation
standards in disaster and risk education. I believe every student ranging from K-12 to post baccalaureate
should have a basic understanding of threat, hazard, vulnerability, impact and consequence and how these
concepts make up the risk equation. More often than not, people do not have a rational perception of risk
due to a lack of education and awareness. Accreditation at the program, school, regional, national, and
international level is long overdue. Also, businesses should have contingency and risk management plans
as a major part of their corporate plans. I believe every MBA program should have business continuity and
disaster recovery at the core of their curriculum. Every executive level business manager should have a clear
idea of contingency planning, succession plans, and key continuity of operations to maintain core business functions in the face of a disaster, otherwise be faced to lose their competitive edge and possibly close
down. Some of them are ahead of the game but we should keep in mind that most small and many midsize businesses never recover after disasters strike, educating the owners on disaster recovery/contingency
planning can come a long way.
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Implementation and training:
Cross pollination of practices from diverse disciplines ranging from finance, to medicine, to mathematics, to
engineering, to cognitive psychology should be investigated further by academics and scholar practitioners.
Although there is a variety of definitions and perceptions, risk deals with future uncertainty for all endeavours. Risks need to be better factored in infrastructure design, including civil infrastructure systems such
as bridges, tunnels, dams, levees, or buildings by accounting for resiliency and the cost of what it takes to
bounce back quickly to normal. We need more training and exercises to prepare for large scale disasters like
we have seen before and never seen before. Partnerships among the government and private entities need
to be indexed to disaster preparedness efforts. This should also include international collaboration through
the disaster relief equipment and goods providers and drug companies, and is especially true in combatting
health epidemics- the global threat that ignores any jurisdictional boundaries.

Policy dialogue:
The world is becoming a more dangerous place due to population increase, increasingly hazardous settlement practices, changing weather patterns and extreme weather events, as well as tensions and conflicts
between and among states and ethnic and religious factions. The scientific community built a consensus
on climate change perhaps not on the extent that it affects current and future generations, but it has
been acknowledged as one of the main culprits of extreme weather patterns that affect a significant portion of the world population. Earthquakes continue to rock certain parts of the world and we have spent
decades to tackle that problem. However, what about the human caused disasters? Wars, civil conflicts,
terrorism, epidemic diseases, starvation… Can we safely assume that as science and technology advances,
the world is becoming a safer place? Are the leaders of more advanced civilizations doing a better job in
brokering peace deals between populations that endlessly fight for existence or are these leaders taking sides and aggravating animosity by only watching their self-interests and/or of the powerful interest
groups? What is being done to end the starvation, and diseases and the death toll in the millions? Are
citizens more informed and more aware of what better serves their interests? Are they choosing the right
leaders? Are they doing their civic duty to bring the right people in the leadership positions? Are we successful in providing them the basic education that make them environmentally and socially conscious?
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Professor Ortwin Renn
Stuttgart Research Centre for Interdisciplinary Risk and Innovation Studies
Germany
sekretariat.renn@sowi.uni-stuttgart.de

Research:
Systemic (and emerging) risks (risks that are interconnected with different domains and economic sectors
and have physical, economic and social repercussions); Vulnerability and resilience of urban centres; Transition to renewable energy systems (decarbonisation)

Education and training:
Inter- and transdisciplinary perspectives; Stochastic modelling and simulation; Effective risk governance

Implementation and training:
Combining effectiveness, efficiency, resilience and fairness in risk governance; Improving private-public
partnerships; Creating resilient and robust infrastructure world wide

Policy dialogue:
Facilitating understanding between different disciplines, sectors and cultures in hazard assessment and
risk management; Developing effective and fair processes for stakeholder and public engagement (participation); Engaging in more international and cross-cultural dialogues about shaping global policies on
major health-related, environmental and economic developments
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Dr. Douglas Richardson
Association of American Geographers
United States
drichardson@aag.org

Research:
GIScience: Real-Time Interactive SpatioTemporal Data Collection and Use within GIS; Continued development
of sensor inputs to real-time interactive GPS/GIS systems.

Education and training:
Education in real-time space-time integration in geography and GIS. Training in QA/QC of real time spatiotemporal geographic data.

Implementation and training:
Integration of real-time geospatial and temporal data flows in disaster risk and response systems.

Policy dialogue:
Require the archiving and sharing of geospatial data in all UN and National data collection projects.
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Silvio Sagramola
Director of Info-Handicap and Coordinator of EuCAN – the European Concept for
Accessibility Network
Luxembourg
silvio.sagramola@iha.lu

Research:
Demographic change, deinstitutionalisation and new rights-based approaches to disability have as a natural consequence that persons with reduced mobility and/or disabilities are more present in everyday life
than in the past. These changes will increasingly impact on the functioning of society and considerable
research is undertaken with the aim to face the new challenges in daily living. Recent surveys organised by
the Council of Europe seem to demonstrate the need for consequently enhancing the importance of such
changes in DRR policies.

Education and training:
If people with reduced mobility or with disabilities will live in more self-determined ways in the future, it
is obvious that, in addition to the need of increasing competence in order to face and improve their personal autonomy, they will also need some kind of education and training in order to adopt the appropriate
behaviour in case of disasters.

Implementation and training:
As in the future more people with reduced mobility or with disabilities will live in open societies, emergency
and rescue services must be prepared and trained for being able to face new challenges when intervening
in case of disasters. Possibly their traditional equipment will have to be completed and/or adapted accordingly.

Policy dialogue:
The increasing diversity of local populations due to demographic change and globalisation demands for
systematic action in the development of DRR policies. Political commitment towards coherent approaches
and well-structured coordination work will be necessary for establishing expert networks with all the
competences needed for defining coherent DRR policies. In order to avoid waste of energy and money,
countries should engage into a continuous dialogue and exchange of DRR expertise.
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Dr. Susanne Sargeant
Seismology, British Geological Survey
United Kingdom
slsa@bgs.ac.uk

Research:
In general, there is a significant need for greater coordination of research projects with a DRR focus to avoid
duplicating effort. There is also a strong need to design research projects with a good understanding of the
context in which the results will be applied, so that it complements and supports existing DRR processes
and activities, and the local scientific capacity. Developing and supporting fundamental monitoring capabilities (e.g. seismic networks) and attendant capacity at the national and local levels is vital for managing
risk and this needs to be given greater emphasis. In addition, understanding what scientific information is
currently available and what barriers exist that prevent that information from being accessed or shared is
important because new research may not always be the answer. There also needs to be greater emphasis on
the role of the scientist (and not just the science) in the DRR process.

Education and training:
Training courses that are co-designed by scientists and decision makers have a valuable role to play in ensuring that scientific information can be absorbed and integrated into decision making in a participatory
way. However, focus should also be given to maximising the uptake of the training outcomes in the decision
making process itself after the training has ended.

Implementation and training:
The way in which scientific information is used in DRR/DRM is often very context specific and there is no
one-size-fits all approach to ensuring that science achieves its intended objective. However, there are aspects of the process itself that seem to be common across contexts and hazards and these need to be better
understood and learned from. While examples of science that has been useful, usable and used are of great
value, learning from cases where things didn’t work as intended is a significant gap but could yield very
valuable information that would help shape the design of future research.

Policy dialogue:
In general, there needs to be greater dialogue with the scientific community (scientists and the bodies
that fund their work) in the implementation of the post-2015 framework. There are important tensions
that need to be understood and managed if science is to play a more effective role in DRR in the future.
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Dr.-Ing. Hans J. Scheel
SCHEEL CONSULTING
Switzerland
hans.scheel@bluewin.ch

Research:
Research on preventing disasters, for example build tsunami & flooding barriers in the sea to reflect tsunami
impulse waves before the catastrophic water walls are formed at the coast, see Internatl. J. of Environmental Science and Development Vol. 5 No.5 (October 2014)484-490 (H.J.Scheel) and keynote lecture at 6th
Internatl. Tsunami Symposium Sept. 2 – 5, 2014 at Costa Rica.

Education and training:
I. Increase science and technology education, including chemistry and material science, combined with
practical wood and metal work, at high schools, in addition to informatics. II. Establish education of crystal technology engineers at technical universities for improving crystal and epilayer fabrication processes
in order to double efficiencies of economic photovoltaic solar cells, light-emitting diodes, and powerelectronic devices with enormous potential for saving energy and for renewable energy.

Implementation and training:
The protection of large cities at the coasts (New York, Los Angeles, Tokyo, Mumbai, New Orleans, etc.) and
power stations and cities along coastlines against tsunami and flooding from tropical storms requires research as above and involvement of governments, UN institutions, World-Bank etc. so that hundreds of
km of such barriers can economically and efficiently be built. Also sponsors may assist to protect millions
of people, especially of less-developed countries, and prevent huge damages from the next catastrophes.

Policy dialogue:
With such barriers, large sea reservoirs will compensate most of the construction costs by their use for
hydroelectric energy storage, large-scale fish farming combined with tidal turbines for fresh-sea-water
pumping, or by land reclamation, and by protection of fauna, flora, natural reserves, and beaches. The
policy of governments is facilitated by the fact that such large projects will stimulate steel-, transport-,
construction-, truck- and ship-building industries, and provide job growth.
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Dr. Betul Sekendiz
School of Medical and Applied Sciences, Central Queensland University
Australia
b.sekendiz@cqu.edu.au

Research:
Under Work Health and Safety (WHS) regulations, persons conducting a business or undertaking at a workplace must ensure that a comprehensive emergency plan is prepared and maintained for the workplace to
be implemented in the event of an emergency. However, current research shows a lack of emergency preparedness in many fitness facilities in Australia. Research within the next decade should address the gap
between policy and practice to ensure a coordinated approach is taken to enhance the implementation of
the WHS regulations and codes of practice by the industry.

Education and training:
Industry professionals need to be educated as to their workplace health and safety duties and the application of relevant codes of practice that are related to but not limited to emergency plans and procedures.
Along this line, the National Fitness Industry Training Package should be revised and continuing education
(CE) courses should be developed to better educate and train fitness facility managers and personnel in
emergency plans and preparedness.

Implementation and training:
In order to enhance the implementation of WHS regulations and codes of practice in fitness facilities, registration and re-registration of fitness businesses and professionals should be contingent upon the successful completion of the relevant units of competency and CE courses by fitness facility managers. Insurance
companies should also be trained and required to conduct comprehensive observational audits at fitness
facilities to check for compliance with all aspects of the WHS regulations.

Policy dialogue:
The reason why fitness facility managers are not very well informed as to the implementation of emergency plans under their workplace health and safety obligations can be due many factors including a reliance
on the risk management information given by insurance companies. However, a prosecution and conviction for a work health and safety offence cannot be insured. Most fitness businesses are small to medium
sized businesses and costs of penalties for breaches of WHS duties can hamper the growth and continuity
of the fitness industry. Besides, inspections and audits at all fitness facilities by WHS inspectors for compliance monitoring can be very costly. As the National Work Health and Safety Compliance and Enforcement Policy suggests, regulators should develop a range of new tools to meet the specific needs of the
industry and generate the communication and engagement between the major industry bodies, workplace parties and stakeholders for a coordinated approach that empowers motivational kudos to promote
compliance with WHS regulations and codes of practice in a sustained way.
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Prof. Haresh Shah
Professor Emeritus, Stanford University
United States
haresh.shah@rms.com

Research:
The greatest need for research lies at the boundary between technology, social and financial sciences, public
policy and political considerations in the field of catastrophe risk and non-traditional risk management.

Education and training:
Training the trainers with the current state of knowledge is a big challenge. If the trainers are not current in
terms of risk management through multi-dimensional strategies, it is almost impossible for the society to
understand and grasp if what it takes to manage and mitigate risk. On a global scale, we have not done a
decent job in reducing economic and human losses in past 30 years.

Implementation and training:
Strategies required for risk management due to catastrophes is quite different than for some non-traditional risks. As an example, implementation of risk management programs for those who are at the “bottom of
the economic pyramid” (Example. Agro risk, risk for urban poor, increasing risk due to climate changes etc.)
are quite different than for catastrophe risks in developed countries. More understanding needed to train
and implement programs that reflect such differences.

Policy dialogue:
Even in developing Asia and Africa, the policy issues that go into developing risk management strategies
cannot be and should not be uniform. Each country with its variety of socio-economic and political nuances should develop strategies and policies that work for them. This is a tall order. It seems to me that
“one size fits all” assumption needs to be critically evaluated.
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Prof. Peijun Shi
Academy of Disaster Reduction and Emergency Management, Ministry of Civil Affairs and Ministry of Education, Beijing Normal University
China
spj@bnu.edu.cn

Research:
Understand embedded complexity in large-scale disasters and risks; Develop quantitative and qualitative models addressing root causes and processes of complexity and their interaction with socio-ecological
systems; Explore new paradigms of disaster risk analysis/modelling by moving traditional dose-response
methodology to new ones addressing slow and fast processes in environmental risks; Identify and develop
scientific questions and areas in the field of integrated risk governance that foster collective decision-making, policy optimization, risk sensitive investment, etc.

Education and training:
Improve and promote professionalism in DRR through education and professional training; Develop a comprehensive hazard-disaster-risk discipline internationally to improve DRR education and training, as well
as to develop the discipline of disaster risk science.

Implementation and training:
Develop effective selective processes of S&T to be implemented; S&T selection, investment and implementation emphasize the effectiveness, timeliness, cost-benefit, and more importantly the long-term effect to
economy, environment and society.

Policy dialogue:
Incorporate DRR science advancement into current and future policy agenda to address risk-sensitive
planning and socio-economic development; Position problem-driven and evidence-based DRR science
in the frontline of current climate change dialogue; Bring DRR science onto policy dialogue table through
trained facilitators/brokers under certain institution/mechanism guarantee.
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Dr. Mika Shimizu
Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Kyoto University
Japan
shimizu@imdr.dpri.kyoto-u.ac.jp

Research:
Multilayered research on impacts of cascading disaster risks on society from local to global levels with the
focus on linkages of different levels are critically needed.

Education and training:
Implementation and training:
While different risk assessments and evaluations tend to be considered separately from technical perspectives, it is critical to recognize their functions and their linkages with disaster management from governance perspectives by 1) incorporating mechanisms of collaboration and cooperation or multilayered institutions into assessment and evaluation structure, and 2) incorporating assessment and evaluation structure
through multilayered institutions into disaster governance.

Policy dialogue:
Recent complex cascading disasters indicate that there is a critical need to more focus on a “no gap” approach through integration of national to local relevant systems and activities. In other words, a continuum of resilience especially from local to national levels needs to be prioritized.
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Prof. Hans-Jörg Stark
University of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland, Institute of Geomatics Engineering
Switzerland
hansjoerg.stark@fhnw.ch

Research:
How can modern technologies support the efficiency and effectiveness in disaster response, especially when
involving lay-people (? human sensor network)? What are the pitfalls, chances and risks? Are there best
practices? How can information quality be assured? Where are the bottle-necks (especially the risks of
black-outs etc.)?

Education and training:
Awareness of networking and sharing information via social media in disaster must be established as a tool
and information channel among the population as are radio and tv.

Implementation and training:
Administration must leave the classic and expertocratic top-down approach and adapt to the networkingpeer-approach in disaster management. This involves changes in paradigms, letting go of certain control
issues and investing in necessary infrastructure and (internal) education and training.

Policy dialogue:
More often than not policy dialogue is perceived as an “inert mass” which is time consuming, ineffective and more focussed on political correctness than saving lives. Crowds that are affected by a disaster or
crisis act differently and need the feeling of support of their national administration and the world community. It is necessary to invest in the communication infrastructure, the networking awareness and lower
the obstacles caused by different cultures, religions and belief-systems of inter-national administrations.
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Professor Seth Stein
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Northwestern University
United States
seth@earth.northwestern.edu

Research:
Events like the 2011 Tohoku earthquake show that our ability to assess natural hazards is often poor. In many
cases, we face deep uncertainties because the probabilities of events are poorly known, unknown, or unknowable. We have multiple possible models with poorly known parameters, either because we do not adequately understand the system or it has inherently unpredictable elements. In such situations, past events
may give little insight into future ones. We need to reduce the uncertainties by scientific research, develop
methods for characterizing and presenting them, and develop mitigation policies that recognize them.

Education and training:
Current education treats science, engineering, economics, and policy formulation separately. Scientists generally focus on using science to assess hazards; engineers and planners focus on mitigation approaches;
and economists focus on costs and benefits. Each group often focuses on its aspect of the problem, does
not fully appreciate how the others think, what they know, and what they do not. We need to train a new
generation with multidisciplinary skills.

Implementation and training:
We need to learn how to use what we know about hazards to develop mitigation policies. We need to develop sensible approaches to evaluate alternative strategies in the presence of uncertainty. In addition to
science, this process involves complicated economic, societal, and political factors.

Policy dialogue:
More effective natural hazards policy needs to be developed both by advancing each of the relevant disciplines and integrating their knowledge, uncertainties, and methods.
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Dr. Pane Stojanovski
Cat Risk Research - USA, Institute of Catastrophe Risk Management (ICRM) at NTU Singapore
United States/Singapore
panes@catriskresearch.com

Research:
Catastrophe (cat) risk quantification and management research should address issues beyond financial
loss and risk transfer through insurance/reinsurance. This is especially true for the agricultural sectors of
emerging and developing economies, which face significant exposure to cat risk, severe income disparities
high poverty rates, and perhaps over-reliance on the agriculture as a tool to provide employment, sustenance, and pull farmers out of poverty. Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) are increasingly considered as
viable means of aligning the interests and channelling the capabilities of governments, the private sector
and non-profit communities towards sustainable, long-term disaster risk management. One measure of
long-term sustainability is “return on investment”, but definitions of “return” may well differ between the
public and private stakeholders. For the private sector, return translates to profit and competitive advantage. Public stakeholders tend to take a much broader view. Take the small-scale agricultural enterprise as
an example - governments are interested in reducing and recovering losses to capital stock (barns, equipment, land, etc.), direct household income (from crops, livestock, fish etc.), nutrition (and related impacts
on human development), and indirect losses of future production and income in the years following the
disaster. In this case, the measure of return is the improvement of the livelihoods of the farmers and protection from disasters that is commensurate with the government’s investment (funding and subsidies).
Therefore, future research should focus on defining, measuring, and quantifying returns on investment
that capture and further align the interests of all participants in PPPs. In addition, the public sector currently provides significant premium subsidies for crop insurance. Research should therefore quantify the cat
risk (not just qualitatively assess it) across the entire agricultural enterprise, including broader impacts on
livelihoods and poverty. Without the ability to holistically quantify agriculture disaster risk, the public sector cannot effectively include insurance solutions as part of a comprehensive catastrophe risk management
program. Event based, probabilistic, and holistic disaster risk models are needed to quantify the risk for all
stakeholders and to provide relevant metrics (particularly robust tail risk metrics) that capture a consistent
and shared view of the risk. Such “Comprehensive Agro Cat” or “CAC” models need to be developed and
implemented.

Education and training:
Fundamental concepts and applications of cat risk modelling and management should be included in the
academic curricula, especially in institutions that are heavily attended by top students of developing and
low income countries. In addition to most engineering and science fields, risk modelling and management
needs to be integrated within economics, agronomy, business, city and urban planning, and even medicine. It is critical that future government and business leaders have at least a working understanding of
catastrophe risk quantification and management.
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Implementation and training:
Stake holders experienced in risk modelling and management – (re)insurers, modellers, brokers, need to
provide their experts to the public sector to define the problem, identify possible solutions, and develop
risk metrics relevant for the “return on investment” from government perspective. This should be part of
their social responsibility agenda. Only then the public sector would have comparable means to measure
its risk at the level of the private sector, which would bring transparency and symmetry into the PPPs conversations.

Policy dialogue:
Government schemes to increase the resilience to catastrophe risk need to ensure that farmers are not
impoverished by the occurrence of a disaster. Policy makers as their top priority should require ex-ante
stress testing of the schemes against cat risk across the entire enterprise within the CAC framework.
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Dr. Helen Sullivan
Rider University & PSYDRR.org
United States
hsullivanphd@gmail.com

Research:
A key focus must be on empirical research, with particular emphasis on behavioural science in disaster risk
reduction. There remain critical gaps, for example, in understanding how to most effectively communicate
risk, and encouraging the adoption of a preparedness mindset and strategies, especially for vulnerable
populations. Research, and researchers, should adopt a more agile approach to address critical challenges
as they arise.

Education and training:
DRR can benefit from reaching a broader academic audience, so that faculty and students in diverse fields
can apply their expertise to meeting the challenges faced globally throughout the disaster cycle. Consideration of the needs of the vulnerable populations must not be ignored, nor deferred as a specialist topic.

Implementation and training:
Research can be enriched through a multidisciplinary approach, bringing together several fields to merge
their perspectives so that the final solutions prove effective. Implementation and training are an on going
challenge with a need for intervention and refresh through application of current research and validated
practice.

Policy dialogue:
Research, in this domain, needs funding, and with a greater focus on the human element in all phases of
Disaster Risk Reduction. It should be a requirement for funding that the research focus must incorporate
consideration of vulnerable populations.
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Dr. Koji Takahashi
Port and Airport Research Institute
Japan
takahashi-ko@pari.go.jp

Research:
The damage caused by the large-scale earthquake and tsunami of one certain country leads to the stop of
global industry such as automobile and electronic industry. Since a catastrophic disaster leads to the risk
of stagnation of the world economy, early restoration of industry is required. In the Pacific Rim where a
risk of suffering the damage of large-scale earthquake and tsunami is high, it is important for the research
institutions of the world to advance the joint research on the disaster reduction of large-scale earthquake
and tsunami.

Education and training:
Preventing the weathering of disaster experience by progress of time leads to reduction of a disaster risk.
National/local government should enforce children’s education on the method of the hazard drill in collaboration with the local residents and private enterprises so that the fear of large-scale earthquake and
tsunami may not be weathered with progress of time.

Implementation and training:
For reduction of the disaster risk of the large-scale earthquake and tsunami of coastal areas, the information disclosure on the facilities of the private enterprises located in these areas is required. However, since
disclosure of the risk-related information of private enterprises leads to deterioration of the corporate
value, such as a fall of the stock price in the economic market, private enterprises’ resistance is strong to
disclosure of risk-related information. Even if private enterprises disclose their risk-related information, the
economic institution which does not demote the corporate value needs to be established immediately. On
the other hand, preventing the weathering of disaster experience by progress of time leads to reduction of
a disaster risk. The industrial, administrative and academic sectors should draw up a business continuing
plan (BCP) together, and should conduct joint training periodically.

Policy dialogue:
On the other hand, one characteristic of the Japanese port management system is that all ports are managed by local governments. The national government is not directly involved in port management, confining itself to mandating basic policies for port construction and management or technological standards for
facilities. The power of the national government is limited because it entrusts port management to port
authorities, although port management seriously impact the national interest. From the aspects of enhancement of the disaster response capability, port operation requires powerful leadership of the national
government. Japan experienced two great earthquakes in 1995 and 2011, both of which devastated major
ports, forcing Japan to face challenges related to its port management system. I use the case of Japan as
an example and propose that it is vital for the national government to bring about changes in the operational authorities of Japanese ports, so as to implement immediate backup scenarios and restoration
services in the event of such large-scale natural disasters. Port authorities throughout the world would do
well to plan for such contingencies using the examples and scenarios presented in my study.
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Prof. Ngoh Tiong Tan
Dean, SIM University
Singapore
tannt@unisim.edu.sg

Research:
Effective frontline support system and capacity of the informal community network for disaster intervention
and recovery.

Education and training:
Yes, vital education and training for professionals and community leaders in assisting victims and families
as well as equipping with the knowledge and skills, together with technical support, for disaster management recovery teams towards a coordinated and timely response to crises.

Implementation and training:
Availability of online resources that could be utilized. The Global Institute of Social Work www.thegisw.org
would be happy to partner organizations in providing social work training and knowledge relevant for disaster management and social recovery, online.

Policy dialogue:
Increased dialogue and consultation to develop policies and models for disaster recovery that is relevant
for this age.
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Dr. Ueru Tanaka
Associate Professor, Research Institute for Humanity and Nature
Japan
tanaka.ueru@chikyu.ac.jp

Research:
To develop practical techniques/approaches which can be accepted and used by local people with sense of
ownership

Education and training:
To encourage researchers and specialists to deepen understanding the realities of the activity area

Implementation and training:
To seek the ways of co-design and co-implementation for desertification control with local people
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Dr. Gutu Tesso
World Vision International
Food Security and Climate Change Learning Centre
Kenya
gutessoo@yahoo.com

Research:
Measuring resilience level in rapid onset and slow onset disaster risk situation at local and national levels; Measuring level of vulnerability specific to areas, countries and even households in relation of specific
disaster risks; The position of children in the disaster risk reduction and resilience building spectrum; Disability and disaster risk reduction in low income countries; Technologies relevant in fostering mitigation and
adaptive capacity of less developed countries; National economic development and its resilience to global
climate change induced risks; Effective methods of integrating risk reduction in humanitarian responses,
especially in fragile states; Disaster Risks and the growing urban infrastructure in developing world: will the
infrastructure be resilient enough; Climate change induced disaster risks and human health; Exploring self
sustaining resilience among nations highly vulnerable to climate change induced disaster risks

Education and training:
Building economic resilience in third world to disaster risk and climate change; Disaster risk management
and sustainable development of the growing world; Disaster risk reduction in humanitarian responses;
Poverty and resilience building; Health and disaster risks; Children, Safe school, vulnerability and disaster
risks ; Institutions and disaster risk reduction

Implementation and training:
Broad based and integrated disaster risk reduction development programs across nations; Risk and location specific development projects that address the root cause of vulnerability; Cross boarder development
projects that address disaster risks that cross borders of neighbouring countries; Policies and strategies of
government that address disaster risk in the urban centres of developing countries; Policies and strategies of
the government that addresses children, youth, disabled people, elderly, and other vulnerable group during
disaster; Policies and strategies that addresses building codes, structural development, etc.

Policy dialogue:
Integration of disaster risk reduction programs into all ministries, development programs, polices, development strategies, etc.; Governments ensuring good governance in managing disaster risk from local to
national and international levels; Governments ensure political commitment in allocating resources and
manpower for resilience building
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Çigdem Tetik Biçer
Head Of Working Group at Natural Disaster Risk Assessment and Analysing, AFAD
Turkey
cigdem.tetik@afad.gov.tr

Research:
Post-2015 DRR framework should emphasize the following research gaps that exist in respect to use of science and technology: development of people-cantered early warning systems; development of real time
impact forecasting systems; flood guidance systems; famine early warning systems; risk assessment systems
for disaster reduction and recovery; development of exposure databases, hazard and risk models

Education and training:
As HFA emphasizes profoundly, the impacts and effects of disasters can be substantially reduced if people
are well informed and motivated towards a culture of disaster prevention and resilience, which in turn requires the collection, compilation and dissemination of relevant knowledge and information on hazards,
vulnerabilities and capacities. engage children in discovering and recognizing the myriad local hazards that
they face, and then often jump from hazard awareness to some very important engagement in response
skills and response-preparedness dissemination of written materials; development of creative educational
materials; projects that bring students into contact with local community and local government; development of activities involving parents and local community through

Implementation and training:
The implementation of effective DRR policies and strategies needs to: increase political commitment to disaster risk reduction; improve identification and assessment of disaster risks; enhance knowledge management for disaster risk reduction; increase public awareness of disaster risk reduction; improve governance of
disaster risk reduction institutions; integrate disaster risk reduction into emergency response management.

Policy dialogue:
Particular areas include: coordination and cooperation within and among all countries also need to be
improved; humanitarian aid needs and donor promotion policies needs to promoted; progress needs to
be made on climate change adaptation; adaptation of low-carbon development policies
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Dr. Mark Tucker
Roughan & O’ Donovan Innovative Solutions
Ireland
mark.tucker@rod.ie

Research:
With respect to natural hazards and extreme weather events; A greater focus on the development of mitigation measures for critical infrastructure networks and elements thereof; Harmonised stress testing procedures
for critical infrastructure networks of elements thereof; Risk assessment procedures for critical infrastructure
networks and elements thereof. The effect of climate change should be considered when examining the
effect of natural hazards or extreme weather. Also, assessing the existing capacity of critical infrastructure is
an area which requires further research. Much of European infrastructure (particularly road and rail) is old
however accurately assessing its capacity is vital.

Education and training:
More courses on Risk response and emergency mitigation measures, particularly at third level.

Implementation and training:
Training of infrastructure managers and stakeholders in the use of the tools developed in research.

Policy dialogue:
More industry and government departments directly involved in research projects and equally researchers
involved in policy discussions.
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Dr. Bernard Tyubee
Department of Geography, Faculty of Environmental Science, Benue State University
Nigeria
bentyubee@yahoo.com

Research:
Post 2015 framework for DRR and DRM should focus on increasing understanding of the underlying causes
and triggers of vulnerability to hazard events particularly among poor households and people living in marginal and fragile ecosystems such as mountainous and semi-arid regions. In addition, attention should be
given to research linking livelihoods sources and indigenous sustainable practices.

Education and training:
There should be serious attention to capacity building on disaster preparedness, response and recovery
practices for all stakeholders in DRR and DRM: government, NGOs, corporate organisations and individuals.
This would reduce the negative impacts of hazard events and enhance human security and well being.

Implementation and training:
Agencies charged with disaster risk management should be empowered, and there should be an effective
mechanism of coordinating disaster management among stakeholders particularly where it is lacking.

Policy dialogue:
Policy dialogue should be geared towards effective designing, implementation and evaluation of policies
that would reduce exposure to hazard risks, increase resilience and quality of life, and also to bridge the
knowledge gap on DRR and DRM among stakeholders.
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Dr.-Ing. Thomas Usländer
Fraunhofer IOSB, Head of Department “Information Management and Production
Control”
Germany
thomas.uslaender@iosb.fraunhofer.de

Research:
Design, development and provision of an open, scalable, dependable and secure information and communication (ICT) infrastructure aiming at supporting all phases of disaster risk management. Such an ICT infrastructure should encompass sensors and actuators of all kinds, data processing and data mining capabilities
as a service, tailored and user role-specific multi-lingual information display, flexible and easy-to-use
decision support and as well as capabilities to downstream information to all those concerned in a reliable
fashion. Furthermore, it should rely upon open ICT standards, e.g. according to standards of ISO or the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC), have a defined service level, have tailored applications with easy-to-use,
intuitive user interfaces, work also (probably in limited fashion) in crisis situations, be self-configurable,
self-repairing and self-adapting, be open to all stakeholders, obey data privacy and security regulations
(e.g., according to the OECD fair information principles).

Education and training:
People shall be educated and trained how to use their mobile devices to assess risks, support early warning
of disasters, behave in crisis situations and support efficient damage assessment.

Implementation and training:
The above mentioned ICT infrastructure shall be implemented step-by-step as a global system-of-national
systems in a coordinated, multi-organizational (UN, WHO, WMO,…) endeavour as a profiled interoperable
application of the Internet of Things and Services. Civil-military cooperation shall be made possible in order to enable military forces to help in crisis situations in an efficient and coordinated manner. The use
of such an infrastructure shall be trained on a regular basis, also taking into account partial failure of the
infrastructure in time and space.

Policy dialogue:
The design and implementation of an interoperable ICT infrastructure for disaster risk reduction requires
a coordinated and harmonized approach of various global, regional and local stakeholders. Beyond the
technical obstacles of syntactical and semantic interoperability of risk and crisis management applications, there is a need for agreement on policy level – the common conviction and willingness to set-up
and maintain such an infrastructure despite of different interests and cultures. Only a continuous policy
dialogue can achieve this, encompassing both civil and military organizations.
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Dr. Karina Vink
PhD student, International Centre for Water Hazard and Risk Management (ICHARM)
Japan
karinavink@gmail.com

Research:
The number of vulnerable people based on characteristics (fewer resources; less physically or mentally capable; less knowledge or experience; restricted by commitments) per hazard type needs to be known in each
local government area, as well as the number of vulnerable people in the future population (at least one
generation). Policy example: Hillsborough Country, Florida, US (http://www.hillsboroughcounty.org/index.
aspx?NID=1856): analysis of population exposed to different hazard types, and for the population exposed
to flood hazards different groups of potentially vulnerable people are identified (minorities: 20%, people
with disabilities: 32%)

Education and training:
Educate the population, transients and tourists about the local hazards; about problems people might face
at home, work, school, or while traveling; and what they might do themselves to anticipate this; by using
mass media and taking vulnerable people into account. Encourage more first aid training and spreading
knowledge of who is certified in first aid (e.g. by mobile devices), as first responders in the area often save
the most lives. Policy example: New Orleans, Louisiana, US (http://evacuteer.org/): a volunteer organization
arranges people with cars to rendezvous with people who do not have car access at certain pickup points,
enabling more people to evacuate the city after a typhoon warning. Policy example: Kamaishi, Iwate, Japan
(http://mnj.gov-online.go.jp/kamaishi.html): school children were trained how to evacuate from tsunamis
before the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami (GEJET) hit Japan. Parents also received instructions on
how to trust their children to evacuate by themselves, rather than endanger their lives by looking for their
children. In Kamaishi, none of the school children died during the GEJET.
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Implementation and training:
Train policymakers to value the importance of recognizing vulnerable people in their communities/countries; inform them how many vulnerable people exist and where; and what type of measures might be
implemented to increase their resilience and support them e.g. in shelters. Policy example: Action Policies
for Supporting Evacuation Activities of Persons Needing Assistance During Forced Evacuations, 2013, Japan
(http://whrm-kamoto.com/top.html): Municipalities are required to keep (and safeguard) lists of people
who might require assistance during evacuations and their residing addresses. This information is to be
securely communicated to local community assistance groups and NGOs in times of disaster.

Policy dialogue:
Include vulnerable people, e.g. minorities (ethnic, religious, sexual/identity), people with disabilities,
children, older adults, women, people living in poverty, in the policy formulation process for locally
implemented measures. Policy example: Irosin, Luzon, Philippines (Routledge Handbook of Hazards and
Disaster Risk Reduction, page 429, 2012): Non-heterosexual groups have specific roles during disasters, e.g.
collecting relief goods and taking care of young children; while still facing discrimination, marginalization
and lack of privacy and personal space in evacuation centers. Community-based DRR is aiming to change
the negative aspects by group discussions involving non-heterosexual minorities. Policy example: Basic
Disaster Management Plan (part 1, chapter 3, 2014), Japan: Future policies will be formulated by the involvement of potentially vulnerable people in the regional disaster prevention committees. “It is required
to promote the involvement of the women, elderly and persons with disability in the decision making
process of policy and principle related to disaster prevention including the appointment for a member of
a regional disaster prevention committee, and to establish the disaster prevention organization that is reflecting the various perspectives including gender equality to improve the disaster prevention capability of
the region by implementation of disaster prevention measures that reflects the various point of view from
the citizens living in the region.”
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Prof. Dr. Hansruedi Völkle
Physicist, University of Fribourg – Switzerland, Physics Department and Environmental Sciences
Switzerland
hansruedi.voelkle@unifr.ch

Research:
Energy research should focus in particular on replacing fossil energy sources by renewable energies; in particular in the field of individual mobility, but also in the fields of food and industrial production, transportation of goods; the main goal should be a rapid and substantial worldwide reduction of GHG emissions;
Research on climate change and on how world populations (in particular in the southern world) should
adapt to a changed environment; Research on natural and manmade catastrophes and how to mitigate
their consequences, in particular also regarding the impact on economy, resources, finances/insurances,
nutrition, health, environment, etc.

Education and training:
Educate the decision makers of tomorrow on how to face global problems and what heritage we will and
could transmit to future generations; Stimulate a global (ethical) reflection on life quality, on sustainable
development regarding the limits of our earth; in particular on how slowing down the permanent economic
growth by better taking care of the natural resources of our earth and of the environment

Implementation and training:
Training of decision makers (politics, economy, education, religious leaders, etc.) in planning of the future
of our planet

Policy dialogue:
Improve worldwide safety culture of industrial and technical installations (for example for nuclear power
and chemical plants, air and sea transport, privacy and security of personal date on the WEB, etc.) by
international agreements and by regular audits and inspections by international expert teams. Help in
particular some African Countries in order to gain political, economic and environmental stability; in particular in helping them to fight against terrorism, nepotism, corruption, illiteracy, genocide, starvation,
destruction of the environment, etc.
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Dr. Marita Vos
Professor; University of Jyväskylä
Finland
marita.vos(at)jyu.fi

Research:
Bottom-up perspectives on community resilience and citizen response need more attention. This can clarify
how self-organization and resilience enhancing social networks may be strengthened. Diversity of public
groups needs attention to ensure inclusiveness of crisis communication and management.

Education and training:
In training of professionals more attention needs to be given to forms of cooperation with citizen groups
and technical means to enhance this by interactive platforms and forms of crowdsourcing. Misunderstandings, such as the panic myth, should be explained to professionals and not be used as an excuse to exclude
citizens from information.

Implementation and training:
In implementation and training more holistic approaches need to be developed, cooperating among different response organisations, other organisations (infrastructure and other businesses involved), and civil
society in a whole community approach.

Policy dialogue:
Initiatives like ‘Making Cities resilient’ need to be continued. DRR helped focus on resilient societies in an
integral way. In a follow up the ‘whole community approach’ could be linked in, to draw on all kinds of
resources for safety, including also civil society and companies involved in public-private collaboration.
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Attorney Mark White
Law Offices of Mark N. White
United States
mark.white@mnwhitelaw.com

Research:
Laboratory research is necessary to test the performance characteristics of ductile core concrete high-rise
structures, including scaled models of the entire load-bearing core.

Education and training:
Economic research is necessary to determine the costs and benefits of developing ductile core concrete
high-rises in accordance with Risk Category III of ASCE 7, as opposed to Risk Category II.

Implementation and training:
Improved structural design techniques are needed to adhere to the requirements of Risk Category III of ASCE
7.

Policy dialogue:
Local building code regulators need to consider requiring adherence to Risk Category III of ASCE 7 when
developers seek permits for new ductile core high-rises in urban centers.
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Haorui Wu
Interdisciplinary Studies Graduate Program, Faculty of Graduate and Post-doctoral
Studies, The University of British Columbia
Canada
haorui.chinghai.wu@alumni.ubc.ca

Research:
The major research gap I would like to address in the future is, that how interdisciplinary theories and
methodologies could be unitized to examine the influence of various stakeholders’ participation in the
community’s post-disaster social reconstruction and long-term recovery.

Education and training:
I suggest that the education and related training regarding post-disaster reconstruction, recovery and resilience should involve multidisciplinary contributions by attracting educators, scholars and researchers from
various disciplines to serve in this realm.

Implementation and training:
I suggest that the establishment of a cooperative atmosphere regarding research and implementation in the
post-disaster reconstruction field, which connects the various professionals from academia and industry
together, would fulfil the disaster survivors’ social requirements in their recovery process.

Policy dialogue:
My suggestion regarding the policy is that the multi-participation in the entire post-disaster reconstruction should be considered as a valuable intervention to improve the “top-down” decision-making and
policy-conducting process, in order to improve the disaster survivors’ trauma healing process.
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Dr. Dapeng Yu
Department of Geography, Loughborough University
United Kingdom
d.yu2@lboro.ac.uk

Research:
I see challenges remaining for science in real-time predictions of hazards, better quantification of vulnerability and effective response to catastrophic events. In my area of research which focuses on flood risk
management, real-time predictions of weather events have made progress. However, it is still challenging
to make real-time predictions on the ground (e.g. coupling the prediction of weather events with flood
inundation in urban areas), thus its impacts. This is especially true for developing countries where data is
sparse. Likewise, quantifying vulnerability is still challenging in terms of indirect and intangible impacts.
There are also gaps in translating scientific methods/findings into guidance that can help decision makers to deliver effective measures. Loughborough University was recently awarded a UK Natural Environment
Research Council grant on “Evaluating the resilience of critical infrastructure for emergency response to extreme flood events in Leicester City”, aiming to bridge the gap between scientific knowledge and decision
making.

Education and training:
More on numerical modelling for better hazard predictions

Implementation and training:
GIS skills Numerical modelling skills

Policy dialogue:
Consider how to best deliver research outcomes to decision makers/stakeholders. Uncertainty is unwelcome by decision makers but it is inherent in most scientific findings. How to convey such information is a
big challenge.
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Dr. Marga Zango-Pascual
Environmental Technologies. Department: Chemical, Physical and Natural System.
Universidad Pablo de Olavide, Seville
Spain
mzanpas@upo.es

Research:
To understand why the normal risk management and disaster reduction methodologies failed, one could
think of subjective causes preventing resilience and involving factors included in the bias that we use
when analyzing problems if we come from technical, scientific, social, legal, or emergency management
backgrounds. Other issues to consider have to do with governance and the subjective causes affecting
each situation and context. It is the relationship between public policies and science and technology one
conclusion is that the risk management responsibility does not always come hand in hand with the necessary interdisciplinary and trans-disciplinary knowledge, or with the appropriate legal instruments for this
knowledge to be correctly materialized. There may be differing levels of management and responsibility in
decision-making, be the decisions political, technical or operational, and cooperation, including the division of tasks, is not always appropriate.

Education and training:
Science and technology, and particularly geosciences, play an essential role. But this role is often not used,
because it is not integrated into the legislation or public policy enacted by those who must manage risk to
prevent disasters from occurring. It is necessary that a broad approach must be taken to Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) and detailed studies that characterise geological threats must be integrated into management,
because the victims of disaster with geological origin are enormously. We cannot forget that according to
UN figures, geological threats accounted for only 15% of the causes of disasters. And yet they led directly or
through associated phenomena to more than 340,000 victims between 1994 and 2004. And this necessarily
includes generating and making the best possible use of legislation and public policy where daily decisions
are made both on risk management and everything that managing threats involves. For science the risk was
evident and information was easy to obtain for any scientist or actor involved who resorted to scientists for
correct interpretation. The role of geology and geologists is essential and must be reinforced. Ethical principles must be considerate in curricula of universities where formed personal involucrate in DDR, but also to
all parties is involved in disaster response, at any time and in any place. Human rights cannot be ignored
under the deceptive pretext of exceptional circumstances. Fundamental human rights are to be applied at
all times and in all places, because of their universal nature. The ethical principles mostly concern individuals, but in some cases may also apply to corporate bodies, although ethical concerns have a more natural
link with personal law than institutional law.
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Implementation and training:
Internationally accepted psychiatric classifications like the DSM and the ICD, recognize specific disorders tied
to catastrophic experiences, including natural disasters. Several reports have been issued within United Nations organizations over the last few years. They reflect positively on women thanks both to their ability to
generate resilience and their acknowledgement as leaders during times of crises. But negative effects are
also reflected in these reports due to women’s particular vulnerability as seen very gravely after the Haiti
earthquake where rape and aggression against women intensified. But this concern for human rights in
the aftermath of natural disasters, and a human rights approach to natural hazard management has not
always been the case. There are two issues that have a major impact on recovery and the effectiveness of
Disaster Risk Reduction Management. I am referring first to the perception of disasters as something inevitable, something falling into the legal category of an ACT OF GOD, and secondly to victims’ perception of the
disaster as a POORLY MANAGED RISK where human behaviour may have been a determining factor. But we
cannot overlook the fact that a disaster’s consequences may be specific enough to affect individuals and
communities, but also interrelated enough to be impacted by global problems such as climate change. The
fact that natural disasters are often considered to be acts of god and inevitable makes proper management
of disaster risk reduction more difficult because it prevents society as a whole from perceiving different alternatives and therefore from taking action. When this belief is held by society on the whole, which also
makes it more vulnerable, and is also shared by those in government in charge of managing risk, then ineffectual, mistaken policies may be implemented.

Policy dialogue:
The only way for natural disasters to cease to be a whit approach of Human Rights. And of course a human
rights approach should be maintained. If this approach is not reinforced, it at least should not be diminished during disasters human rights problem and an obstacle to development, and for them to become an opportunity for meeting millennium development goals, is through proper management. People
should be at the centre of Disaster Risk Reduction, because it’s people that suffer from these disasters.
And because it’s people who, once they have recovered, contribute to rebuilding the resilience that makes
us progress. This is even stated in the Hyogo Framework for Action 2005-2015, the main international legal
instrument that currently guides DRR work. If we take the right to life, as stated in article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, as our starting point, then how can we not approach risk management
as a human rights issue? These disasters even affect people in terms of their right under article 3 to physical and moral integrity. Debate on this issue began a few years ago and the three following slides indicate
both what is considered essential in disasters and the importance attached to action based on principles
of solidarity, impartiality and so forth. This has been established in legal instruments in International Human Rights Law, International Public Law, and International Humanitarian Law. All of them underpin this
perspective.
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Luk Zelderloo
Secretary General, EASPD
Belgium
Luk.Zelderloo@easpd.eu

Research:
People with disabilities constitute a very large minority that consists of between one sixth and one fifth of
the general population of most countries. When major disasters occur, people with disabilities face hardships that are potentially greater than that of the majority of the population and can suffer additional
forms of discrimination or neglect. Whereas measures for the general population are usually put in place, a
certain number of persons with disabilities require individual assistance, which may involve a fundamental
reorientation in the way in which civil protection services are planned and delivered. It is in this context
that specialised service providers have a crucial role to play. Despite the efforts of countries to improve
emergency preparedness plans, little has yet been done in order to include the issue of disability into civil
protection programmes of action. Preparing for disasters with and on behalf of persons with disabilities requires political commitment, national and local co-ordination, strategic planning, networking, knowledge
management, optimisation of resources, as well as good communication strategies. In 2013, the European
Association of Service providers for Persons with Disabilities (EASPD) joined the taskforce of the Committee of
Permanent Correspondents of EUR-OPA, UNISDR, and the Council of Europe (CoE) on the inclusion of People
with Disabilities (PwD) in Disaster Preparedness and Response. Its order to have a better understanding of
European specialised service providers for persons with disabilities’ knowledge and involvement in the development and delivery of plans and procedures for disaster preparedness and response, EASPD consulted
its members through an online survey. The outcome of the survey not just introduces their perspective, but
also stresses the need to take their role into consideration within the existing disaster risk reduction framework. With regard to Priority Action 1 of the Hyogo Framework, ensure that disaster risk reduction is a national and local priority with a strong institutional basis for implementation, the survey results demonstrate
that even though there are programmes and procedures for disaster preparedness and response at the local
and national level, they do not specifically address the needs of persons with disabilities. Research results
clearly show that service provider organisations, having the knowledge and know-how needed to support
in a correct way this target group, are usually not involved in the development and implementation of disaster preparedness and response planning. These results indicate the need of rethinking the way in which
responsible institutions at the local and national level involve experts and service providers in ensuring the
safety of persons with disabilities during and after disasters. The survey also relate to Priority Action 3 of the
Hyogo Framework, use knowledge, innovation and education to build a culture of safety and resilience at
all levels. Its outcomes underline that while service providers have the expertise to provide support for their
users, they are usually not sufficiently trained on how to assist them in case of disasters. The majority of the
organisations interviewed do not provide their staff with a specific training on emergency response preparedness. Where this training exists, it covers topics such as: how to act in case of fire, trauma, accident,
and evacuation; safety of buildings and necessary equipment; cooperation with local fire departments and
technical welfare organisations; safety of persons and first aid. This result also relates to priority Action 5 of
the Hyogo Framework: strengthen disaster preparedness for effective response at all levels. A very important
outcome of the survey is in fact the willingness of service providers to cooperate with all stakeholders, in
order to strengthen their preparedness and be more involved in ensuring the safety of PwD in cases of disaster emergencies. With regard to further steps to be taken, EASPD survey results stressed the need for disaster preparedness and response plans to include specific guidelines on how to support PwD. Assistance to
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this specific target group should be provided through the cooperation with organisations and professionals
possessing the expertise and knowledge on how to address their needs. Another aspect highlighted is the
need to raise social awareness on the topic of disaster preparedness: information, cooperation, training and
knowledge, specifically focused on supporting PwD has to be gathered and disseminated in order to ensure
the adequate response in case of disaster for all citizens, without exclusion and discrimination. Disaster
preparedness and response is an area in which the society can prove to be truly inclusive and fully respectful
of the human rights of all its citizens. A disability perspective in this field is of utmost importance. Efficient
and effective plans should include the knowledge and expertise available amongst specialized social and
health service providers. In fact, these actors are not only better equipped to support PwD but also have a
very close link to the civil society and the people they support.
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John Zeppos
FBCI, Resilience Guard GmbH
Switzerland
john.zeppos@resilienceguard.ch

Research:
Low cost and easily accessible to everyone scientific solutions against epidemic disease out brakes so as
to enhance individual’s and nation’s resiliency to widespread incidents and crises. Science nowadays are
getting constantly closer to solutions that would allow humanity be much more resistant to illnesses and
diseases, so next decade should be the right timing for a simple but practical solution to appear.

Education and training:
We should heavily invest on new generation’s education in order to build up a more resilient society for the
years to come and make sure that tomorrow’s global citizens are well aware and properly trained how to
deal with disaster more effectively - minimising life loss count.

Implementation and training:
Capacity building & education especially for low-income countries, on the threats that have risen due to
climate change, such as flush flooding, strong winds, high temperatures and earthquakes, would give huge
relief to new generations that are now obliged to grow up having these incidents as given.

Policy dialogue:
Through productive policy dialogue, we should include DRR & Resiliency metrics related to materiality
into the GRI reporting model, so as to encourage companies and their suppliers, report on the materiality
measures they are taking ( or not ) and evidence a resilient approach, making sure that critical products
and services are being delivered to their users/customers regardless the incident they might be facing, as
this is the ultimate sustainability measure a company could take, supporting communities. This becomes
much more important when they are part of Critical National Infrastructure.
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Glikeria Zigouri
Partner, Resilienceguard
Switzerland
glikeria.zigouri@resilienceguard.ch

Research:
Vulnerabilities and disasters are more often linked with the limitation of incident management response,
preparedness and lack of appropriate resources (people). But if those people are well prepared, and have
the capacity to cope and recover quickly all the incidents that may occur related to physical hazards (floods,
earthquakes etc.), technology, people and premises, reputation need not be a disaster. Disaster risk reduction should looks at low cost but effective actions that can be taken in preparation of a potential disaster
in order to have a very low and limited impact. But how improved preparedness? The answer is with the
Risk Identification (identification of likely threats) through Risk Assessment Process. Risk Assessment is that
part of risk management which provides a structured process that identifies how risks may be affected, and
analyzes the risk in term of consequences and their probabilities before deciding on whether further treatment is required. The purpose of Risk Assessment is to: _Aid in identifying potential causes of interruption
_Assess the probability of the interruption occurring _Determine the impact of the interruption actually taking place While the outcome should be a set of risk treatments that is designed to _Reduce the probability
of disruption or _Shorten the period of disruption or Limit the impact of disruption

Education and training:
The importance of education and training in preparing response teams for a major disaster, as well as
the techniques, is vital in order to minimize the impact when a major disaster occur. Through education
and training is the only way to ensure that all incident plans, contingency and recovery plans are fit-forpurpose. The technical ways to execute training are: Drills, Seminar, Exercise, Table Top Exercise, Simulation
Exercise and finally Live Play. Disaster Risk Reduction can be achieved through a widely well-developed
and established educational program, empowering the culture of preparedness (related to people, critical
infrastructure, technology systems etc.).
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Implementation and training:
All the exercises and trainings shall be based on appropriate scenarios with clearly defined aims. Training
is essential to ensure that everyone knows what to do when there is an emergency, or a disaster. Everyone
needs training to become familiar with protective actions for life safety (e.g., evacuation etc.). Review protective actions for life safety and conduct trainings (evacuations, fire drills etc.) as required by local regulations. Members of incident management response teams, business teams should be trained so they are
familiar with their role and responsibilities as defined within the plans. There are many benefits of training
implementation: Train people; clarify roles and responsibilities Improve individual performance regarding
all the alternative recovery solutions (location & communication) Evaluate policies, plans, procedures and
the knowledge and skills of team members Comply with local laws, codes and regulations Gain recognition
for the level of preparedness

Policy dialogue:
To reduce the disaster risk is very important to empowering the preparedness level of the people and the
communities so that they are in a better position to respond when a major incident or disaster occur.
There are a several topics that support and help to minimize the impact after a Disaster: Disaster Mitigation Strategies, Early Warning System Methodologies, Disaster Preparedness Measures, Recovery Strategies
(for alternative locations and communications solutions). One of the most important ways is the systematic approach to identifying, assessing and reducing the vulnerabilities related to the socio-economicphysical risks with a holistic approach in order to reduce the impact on society. It is also very important to
‘’establish’’ a disaster management thinking in order to understand why disasters happen and how will
minimize the impact when a major incident or a disaster occurs. Further papers there is also the need for
a very strong perspective in disaster risk reduction policy.
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Dr. Wajd Zimmermann
Association Women For Democracy
Switzerland
femsyr.lausanne@gmail.com

Education and training:
From our own work and in the specific field of conflict resolution, it appears that empathic listening must
always have precedence on any form of action. As a consequence, person to person non violent dialogue
is essential. Non violent Communication could easily be taught in elementary schools, everywhere in the
world.

Implementation and training:
Non violent Communication should be taught and trained everywhere in the world, but essentially in high
risk areas, in order to increase preventively the people’s resilience in all communities.

Policy dialogue:
The Syrian crisis has shown the limits of institutionalized relief organization. As most major ONGs collaborate exclusively with established governments, even if illegitimate, 50% of the country was left without
any help, except private. The crisis management must be separated from any political consideration. Unofficial organisations must be identified and worked with in order to cover all affected regions.
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Dr. Doracie Zoleta-Nantes
READ, Crawford School, Australian National University and University of the Philippines Asian Center
Australia/Philippines
doracie@yahoo.com

Research:
We need to collaborate with universities in regional centres outside of capital cities of developing countries and pro- actively answer this question - how do we make the knowledge that we are generating in
science-based research more relevant to the needs of different sectors in communities that are affected by
disaster events?

Education and training:
There are only a few universities offering formal degrees in disaster risk reduction and management (encompassing both the social and physical sciences), how do we encourage our university officials to allot
more resources in developing curricular programs on disaster management and institutionalize them using
an inter-disciplinary approach? How do we convince the government to send their most promising officials
to complete these DRR and CCA-related curricular programs?

Implementation and training:
Often, resources for highlighting the importance and necessity of collaborative efforts between research
institutions, government agencies and local community groups are lacking, how do we convince funding
institutions that they should support collaborative efforts on undertaking DRR and CCA initiatives between
university research institutions, government administrative units and local or community organizations?

Policy dialogue:
Oftentimes, policy dialogues at the international level are anchored only on concerns of, and are dominated by researchers and practitioners from, advanced and developed countries. Membership among
representatives of developing countries is afforded in the form of tokenism. This has to be changed –
researchers and practitioners from both developed and developing countries have much to offer and learn
from each other. Equal opportunities for participation in decision making between and among participants from developed and developing countries need to be institutionalized.
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